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NOTES ON INTERVIEWEES

The intervieweeswere eachaskedto provide somebiographicalinformation which is
includedin mostcasesin the interviewitself. What follows is only that informationthat
is relevantfor the studyasa whole
Mr P. Buckland is currently a researcherwith the Education Policy and SystemsChange
Unit (EDUPOL) of the Urban Foundation. He was also employed for a numberof
years as an administrator with the KangwaneDepartment of Education.
Dr J. Hofmeyr is also a researcherwith EDUPOL. She has also lectured in the education
departmentof the University of the Witwatersrad and at the JohannesburgCollege
of Education.
Professor J. P. de Lange chaired the influential HSRC commission of enquiry into
education in the RSA in 1981. He is also a past chairman of the Afrikaner
Broederbondand is currently rector of the Rand Afrikaans University.
Mr K. Hartshorne was also a prominent memberof the HSRC ('de Lange') commisson,
as well as having worked for many years as an administrator in the old Department
of Bantu Education. He also participated in the National Education Policy
investigation.
Dr B. Louw is currently a senioradministrator with the Departmentof National education.
At the time of the interview he was Director General of the Department of
Education and Training. Dr Louw participated in the production of the Education
Renewal Strategy (ERS).
Ms L. Smith is a memberof the policy making directorate of the Department of National
Education. She helped to compile the ERS.
Dr R. Stumpf is currently the head of the HSRC. At the time of the interview he was
Deputy Director General of the Department of National Education, and played a
leading role in the developmentof the ERS.
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INTERVIEW

WITH MR P. BUCKLAND AND DR J. HOFMEYR,
JOHANNESBURG, 18/9/91,2.30 pm.

LT

[Addressing JH] First of all I'd be pleasedif you could outline your own history,
and your involvement in educationto begin with.

JH

Well, I startedoff as a teacher,JeppeBoy's High School, then I was secondedto
the college of education whereI lectured trainee teachers.Then I had a lot of back
trouble and stoppedwork for a while. I came in the eighties, to work part-time for
the Urban Foundation. I was really a policy researcherat that stage, and worked
for the person who became the Managing Director of the Urban Foundation
eventually, Dr Robin Lee. Becauseof his membership of various committees, I
looked at all the reports and data that came his way, and briefed him, and read
through them. So that was the kind of work that I did. Becauseof where the Urban
Foundation works, as an agency, I have worked a great deal at the interface
between educationand educationalists,the NGO world (or the projects as we call
them in South Africa), and businesswho the donors nine times out of ten for the
projects. So I have worked in a fairly unusualplace. Most educationalistsin South
Africa havenot worked at that interface. Just through circumstanceI began to work
at that interface, and then really continued as a consultant to the Mobil Foundation
in the mid-eighties, and Wit's centre for continuing education, and various other
private sectororganisationsor projects for most of the eighties. Then I had a brief
time back at Wits as a lecturer in the educationdepartment, then left to complete
my PhD becauseI knew I never would unless I could do it full time. Then I
acceptedthejob hereat EDUPOL, the Education Policy and SystemsChangeUnit,
from the beginning of May of this year. So that's a potted history.

LT

OK, fine. Would you mind telling me what EDUPOL is doing, and, what it's aims
are.

JH

Its an Education Policy and SystemsChangeUnit. The name is quite important.
Many actorsare going to take policy positions in South Africa. Some will research
the positions, but not all. Even fewer will consider how you implement policy so
that it works. That's why the 'and systemschange' has been added to our name,
becausewe are interestedin the whole process, from researchingpolicy positions,
maybe putting up policy proposals, and then testing and refining them, and
considering how to implement them. So it is implementation strategies which
influence us as well. [PB enters the room] I was saying that the 'and systems
change' part of what we do is very important, because we want to consider
implementation strategies. We have a mission statementwhich, as you can see,
wants to bring national policy more in line with developmentneedsof individuals
that are transforming South Africa, and the Urban Foundation's values. We don't
for a moment pretend that we operatein a value free kind of a situation. I have
spokenabout the niche, and what makesus different is the 'and systemschange'.
The four areasthat we have decidedto focus on, becauseyou can't do anything in
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national policy, are teacherdevelopment;education work - the interface between
thosetwo; the governanceof education; and the resourcesfor education (by which
we mean the financial, the human, and the physical resourcesfor education). So
those are the areasthat we are going to put most of our attention into. We work as
a team of three people, Peter Buckland, Sybil Ngilolele, and myself, and we are
three co-equals - we shareout the teamstasks. There is no hierarchy, we operate
completely as a team.
LT

If I could ask you both please,to outline for me what you consider to have been
the major points of importancein recent educational history, involving the private
sector influencing governmentpolicy. Put more simply, what are the major events
that have markedprivate sectorinfluence in educationalpolicy since the seventies,
lets say.

JH

Well you'd have to begin in 1976with the Soweto riots etc. The very establishment
of the Urban Foundation in a sense, signalled businessesconcern about the
disintegrating social fabric, and particularly about the quality of life in black
communities. The Urban Foundation was a visible symbol of that concern, set up
to bridge communities and business,and, somehow, keep lines of communication
open with government. That is one of the things that we did. But at the general
level of making somekind of statementin society, I think the Urban Foundationis
one signal. I think the next important event, which both Peter and I have written
about, and participated in, was the de Lange commission. Businessmadequite a
concerted input into the de Lange commission. Quite a lot of that coordinated by
the Urban Foundation, interestingly enough, at that time, although it was only one
of the constituenciesthat the Urban Foundation consulted. So they did make an
input. Some of the employer organisationsin their own right, nothing to do with
the Urban Foundation, made their own inputs into the de Lange commission.

LT

Well I know that SYNCOM wrote a paper for the de Lange commission. What is
the relationship between SYNCOM and the
Urban Foundation?

JH

No relationship whatsoever, there never has been. SYNCOM was some sort of
brain child of IBM at that stage as far as I know, and was funded by them.
SYNCOM tells you more about the personinvolved in SYNCOM, who is Andre
Spier, rather than about anything else, or anybody else. It is highly idiosyncratic.

PB
JH

It was styled a think tank for capital - that's what it wasn't at the time.
Wasn't at all. Nobody else participated except a small group at IBM and Andre
Spier.

PB

It was Spier, spearheadingthe future.

LT

It was a one-man show?

JH

Yes, very much so. There were somepeopleat IBM who were funding him. It was
a very fringe group, and certainly did not representthe views of capital. By the
way, there is no such thing as 'the view of capital'. It is the most competitive,
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heterogeneous,impossibleto organise sector. After years of working there, I can
assure you that I know that personally, and any notion of a monolith, is just a
completemistake.Peoplesayto us, can the Urban Foundationbring businessalong.
We look at them in disbelief. They happento fund us, but more than that, we are
not a direct channel for their views, and it is exceptionally difficult to get a
coherentview out of them anyway. The next step that I'd make, and then I must
keep quiet and let Peter talk, is that I really think that after eighty one and the
failure of the reformist movement, that I think business thought could work pragmatic liberalism thoughtthat you know, you shouldcapture the minds and souls
of the governing party, the hearts and minds, and try to influence them towards
reform. In education, the issuing of the White Paper in 1983 showed that those
hopeswere really pretty unrealistic. The systemhad hardly changedat all, and, life
went on asusual. I think that businessretreatedfrom the policy arenain education.
It went into developmentwork. It sponsoredincreasing numbersof projects, and
those have grown. Evidence shows us that's become an increasingly important
sector in South Africa. But it didn't get into policy until November 1989 with the
establishment of PRISEC, the Private Sector Education Council. By this time
businesshad got so alarmedby the rot in the system, and the steadily disintegrating
system, that it felt something drastic must be done. The five big employer
associationsgot together and said we need a channel to voice our concernsabout
educationpolicy to government,and that was the founding of PRISEC, asa channel
for them to expresstheir views. So that is as Much as I think that they havedone.
LT

Could you tell me a little bit about PRISEC?

JH

It representsthe AfrikaanseHandelsInstituut, SACOB - the South African Chamber
of Business.It representsSIFSA, BIFSA, and the Chamberof mines. Thoseare the
five biggest employer organisations.They each send one or two members to the
committee that makes up PRISEC, and then, becausenon of them really have
educationalexpertise, they decidedto appoint a committee of specialists, education
specialists.It consistsof JamesMoulder, Alan Pittendrich, Jack Van der Linde and
myself. It has hardly been convened since it was instituted which was last year
some time, so for all intents andpurposesit is not a very well functioning specialist
committee. PRISEC meetsfrom time to time. I think most of the work has been
done by Alan Pittendrich, and PRISEC tends to represent the views of small
businessmore than big business.The very big conglomeratesin South Africa, like
Anglo, Barlow Rand, do not believethat PRISECadequatelyrepresentstheir views.
So as you can see, you set up a coordinating body in the private sector, and not
every body in the private sectoracceptsthat coordinating body. That's how difficult
it is to coordinate the private sector. So there are a lot of attacks on PRISEC and
its legitimacy - who does it speakfor etc, etc. So that's about as much as I can tell
you, becausethere isn't much more to say about PRISEC. It hasn't been terribly
active. The head of it is Theo van den Berg, the current chairman. He has got a
terribly demandingjob in Toyota, he is the Human ResourcesDirector, and Theo
van den Berg spendsall his time doing Toyota work naturally, and has almost got
no time to devote to PRISEC. So it is a committee of people who are extremely
busy, who have limited time to meet, and who have hardly ever, except for one
meeting I went to, convenedtheir specialist committee. So its problematic.
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LT

Is there any literature about PRISEC?

JH

If you were to get hold of Theo van den Berg, or Alan Pittendrich, I can give you
some contact numbersthere, and you can seewhat they are prepared to give you.
I am quite sure they would be preparedto give you whatever they have got. They
are preparing a submissionon the government'sEducation Renewal Strategy, and
the one other thing that I should have said is that one member of PRISEC sat on
the integrating committee of the Education Renewal Strategy, and that was Brian
Phillips of GENCOR. He is the only non-governmentalperson to sit on that. They
then had quite an 'in' into the Education Renewal Strategy, through one personif
you can call that a real 'in', but one persondid sit there. They are the only external
interest group to be so representedon the integrating committee. That is interesting.

LT

And the Urban Foundation, you weren't.....

PB

No, the Urban Foundation explicitly refused to participate on the grounds that it
didn't have sufficient legitimacy. I was going to make the observation that there is
a certain tensionbetweensaying that the private sectoris many voices, and to then
talk about businessdoing this and businessdoing that. I think the private sector is
aboutas coordinatedas the Left. The Left doesthings, and the Left doesthings, but
to say that this is the position of the Left is about as meaningful. But there was
definitely a trend of most of the interests in the businesssector to withdraw from
policy involvement after the de Lange debacle.Their role in developmentwork had
been limited, before de Lange, and since 1976 to the non-formal sector where they
havebecomeincreasingly engagedbecausethe statesimply wasn't able to meetthe
needs.That continues in the period after de Lange until the new phase in eighty
nine when it becamequite clear that the crisis was getting so bad that everyone was
going to have to speakup. Its probably better to use the word 'they' as a whole
conglomerateof different interests. Certainly you can define certain interests in
common, but to talk about 'the private sector' is about as meaningful as to talk
about 'the left'.

LT

I noticeactuallyPeter,that in that article in 'Transformation',one of the papers
that you analystwas SYNCOM'spaper.Is that correct?

PB

Yes.

LT

Would you mind just recappingbriefly your argumentsabout....

PB

Not a hope [laughter]. I don't know if I agreewith them still. I can't remember.
I was trying to make the point that the policy discourse was being restructured. I
think that was the languagethat I used,and that a new discoursewas being injected
into the policy debate. That's right. SYNCOM was cited as an example of that
process. But as to the details of the SYNCOM......

LT

OK, fair enough,but in termsof beingconsistentwith your presentpositionon
SYNCOM, you wouldn't saythat they werethat important.
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PB

I don't think so, no.

LT

And this isn't just kind of Urban Foundation, SYNCOM rivalry going on here.

PB

Not at all.

JH

Not at all. They are a very, very small group of people, I would say in the business
sector......

PB

Are they still going?

JH

No, Andre Spier has retired to a farm somewhere,down in the Cape which he did
about two years ago. He married a much younger woman, and moved to the Cape.
Divorced his wife, married a much younger woman, and moved to the Cape. So
SYNCOM doesn't have any real life.

PB

Perhapsthis is his idea of applied futurism! [laughter]

JH

Something like that. But, you know, the notion that that representedcapital was
false at that time, and would be utterly tenuous, becauseit has just been a dying
animal. I know that lots of people would dismiss it as wild flights of fancy - its the
typical reaction in the businesssector.

LT

Really?

JH

Oh yes. You get somepeoplewho are technocraticallyinclined, and who are
technologicallyinclined, who are captivatedby the notion of a satelliteorbiting
aroundSouthAfrica that could beamlessonsinto every class. But thoseare the
peoplewho are gullible about technologyanyhow. The vast majority of people
dismissit as slightly off-beam.

LT

Well then why were SYNCOM chosen. why were they included in de Lange?

PB

I think they made quite an impact on the public sector, on the officials engagedin
the de Lange investigation, becausethis was a totally new approach. It was a totally
different language, and really my argumentsabout the discourse were that the
bureaucratsdid not have accessto a way of talking about the problem. Their old
way of talking about educational problems would have been in terms of the old
ideological rhetoric of CNE and of Bantu Education. The problems they were
confronting were just not solvable with that rhetoric. It had been discredited. If
anyoneencapsulatesthe technocraticrhetoric, SYNCOM does. So it was seductive.
Quite a few people involved in de Lange were attractedby it. Its even quoted. Its
quoted in the de Lange report, the SYNCOM report, and some sectionswere just
lifted straight out. That is the main significance. Andre Spier went to a big
conferencethat was organisedin February eighty two in Grahamstown. He is quite
a dynamic speaker, and so he wowed some people there, but I don't think that
amongst serious policy actors that that line has made anything like the kind of
impact that de Lange has for example.
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JH

I would even go so far asto saythat Spier has had closer allies in government than
he has ever had in businessas a whole. He's had many good friends, and close
allies, and he has beatena track regularly to ministers doors over the last couple
of years. You must understandthat about his position in society. That is why he has
had access.They are people within his own social circle. He knows some of them
extremely well. He had a track to ministerssanctum sanctorums that other people
don't have. This is one of the great argumentsthat's often made in South Africa.
whereas in America you have enormous movement between business and
government, in the sensethat businesspeople take posts in government and out.
There is this kind of movementof ideasbetweenthe two sectors. It doesn't happen
in South Africa. Most people high up in government have never come from
business. They have come from teaching, or from religion, or they have been
doctors, interestingly enough. So that kind of easy passagebetween businessand
government simply doesnot happenin South Africa to the extent that it happensin
other democracieslike America for instance. So it is quite interesting if you look
at networks of influence and how they work in South Africa. They don't work in
many of the typical ways that they work in other countries.

LT

Would you claim to be party to any suchnetworksyourself?

JH

Yes we are all in networks [laughter]. Yes, you see,I have operatedfor a long time
at the interface between things. I know the project network, the NGO network. I
know a lot of the people in corporate social responsibility in the big companies,
becausethey are the people whose money goes to fund projects, and I have met
them at corporate social responsibility functions or whatever. I have often given
talks which they have attended, so I tend to know who the key people are in
corporate social responsibility in South Africa. I know that network. I know them
well enough over many years that I can phone someoneup and say what do you
think about this or somethinglike that. I can ask them for an opinion, or ask them
if they know something that is happening. If that's what you mean by a network,
that's what I mean by a network, and I do have that kind of access. Of course I
also stayedat a university for a while, and so I have an academic network as well.
The thing about South Africa is that it is such a small incestuoussociety that we all
operatein many different networks. Those are probably someof the main onesthat
I have had.

LT

How about with government?

JH

Government people I have had less to do with. Garbers, I think, knows me now.
I have never met Viljoen. Peter I think, having been Secretary of Education in
Kanguane,he knows a lot of the governmentpeople. I have met very few of them.
In the course of my work I have met far more people from the project world,
community base organisations, universities, or teacher training colleges, and
donors. Those are my strongestnetworks, and an international donor network that
is interesting. The foundation network, becauseI worked for a while in the States,
so I know the foundation network there. Not government, that is not a strong suit,
but I have some friends in places, in government now. Someonelike John Lewen
in the Departmentof National Education, but not an extensive network.
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LT

OK, I'm in the picture. So between you then, you do have limited contact with
government officials.

PB

No, I think quite reasonable.I know all the Directors General and Secretariesfor
all the departments(the education departments), except those in the homelands
which have quite recently changed. I know them and can phone them. I was only
in
[unclear].... for two years, so I don't have a deeply establishednetwork. I
....
think we have pretty good accessfor information from people in government if we
need to.

JH

Betweenus, I would say with all our different networks, we see them as vital to
maintain and keep up, becausewe want to be able to talk to everybody. We want
to pursue, as you can seeon the secondpage, an interactive style. We believe that
is absolutely crucial to doing policy work. If we can't tap into all kinds of
networks, we are limited in our ability to be effective.

LT

So are you included in PRISEC?

JH

Not at all. I just happenedto have beenthere becauseI was askedto serve on that
specialist committee, and I think there may be an opportunity to inject some sense
into the private sector's debateabout education, which is often basedon the fact
that they all went to school, and the fact that they always believe that the education
system is responsiblefor all the ills with their employees, and that is not so. They
can do with a great deal of help in education.

LT

How do you intendto influencepolicy then?

JH

We want to do it by this interactive style. We would want to do it either by
developing policies and injecting them into the debate, into the open debateabout
what people are thinking. we have got some ideas about policy....

LT

Through your committee on PRISEC?

JH

No, no,no. Through our networks. through the people that we know, and through
opportunities to talk, to engagewith them. By holding seminars, discussions,this
kind of thing. We would also seeourselvesplaying a brokerage role sometimesas
well. When there are other groups that wish to talk to each other, sometimeswe
can facilitate that kind of interaction. So sometimeswe seeourselvesplaying a kind
of mediating, facilitative role. Very often an advocacyrole, about positions that we
thought were important, that have come out as a result of our research, and our
value stanceetc. Then it would really dependon the issue at the time as to what
strategy one would adopt for promoting that idea. We would do it mainly by
interacting with other groups. Let me give you the example of the Education
Renewal Strategy. It came out, we analyst it, we prepareda critical analysis of it,
and we have given that to probably about 250 peopleby now, all over the country.
What we said was that these are our thoughts on the ERS, this is the kind of
meaning we have managedto extract from it. The interpretation, we believe, is a
useful one, how do you react. That is the kind of thing we've done. So we, in a
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sensehave tried to increase policy understandingabout a key document that has
beenput on the table, and we have done it by interacting with other groups, so by
doing an amountof researchwork, and then making it available to other groupsfor
discussion, debate and feedback. From the feedback that we got, we actually
prepared our submission to government which incorporated all the views, or at
least, some of the views that we heard during our presentation. That submission
went to government finally. So that is the kind of way we would see ourselves
ideally as working.
LT

I'd like to go back to an earlier issue, and perhapsPeter you would like to chip in
on this one. I wonder if you would like to define, as historically as possible,
perhaps from seventy three or the early seventies,what have been the main fears
and concernsof the private sector in relation to education.

JH

The one that has been a constanttheme, not without justification, is that education
system neither educatesnor trains people. The main thing is that once they get
them, they are not educated,nor are they trainable. That is their major complaint
about the education system. If educationalists could only educate the people
adequately,then at least they could train. Some of them believe that the education
system should also have trained them, that's another whole story. The basic gripe,
if you read through everything they have said, is that. The other thing that they feel
is that they needskilled personpower, and unlessthey have an education system
that delivers quality people, they won't get the skilled personpower they want, and
so the whole manpowershortagedebateis part of the common senseunderstanding
of businessabout its problems with education. That's put the whole issueinto sharp
relief and focus. You have got to add to that, coming nearerto the late eighties, the
whole issue of the global economy, and how we are going to be competitive in a
global economy, which doesn't favour minerals and raw materials, and favours
servicesand technology etc. Again the premium is put on skills and that kind of
thing. Then there is a theme that you pick up as well, that business feels that
education is an areaof such social salience, that unlessaspirations are met in that
area, it is an area where the fabric of society begins to rend asunder. They are
anxious about what disturbancesin educationcan do to the whole fabric of South
African society, as witnessedby seventysix. Seventysix beginning as educationas
an issue in Soweto, plunged the country into social turmoil. And so they are aware
of the disrupting effects of demandsand unmet aspirations, and expectations,and
frustrations, and anger in education. So they are scaredabout what can happen in
education.
Its a fear, and the consequencesof educatedunemployment. That sort of anxiety
is reflected in the de Lange report, it comes through all the time. If you have so
many people that are educatedbut unemployed, this will create problems, social
stability problems.

PB

JH

Its a powder keg issue. So businessis now absolutely absorbed with the problem
of the marginalised youth. It is a problem that businesshas taken to its heart.

PB

Certainelementsof businessagain,probablytherearesectorswith a strongersense
of socialconcernthat arelooking,perhaps,at a longerterm view. The majority of
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businessinterestsprobablyhavetheir headsdown closerto the ground. Its those
broader,moreestablished,larger businessintereststhat are perhapslooking with
a longerterm view, and seeingthat investmentin addressingthe problemsof the
marginalisedyouth is going to work for them, to the broader advantageof
everyone.
JH

There is anotherone I didn't mention - the enormousconcernthat businesshas got
about the academicbias in our schools,and the irrelevanceof the curriculum to the
world of work.. This expressesitself in the fact that so few people come out with
scienceand mathsfrom our schooling system,and particularly the black schooling
system. This alarms business enormously. Consequently they have invested
hundredsof thousandsin academicsupport programmes, becausethey have done
their planning, and, they know that down the track, they will need more engineers,
and more technologistsof every sort, and they simply aren't going to get them from
the supply of whites, and the pathetic trickle of black South Africans that come out
with mathsand scienceso that they can do those kinds of coursesat technikons and
universities. So this is now an addedanxiety. They havebegun to question what are
the schools turning out, not just in general, but what specific skills do the pupils
have when they come out of schools.

LT

You are saying'now', but this is quite an old argumentisn't it.

JH

It becamemuch more urgent when they began to see the figures that showed the
decline in quality of education. The kind of work that I did that showed that only
about 800 black matriculants coming out in 1976 had maths and scienceat a level
good enoughto get into any university in this country, was absolutely alarming, and
it galvanised the businessworld. They didn't know before that, they hadn't been
able to quantify quite how bad it was. Then they realised how much it had
deteriorated in the eighties.

PB

Also, in the 1980's there was a particular concern about high level manpower. I
think there is a growing concernnow about skilled operatives,people with technical
skills, throughout the organisation.There is very little use for untrained labour, so
that the focus has shifted more down the employment hierarchy - the concernabout
skills. The other thing that really concerns important sectors of the business
community is the issueof the absorptionof stateresourcesby the education system.
It is becoming monstrouslyexpensive.It is getting bigger, and bigger, and bigger,
and they are fearing that it is becominga real burden on the state, so that there is
concern there for the need for cost effectiveness,and, an education system that is
more affordable and appropriate.

LT

Who is expressingthesefears?

PB

That is coming through particularly from Brian Phillips and the PRISEC thing. It
is one of his fears that he articulated. That's where I picked it up.

JH

You can pick it up. The van der Berg will tell you that he has spokento
governmentpeople,andhe saidto them, I can tell you that I can run the schools
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in white educationwith 30% less money than you have now. There is 30% fat in
the white system, and it is not necessary.So there is this perception, but I don't
think it is as widespreadas the other perceptionswhich are what is the matter with
the quality of the system, it doesn't deliver anybody that we can do anything with..
That is the bottom line for business.
PB

There is a lot of talk about the 20%, that the government is reaching the limit of
what it can reasonablyspendfrom the national budget. So it is unlikely that there
will be a significant increasein the resourcesfor education. Businessis more and
more becoming awareof that. The messageof the ERS is that the private sector,
which includes the businesssector, is going to be involved in adding resources,in
improving the quality of education.

LT

Who commissionedthe Harvard RTI. was that PRISEC?

JH

No, not at all. That is the IDT.

PB

The IDT and the Education Foundation.

JH

It is really EducationFoundation money, and they askedthe IDT here to move with
the RTI there. So it is the IDT, the IndependentDevelopment trust.

LT

Do you think that the model presentedthere goes any way to addressingthose
fears? I don't actually know much about it. I am talking from the top of my head
becauseit is a very new thing.

PB

It may reassuresomepeople. At the moment what they are doing is demonstrating
their computer modelling technique. They are saying it is possible to look at
education systems in this way. I doubt if the business sector is particularly
concernedabout that.

JH

It hasn't been presentedto businessyet. It has been presentedto the development
agencies, to NEPI, but businesshas not been targeted as an audience for the RTI
model.

PB

There are two things in the RTI model. They have even begun talking about
different names. There is the software programme, the computer model, which is
simply a sophisticatedcalculator, to make calculationsabout the education system.
And then there is what they call the 'Education ReconstructionModel One' (ERM
1), which was generatedas an attempt to demonstratethe power of the software.
A basic assumption of that was that the resourcesavailable will be fixed at about
20% of stateexpenditure, so that current levels of expenditure will continue. Is it
possible to have an affordable education system. They built on assumptionswhich
came to the conclusion that it was. The discussion amongst educationalists is
whether thoseassumptionswere valid, or politically viable, and so on. I don't think
that at this stage that that innovation is going to make a profound impact on the
field. It is very new. I think it is quite important that people are using computer
modelling techniques, they have beenusing them in other fields for quite a long
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time. Its beenkind of over-ratedby a lot of people.
LT

Well we got off the topic a little bit which was my fault. I was wonderingwhen
businessfirst beganto take an interestin educationalreform.

JH

It dependswhat you meanby reform. You have got to define for us your meaning
of reform because in this context reform can have many positive or negative
connotations.

LT

OK. Whendid the privatesectorbeginto takean interestin the educationsystem
full stop?

JH

Goodness,that is a tremendousquestion. You really have to go right back, to the
extent that businesspeople participated on education commissions any time from
1910 onwards, which some of them did. They were asked to be an odd member.
Someonewhoselife I studiedwas an odd member on a governmentcommission on
economicreform of the Transkei, or on educationor something.The Witwatersrand
council of educationwas set up to promote the educationof English-speakingSouth
Africans, at the time of Kruger's government in the Transvaal, and those were
largely concerned business leaders which sat on the Witwatersrand Council for
Education. You then go to the educationpanelsthat were set up in 1961and 1966,
on which people who are still around participated, Michael O'Dowd and people
participated. that was businessspecifically looking down ethe track and saying we
are getting very worried. The skilled manpowerissue began to rear its head in the
sixties, but before that even in the fifties. Michael O' Dowd would point to some
social responsibility programmesthat predatedeven the National Party government.

LT

Have you got any good referencesfor what you have told me up until now?

JH

Yes, if you look at Ken Hartshorne's work on the history of business sectors
involvement in education. He documentsall of that. Look at Nicola Swainson's
work She derived most of hers from Ken Hartshorne's.

LT

Whereis Ken's work? Is it a book?

JH

It is part of a conferenceseriesthat we hold. It wasat the Centrefor Continuing
Education.Quite a lot of peopleat Wits havea copy of it.

LT

Actually I've seenit. I saw it today.

JH

Well Ken's paperin that. It is probably the bestthing written on the private sector's
involvement in education. Then there are a few others. Robin Lee has written an
article. Usually it is talks here and there. There are no published books on this kind
of topic. There are odd things here and there about businessesinvolvement in
education. Daviesarticle in PeterKallaway's book. He takesa particularly Marxist
interpretation of what he thinks businessesinvolvement in education has been. Not
much has beenwritten in South Africa, but you can trace it if you go through and
ask the question, what have they beendoing over time.
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LT

So we are up to the educationpanel. You sayO' Dowd andotherswere involved
in the educationpanel, andthe issuestherewere skills trainingand manpower.

JH

And they wanted a non-racial education system.

LT

Even then?

JH

Oh yes. It goes quite far back. That voice was articulated well back.

PB

There was resistanceto Bantu Education.

JH

Yes right back to 1954, there was resistanceto that. In fact if you look at the South
African Institute of Race Relations, where you will probably get the best records
of all of this. The meetings they organised around, to protest about Bantu
Education. Prominent businesspeople were involved in those committees.

PB

The Extension of Universities Act. There was mobilisation around that.

JH

Its often at key points. Again in 1967. If you look at Rose and Tumner's book on
documentsin South African history, they have an editorial commentary that runs
that at the time the minister wanted to propose the new National Education Policy
Act, there was again somekind of reaction from businesson the National Education
Policy Act. So there is a kind of history which you can chart of periods of
inactivity, periods of activity, and periods of reaction, usually sparked off by
legislation being introduced, that businesssaw as being inimical to its interests or
its value system.

PB

Or, morelately, to crises- 1976,the 1980schoolboycottsand so on.

JH

Every time those matric results come out, businessgets extremely, inordinately
worried about what this meansfor their ability to recruit. In the sixties, it was still
the danger to come. There was still a large enough reservoir of white South
Africans that they could draw from. But now they simply can't find people. That
is the bottom line. If you go and talk to the recruiting officers in the big companies,
and they tell you how they desperatelygo out and find matriculants with mathsand
science,white and black at the end of the year, who will come and work for Anglo
American in the mines etc, or join JCI, Barlow Rand, then they have problems.
There aren't people there.

LT

People have dated that issue, i. e. the shortageof white skilled labour back to the
early seventies.I don't know if you can throw some light on that.

JH

An issue in the abstract. Not a real issue yet. It was an issue that if you were
foresighted, and, you looked down the road, you knew you would hit, but now
companiesare hitting that issue.

PB

It wasprobablybecomingsomethingofficials weretallcingabout,particularlyin the
DET, becausethey could seethatthey hada future in all that. But the legislation
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didn't provide for it, I meanthe TechnikonsAct was only passedin eighty one, the
Black TechnikonsAct. Vista University, a whole lot of that stuff didn't happenuntil
1981, so if it was of concern to officialdom, it wasn't reaching legislative policy
until 1980.
LT

What kind of hearing do you think businesshad in de Lange? We've discussed
SYNCOM's contribution.....

JH

Well SYNCOM as we say was this aberrant think tank [laughter]. Its true!
absolutelytrue!

PB

You'll have to go back to Linda Chisholm's think tank for capital phrase, and add
the word 'aberrant'. [laughter]

JH

Pleasedo, becausethere is nobody I know who took that terribly seriously. You
would have to look at the original documents to see how many business
organisationsmade inputs. I know that SIFSA did. I suspectthat all of the major
employer organisations made their own inputs. At that time the South African
Chamber of Businessdid not exist. It was two separatethings. It was the FCI, the
Federated Chamber of Industries, and I forget the other half. Sacob is an
amalgamationof two others. In their own names, SIFSA, BIFSA, all the building
industries, the steel industry, they would have all made submissions I suspect.
definitely the Afrikaner Handels Institute did, and there is some talk, I've never
researchedthis, that the Afrikaner HandelsInstitute had rather more influence than
any other employer organisation.

PB

Not on de Lange.

JH

Not on de Lange necessarily, but generally on cabinet policy.

LT

Why?

JH

Its just the Afrikaner sector of business. It is equivalent to the Chamber of
Industries. It is the Afrikaans version of that. Although now, in South Africa, there
are probably asmany Afrikaners sitting on SACOB asthere..... you know they have
far more interpenetration. At that stage the language groups were quite rigidly
separatedstill in business.I don't know. I really don't know what overall impact
they had amongstthe thousandsof submissionsthat came in. I don't suspectany
particular one. The Urban Foundation arranged a series of consultations on de
Lange. My job that day was to act as secretaryto all those meetings, so I sat, and
I saw who was invited. The heaviestpreponderanceof people always came from
the communities, from the teaching organisations. It was Franklin Sonn, it was
Taunyane,it was peoplelike that. They were more interestedin tapping community
opinion and academics.OccasionallyO'Dowd was there, but not many more people
than that from business.I do know that at one stagethe Urban Foundation asked
Professor Bezole from Wits to go around and to talk to businessleaders about de
Lange. To help them understandthe importanceof the de Lange issue, and the kind
of submissionthat the Urban Foundation made. I do remember that process. But
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that was more to educatethem about de Lange. Your questionis the other question,
what ultimate impact did they have, and I am not convincedthey did. I think people
like Rotenbach,who had looked at technicaland careereducation, the experts who
worked in a technocraticparadigm, had a far greater impact. It was the HSRC
people, the new rising group of technocratsin government, I suspectwho had the
strongest influence.
PB

The level of insight into things educationalin most parts of the business sector, is
pretty low, and they would readily admit it. They understandtraining, but matters
educational, very many of them will readily admit that they don't know much
about it, and we'll leaveit to you guys, we presumeyou're the experts. They know
where their interests are, but to articulate those into educational policy, I don't
think many of them are capableof doing so.

JH

Put it this way. If you were to count up the number of business people on de
Lange, who saton work committees,I imagine they would be in a minority. Their
submissionswould be among the hundredsof submissionsthat came in at the de
Lange commission. To prove any particular influence or otherwise would be
extremely difficult in that situation.

PB

Their approachwould be to commissionan expert, like Willie Rotenbach,or
somebodylike that.

LT

Who is Rotenbachagain?

PB

He is professor at StellenboschUniversity, and he reinvented the phrase 'career
education', which was the vocationalisationof the curriculum, which createdquite
a splash. I mean they were talking about vocationalising after the sixth year,
standard four, into career education, canalisation mechanismsand all that stuff.
That was Willie Rotenbach.

JH

Yes, and his influence is profound, but he came straight from the Afrikaner
establishment, from Stellenbosch.He is an academic.

LT

So is he part of the samegroup of intellectualsthat de Lange himself might be said
to belong to?

PB

Yes, I think so, the new Afrikaner technocrats.

LT

Would you like to expand on that. Would you like to say what you mean by 'new
Afrikaner technocrats'.

PB

There was that generationthat came out in the era of Peter de Lange, particularly
from RAU. Many of them studiedat RAU. But also at Stellenbosch. There was
quite a lot going on there, where they were becoming involved with quite a lot of
the literature, particularly from Europe. Habermas,Weber.......

LT

Habermas?
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PB

Yes. Habermashas its own impact, not only as a critique of the technocratic mind
set. They are using it, using the literature, but I'm getting confused here. That
literature was part of the European literature which significantly influenced the
university there, OK, which produceda breedof technocrats.I would say that they
were not sophisticatedin the critique that Habermasproduced of the technocratic
rationality, but it was that intellectual tradition, or the intellectual mind set, the
technocratic mind set that Habermas was critiquing, that was imported. It was
emerging into the administration, into government. It wasn't only the academics,
but increasingly with the size of the departments,particularly in education, there
was a need to import new managementstrategy. They imported stuff about
technocraticmanagementstyles, the literature, particularly from America and from
Europe, which reflected the sameintellectual tradition. So that was the changethat
I was talking about. That's why my reference to Habermaswas misleading.

LT

OK, becauseobviously there is a contradiction betweenyour own characterisation
of de Lange as being technicist, and what you are saying there about this new type
of mind set.

PB

I know. I should say that it wasn't Habermas,it was the pre- Habermas literature
of which Habermaswas a critique. It was influenced by Weberian ideas, but it was
a pretty crude Weberianism.

JH

There was a notion that rationality was important, objectivity, and scientific
enquiry. There was this notion that we could managethis incredibly difficult society
by scientific enquiry, typified by the HSRC. The HSRC was the vanguard of that
kind of movementin South Africa, and probably still is. It was people like Viljoen,
and de Lange. Garbers, and Schalp Pienaar.

PB

Thereare two Garbers.OneGarberswasin the CSIR, andonewas in the HSRC.

LT

The CSIR?

JH

The Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research.So it is a whole new breed, who
believed that we should try to get away from constraining ideologies, and we must
becomerational man.

PB

The HSRC was restructured substantially, and they produced a new strategy, of
which the de Lange investigation was the first real implementation of the new
approach,with the main committee, all the sub-committeesand the whole thing, all
rationally planned out in organograms.

LT

Have you got any good referencesfor this?

PB

Of the restructuring of the HSRC?

LT

The restructuringof the HSRC, but alsothe formation of this new mind set, its
fascinating.
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JH

The people who would write on this would be people like Andre du Toit, it would
be people like Robert Schriever who has done work on the bureaucracy.

PB

There is a good one by du Toit.... I can't rememberright now.

LT

Joe Muller has done somethingon the HSRC.

JH

But that doesn't go back, or does it go right back?

LT

In haven'tactuallyreadit yet. It talksaboutthreephases.....

JH

Yes, he's probably tracked that quite well. There was also the notion that perhaps,
through science, you could get consensus,that in this conflict-ridden society you
could find a consensusin this society by injecting science.You could find a rational
consensus.

LT

But isn't fundamental pedagogicsthe samekind of thing?

JH

No.

LT

It claimsto be scientific.

PB

It has got some of that tradition. It is part of the Europeanpositivist tradition.

JH

Grafted onto phenomenology.

PB

Its graftedonto phenomenology
andinjectedwith goodold fashionedracism,and
You
theologicalovertones.
couldhardlydescribethatasdominatedby technocratic
rationality.

LT

OK, I can seethe differentiation there. So you would describe the new mind set as
being technocratic rational.

PB

Yes. The word in the de Lange committeewas management.That was a new word,
and it was a word setting in amongstan officialdom that was new. One never talked
about educationalmanagers.One talked about administrators and officials, but one
didn't talk about managers.It was part of that whole tradition. I think officials
looked to the private sector for inspiration, and I think the managementrhetoric
percolated through, but I don't think there was any direct injection by the private
sector into de Lange.

LT

Dr Louw is a member of this new mind set. I interviewed him the other day. This
is why I am so interested. He was talking about the same kinds of thing. He was
talking about Englebrecht and so on.

JH

Absolutely.All still from thede Langedays.You canpick themout from the main
committee.They are still around,andthey are very influential today.
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PB

Louw was one of the architects of the SANEP formula, which was a funding
formula for education, which was part of the ten year plan. He was in the
Departmentof National Educationand it was his baby. It was a classic example of
an attempt to managea society into equality.

JH

Don't lets be overscepticalof this and try to dismiss it. Don't lets underestimateit,
becausefrom peoplewho worked very closely on the main committee on de Lange,
they have told me, people like Ken Hartshorne and Franklin Sonn, that they saw
de Lange converted before their eyes by the volume of evidence and facts. De
Lange, in fact, didn't start off as a somebody,becausehe was actually chosen to
head that thing, and I don't think the governmentat that stagerealised where Peter
de Lange would come out. They talk abouta conversionprocess.He was converted
by rationality, and this is the interesting thing. As the facts were put before him,
he beganto realise that the pastcouldn't continue into the future, it was untenable.
He began to be converted, so don't lets underestimatethat. For a group of people
who had not had that exposurebefore, it was probably a powerful experience. No
wonder they held onto rationality and scientific enquiry.

PB

It is very powerful. It underliesan awful lot of the modernmind set. I am not
suggestingthat it was the failure of de Lange,but its dominancewas oneof its
limitations. I would put it that way, but it had a powerful impact, much more so
thanthe rhetoricof racismor the old apartheidrhetoricwould havehadunderthose
circumstances.

LT

It had potentially more progressiveovertonesthan the old rhetoric.

JH

Oh yes, much more.

PB

You know, Louw seeshimself asa niceguy, andhe is. He is a very intelligent
,
dedicatedman.

JH

Almost all of them are. We have met most of them. They are pleasant people. You
would sit down and have supper with them.

PB

I have got great respect for Louw. He is really dedicatedto what he is doing. But
he really doesbelieve that problems could be solvedif only we could sit down and
be rational. That's where it comes from.

LT

He was also saying that part of this new generation, this up and coming generation
were influenced by free market ideasas well.

JH

That's interesting.

LT

The economics departmentat Stellenboschand elsewhere. I wonder if you agree
with that.

JH

I wouldn't know enough. I couldn't reach an opinion on that Leon, I really
couldn't. It is very interesting becauseyou would have to look at the difference
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between Verwoerd and his group, who were probably influenced by social
anthropologies where they came from, and the idealistic strain of social
anthropology, Rousseauand the kind you know, going back to that, and also
religion. Most of them studiedreligion at somestage, so it would be interesting to
see what the formative subjects or influences were on each separate breed of
leaders, or generationof leaders.It would be quite fascinating. Did more of them
study economics later on you know, that is the question I would want to know.
LT

Anyway, I came to interview you both specifically about the role of the private
sector, and we got onto discussingtechnocratsin government. [Laughter]. Who
have beenthe main playersfrom capital, from the private sectorduring the eighties.
I know that Gavin Relly has been very vocal on educational issues, who else has
been important from this sector.

JH

Well the person who has sat on all the government commissions, and who still is
the one person that representsthe private sector on UTAC (the Universities and
Technikons Advisory Council), is Michael O'Dowd. Michael O'Dowd probably
more than any other one person in business can claim to wear the hat of Mr
spokesmanon education.

LT

So anything that he sayswould have a certain legitimacyamongstthe private
sector?

JH

No. You cannot draw the next conclusion that you just have. Michael O'Dowd is
what they call the highest paid academicin South Africa, becausewhat he is is an
academic employed by Anglo American. Michael O'Dowd has his very own
idiosyncratic views, and Michael O'Dowd representsnone so much as Michael
O'Dowd. That is well-known in thebusinesssector. So, it is a great problem seeing
him as a spokespersonfor capital. For everything he says, I will show you ten
people in the businesssector who do not agreewith Michael O'Dowd, and never
will. But he is the most obvious high profile figure, who is consistently put on
government commissions and statutory official committees. Then Roscholt is
probably the next most important. He is Chancellor of Wits University, and he sits
on another one of the governmentsofficial statutory committees. Then the other
people who are vocal, they don't have Michael O' Dowd's..... Michael O' Dowd
researcheseducation. He does researchof his own sort, and he practiceseducation
in the sensethat he is the funder of the chairman's fund, and deploys that money
in things educational, and they take a very strong influence in whatever they fund.
You've got to understand that the figureheads that speak out, they have their
speecheswritten by somebodyelse for them, and that information is not in their
own heads,all that understanding,very often. For what the exerciseis worth, I will
tell you the people that speak out most. It is Mike Saunderfrom AECI - African
Explosives and Chemicals Industries, he is the CEO of that. It is Roscholt at
Barlows, now replacedby Warren Clewno. Clewno doesn't tend to speakthat much
on education. Roscholt still tendsto do the speakingon education. Marie Hofineyer
of JCI, no longer at JCI, now at Argus. Very dominant. There aren't that
many.... Robbie Godsell. When we held a conferenceabout six years ago we tried
to bring in the key people from businesson education. You didn't come up with
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more than about five or six names.
PB

What about that man at SACOB?

JH

Alan Tomkin? No, he hasjust come into that position in the last two years, not
before ninety. In the eighties, you are talking about five people who might have,
fairly regularly, said somethingabout educationin their speeches.Not much more
than that. Anton Rupertdidn't especiallyaddresseducationalissues.Who is the guy
that used to headup SANLAM and had that very bad.... Fred Du Plessis. Most of
them are in the English speakingbusinesssector. The Afrikaans speakingbusiness
sectorhasbeenvery quiet. Even today, although they havenow becomevery active
in corporate socialresponsibility, they tend not to speakout about education, unless
in so far as they are office holders within employer associations. But SANLAM
doesn't particularly go out and shout the odds about the education crisis.

PB

It is quite problematicfor them.

JH

Probably, but I am just telling you what you observeif you look at the field. The
voices who speaktend to be from English speakingbusiness,in the tradition of big
giants typically. Not much speakingfrom Afrikaner business.

LT

But a lot of influencegoingon there.

JH

I don't know. It is not the sectorof businessthatI know well. I know the English
speakingsectorbetter. I know somepeoplein Afrikaner business.I don't know
how close the links are betweenthem andgovernment,I don't know. One can
assumetherewould be sociallinks. Theygo to the samechurches,socialnetwork
influences,they go to the samechurches,dinnerparties,that kind of thing. More
than that I don't know.

PB

We came across that reference to the AHI's influence. Well, that would be one
route which is Afrikaans businessinfluencing through that network.

JH

I think it is throughthe socialnetworks.They haveoverlappingsocialnetworks.

PB

Am I right, am I imagining it? It was probably more influential than the
Broederbond.

JH

Something like that. It was interesting.

PB

Something like that.

LT

What are you talking about?

JH

The Afrikaanse Handels Instituut may have been more influential than the
Broederbond. Weren't they both seenas the most influential.

PB

It was somethingthat struck us as we were reading, and we said, ah that's
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interesting.
JH

That's a book that hascome out of the Centre for Policy Studies, a recent book that
has come out.

LT

What's it called?

JH

Something like South Africa in the Nineties. They actually look at the patterns of
influence on government policy. The other place where you might get it, but I
suspect, not on education, is at the business school themselves, because MBA
students writing up their reports, sometimespick up issues like this. But it is
generally an unresearchedfield. The influence of businesson education is an underresearchedfield.

LT

Would you like to make any generalisations about business views concerning
educational policy. I know this flies in the face of everything you said before about
businessnot being a heterogeneousgroup etc. Let me give someexamples,be more
specific. Could you characterisebusinessviews on privatisation in education?

PB

Confusedandanxious.

JH

There is a vocal small group in the Free Market Foundation that believes in the
voucher system, and maximum privatisation. That view is simply, I believe, a
fringe view. There are a few diehards who are quite vocal and articulate, but in
businessas a whole, I don't believe that that view has much credenceat all. I think
that what they are most worried about is to get some quality coming out of the
system. And then they are probably most worried about what they are going to have
to pay in order to do this. The debatethat will rage, that I don't think there is any
unanimity on, is at what stage in the curriculum do you begin to vocationalise
education. You will get the more enlightenedgroup, who do believe now that it is
the schoolsjob to educate, and business'job is to train. But you will also get a
group, probably as big, that still believesthat schools should becomevocationally
orientated very early on a la the de Lange report. You won't get unanimity. You
can get a group of businesspeople and ask them that question, and you won't get
agreement.

PB

There will be quite a large group of people who would say, well we really don't
know.

JH

Absolutely.All they want is betterpeopledeliveredthat we can find moreuseful
in work. It is a very uninformedcritiqueon the whole.

LT

Right. So they want more skills at the least possible disadvantageto themselves.

JH

I supposeso. That would be the natural self interest of any group. Although, in
South Africa, I think businesshas increasingly acceptedthat it will have to play a
role in education. It is interesting what role it already does play. There is almost
no country in the world, for instance,where the private sector sponsorsin-service
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teacher education. There is no doubt. It is always the statesresponsibility. If you
tell people who often come out here from Paris or Germany, that the business
sectoris sponsoringINSET projects, they look at you asif you are mad. I havehad
this debatewith Paris businessmen,and they have said, well what on earth are they
doing that for. That's not business'job, and we say, well in a situation of complete
crisis, the business sector had to step in. I suspect that is a strong realistic
perception in businessthat they will not be let off the hook. The question is where
do they spendtheir money, and where is it of most benefit for them to spendtheir
money. They know they are going to have to pay. The question is where and how.
I suspect they are going to demand a say on policy for two reasons. One, the
present curriculum isn't delivering, and two, they know they are going to have to
pay, and, becausethey are going to have to pay, they want a voice. Their interest
is not going to wane on education policy, it is going to grow from now onwards.

PB

They will havemoremusclebecausethey will be putting moremoneydirectly in.

JH

They have always done it indirectly through tax, but now they are making direct
contributions to hundreds of projects: academic support programmes; training
bursaries. I mean if you look at what any company in this country is spendingon
bursaries, it is incredible, the bursary budgets.

LT

You were mentioning before that there is a certain fear about the percentageof
GNP that is spenton education,and also about the role of the state in educationand
in other spheres.Now the ERS is underpinnedby the philosophy of deregulation
and decentralisation.That's the philosophy that supposedlyunderpinsthe ERS......

JH

I would take issuewith that. I would agreewith the decentralisation
part, but you
show me the deregulationpart. Thereis absolutelyno evidenceof deregulation.

PB

It wasdrawn up by officials, andofficials don't want to deregulateanything.We
are not talking aboutprivatisationat all as far as I understandit.

JH

You show me one area in the ERS where they are deregulating.

PB

Officials are concernedabout rules and regulationsto govern decentralisation.That
is what they are concernedabout.

JH

They are just saying in certain areas, like preschool, we want the private sector.
But that is an area they have never been in. They have no funds to do it, so they
are saying lets pass the buck to NGO's and the private sector.

PB

And distanceeducation as well.

JH

They know that they have this expertise that they haven't got. So they want the
SABC to get heavily involved. But that is not deregulation. Theseare areasthe state
has never really been in. It is not as if it is in areaswhich it is now renouncing its
control over, and handingit to other areas.It is merely recognising the status quo.
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LT

OK, and the businesssector, could you characterisetheir views on decentralisation
and deregulation?

JH

I think that is one thing that you could probably say, on the whole, is supportedby
business, the notion that we have got to get away from the multiplicity of
departments- its superstructuralchaos. It representsa trend in business. Many
businessesare decentralisingtheir organisationsat the moment. They are moving
to smaller decentralisedunits. Its the trend in the businessworld. They would, I
suspect,see a similar thing being a good thing to happenin education. I imagine
that is somethingbusinessgenerally would support, except that, on the other hand,
they also realise, unlessthey are stupid, and very few of them are that stupid, that
there is symbolic significancein a unitary systemof education. That is the bottom
line in South Africa. So they know there has got to be one unitary system, but then
they would probably like considerabledecentralisationdown to the local level. They
are not saying they are against one unitary system, they are just saying that they
would like it to be decentralised.I would say that that is probably a fairly generally
held view, but even there I hesitate.

PB

If you look closely at the ERS, and what they are actually proposing the decisions
they are actually proposing to devolve to schools, the most potent thing is
admissions, within a certain, yet-to-be-defined framework. After that it is who is
in charge of extra-curricula activities, raising money to pay teachers to coach
rugby, buying the text books with the state distributed resources, paying the
electricity bill if it exceeds what the state provides for electricity, making
recommendations on the appointment of teachers. This is not massive
decentralisation,but it is not deregulation. In fact it is going to result in a plethora
of regulationsto control the process.I think that is a misinterpretation. It would be
most unlikely if officials operating in that world were to advocatederegulation.

LT

What is interesting, and I would agree with you, there is a massive contradiction
there, but what is interesting is that Dr Stumpf of the DNE, he actually used that,
that is where I got the term from.

JH

Stumpf usedit?

LT

Yes, and it is also in the curriculum guidelines that have just come out now.

JH

They are not out yet.

PB

Did you get an indicationaboutwhenthey are going to comeout?

LT

Linda Chisholm was telling me today that there is going to be a meeting about these
curriculum guidelines, specifically the multicultural aspect,in the near future. But
I was wondering if it was his attempt to take businesswith him, becausehe kind
of hedgeshis bets in the ERS betweena strong state hand in terms of reallocating
resources,and in creating a more equitabledispensation,and at the same time, he
does come out with this rhetoric about......
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PB

Stumpf and Garberswere most anxious to market the ERS in the most enlightened
mode possible, and I think they would have usedthat rhetoric as part of what they
understoodto be attractive rhetoric. But it is stretching the imagination to call what
they are suggestingderegulation.

JH

If anybody could find for me a clear exampleof deregulation which meansthat the
stategets out of an area, it is made openand free for private sector initiative and
entrepreneurship,then I would eat my hat.

PB

Even in the preschool area they are saying that a general policy must be written.
It is an area they haven't been in before, but they are saying that they must write
a policy. Then the private sector must operate.

JH

Deregulation meansthat the statewithdraws from an area that it has beenactive in.

PB

Even in an area where they haven't worked, they are saying we will create
regulations, we will create a regulation framework, a policy framework.

LT

Yes, the so-called 'opening' of white schoolsis a good example there, isn't it.

JH

I am sure that in general government thinking, I mean we know that, there is a
notion of deregulation. But, you see, education is different, and education has
always beentreated as being not as amenableto thesethings, becauseyou get into
the ideological mine field of certain supportersof government. That is why it is the
last bastion of apartheid, and will continue to be. There is a real battle over
education.

LT

So you would seewithin the bureaucracy,a conservativeforce opposingreform.

JH

No doubt about it. Have you read some of the latest Financial Mail articles where
they are actually talking about it. The CP are saying they will actively use their
supportersin the bureaucracyto block reform.

LT

No, I will haveto get thosereferencesfrom you.

JH

A couple of weeks ago in the Financial Mail. The lead story, it was something like
'Torpedoing the Ox Wagon'. The CP have threatened to use their cadre of
supporters in the bureaucracy to block reform. There is no doubt that there is
tremendousinfighting in the bureaucracy.

LT

Through your networks, where do you pick up the most resistance to reform.
Which departmentsin particular? The DNE are the authors of the ERS......

JH

They are the most enlightened. I think you would hit it in white education.
Traditionally the Transvaal Department of Education is the most conservative,
strongly influenced by the T. O., the Afrikaner teachers.There was some research
done some years back which showedthat most of the key policy decisions in white
education were influenced by the T. O.
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PB

They used to have half the white teachersin their membership.

JH

Their membership was gigantic. All of them in the Broederbond as well. You
couldn't hold office in the T. O. unlessyou were in the Broederbond, so you had
overlapping circles of influence. The influence of the Broederbond is a very
important thing to look at. The new thinking of the Broederbond, I think, is a most
fascinating topic.

LT

I went to Giliomee,I went to de Langehimself- thatwaslike getting bloodout of
a stone,askingaboutthe Broederbond.Haveyou got any goodreferencesfor me?
Wherecan I find out aboutthesechangesin the Broederbond?

JH

Its only what I've picked up. Doing my PhD I've had to track that a bit, and I have
only picked up a few newspaperarticles written where certain people would show,
becauseof certain documentsleaked, the line up between Broederbonddocuments
and the next government document. These are newspaper articles that I have
gleanedfrom eighteenmonths worth of looking at articles, and only about four at
that. There were a couple of Weekly Mail articles that sort of thing. Joe Muller is
someonewho is very interestedin the Broederbond.

LT

Yes, I talked to him as well.

JH

But it is difficult to get concreteevidence.The Broederbondoperatesvery secretly.

PB

I imagine talking to de Lange would be a bit difficult.

JH

You wouldneeda turn coat. The personwhodid the researchyearsagowasErnie
Safrontein.He left the Broederbond
and he publisheda book, and then Malherbe
brought out his academicvolume, the secondvolume of 'Education in South
Africa', and the whole appendixin thatis on the Broederbond,and the influence
in his time that he could chart throughdocuments.

PB

'Education in South Africa, Volume 2'.

JH

The appendix in that was on the Broederbond.

LT

That goes up to....

JH

Seventy seven. Seventy six had just happened,and then it went to the publishers.

LT

Well that is just when my period of study is beginning. [Laughter].

JH

You might get more by going to talk to people at the HSRC. Somebodylike Schalc
Norbrecht, did you interview him? You should interview Schalcand ask him. You
would probably get some inside view, he might be prepared to talk, but it would
be difficult for a high office bearer to talk. I am going to have to say that we are
going to have to end this soon. I have a speechat five, and one hour left to write
it properly.
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LT

I've got two more questions.The first one is what can you tell me about the Free
Market Foundation, and their influence on the PresidentsCouncil?

JH

I have no conceptionat all. I only know that it is Leon Louw and it is his wife. I
hear them speakoften at conferencesetc. and most of the audiencesthat I am part
of treat their commentswith a kind of amusedtolerance, definitely if they are a
progressiveaudience.I suspectthat they have got their followers in business,those
that believe in free market principles, but I think, increasingly, that is a fringe
activity. The effect on the PresidentsCouncil I haven't a clue, I've never tracked
that.

LT

They seemto be strongexponentsof Thatcherite,New Right thinking aren't they.

JH

I wouldn't know enough. I just know that they believe in the principles of laissez
faire capitalism.

LT

So you would write them off really, as not being of that much significance.

JH

There would be some people in business who believe in those views. I do not
believe that the majority of businesspeople believe that we can have a situation in
the future without interventionist policies from the state.

PB

Leon Louw has been twirping away for ten years now, and he hasn't made
significant progress.

JH

It is not as if he doesn't haveany supporters,but you are asking me where I think
the balance falls, and I suspectthe balance falls on people knowing that we are
going to have a mixed economy in this country. They would like some
deregulation, but they know they can't wish away the state. It is going to have to
be quite a strong state.

LT

What do you know about the PSI, the Private Sector Initiative?

JH

Very little. We hear by report. We have never been to any of the meetings. We
only know what we hear from Brian Whittaker, who is our boss, and who is the
person at the Urban Foundation who has acted as go-between, trying to get all the
groups together, to form the trust. Half his life is spent trying to organise meetings,
to try to get people whose diaries are impossible to come together to talk about
things. So we know only as much as that, about the fact that they are getting
somewhere, that they are probably going to focus.on an area like education and
work, although there are some others. It is an extremely difficult experiment to
perform. To get all these groups to come together and sign a charter is taking
enormouspatience tolerance,ingenuity, creativity and staying power. Not an easy
exercise. It could be valuable if it is done, but it is an extremely difficult thing to
do in South Africa.

PB

Up to this date it hasn't resultedin the signing of a trust deed, or even a founding
agreement.
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JH

There is no money. There is no money in a bank account.

LT

When was it set up?

JH

It wasn't you see.It was promised. It first hit the press in February of this year.
The businesspeople hadbeentalking secretlyin monthsbefore that, about how this
might be a good thing to do.

PB

It took them, if I understand
correctly,aboutsix monthsbeforethey hadtheir acts
sufficientlytogether,andthis wasonly twelveof theleadingbusinessorganisations,
to announcethat. It hasnow beenover six monthsin brokerage.Brian Whittaker
hasbeenplayinga brokeragerole to try andget the sidesto sit arounda table,and
to agreeon principlesto try to get the thing off the ground.

JH

You see, the Urban Foundation was askedby business,who did not want to set up
anotherbureaucracy- business'hatred of bureaucracies- to act as a facilitator, and
until such time as this new organisation was established.So, that is what the role
of the Urban Foundation hasbeen. Thejob was given to Brian Whittaker, so that's
how.

PB

It is not an Urban Foundation project.

LT

OK, its only until thereis somethingput there.

JH

Only in the sensethat Brian is the broker, trying to get the groups together.

PB

He has been acceptedby people of all sides to try and convene meetings.

JH

So it is a sort of administrative role, that he as secretary endlessly plays.

LT

Who are, very briefly, the important think tanks for the private sector that I should
look at for my research? You have dismissed SYNCOM, you've dismissed
PRISEC, you've dismissedthis PSI.

JH

PSI, you see,is not a businessthink tank. There are more community memberson
it now than there are businessmembers, so it will never be a business think tank.

PB

And it is not a think tank in any way. It is concernedwith projects. They have got
to find ways of spending500 million Rand.

LT

Who are the think tanks, who has beendoing the thinking?

JH

I think, some of the most innovative thinking has been happening in Anglo
American strategic planning department,and it has come out in things like Klem
Sunter's work on South Africa and the world in the 1990's, scenario planning, that
that group at Anglo American have done, Michael Spicer, Klem Sunter, what that
group hasdone. If you are talking about think tanking, they are the only group that
I know of that consistentlydoesthat. Then, the NEDCOR scenario, which was the
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Nedbank and building societiessponsored,another scenario building exercise, to
which the key scenario-buildersinternationally, came to assist. That involved the
unions and all other groups, and they came up with the NEDCOR scenario.
PB

It is not specifically educational.

JH

And it is not specifically businesseither, becausebusinessoriginally commissioned
it, but it involved groups much wider than business.You could probably say that
it hasa strong businessstamp, I meanthat is business'thinking influenced by other
groups.

PB

I don't know whetherit would possiblybe legitimateto call it a think tank for
business.

JH

It is not on-goingany more you see.A think tank hasgot a senseof an on-going
thing. It was a think tank exercisewhich hasnow ended.

PB

It is a 'thunk' tank, past tense.

JH

You know, you havegot me stumped.I don't know of the on-going existenceof
any suchgroup.

LT

What about your EDUPOL. Would you say this was a think tank for business?

JH

Not for business.No, crikey, how? Look at the board members here [referring to
EDUPOL document], find me a businessperson on that board.

LT

But you are fundedby businessaren't you.

JH

The fact that you are funded does not mean that you representtheir interests. You
go and ask the averageNGO if they representthe interests of business.

PB

Ask the NECC if they represent the interests of the European Economic
Community.

LT

So you would describe yourselvesas an NGO.

PB

An Independent
developmentagencyis the way the U.F. describesitself.

JH

In fact, at our last board meeting, we remarked that there was not a single person
from business,and we remarkedthat we had better get someonefrom businesson
our board. There is nobody from businesson the education board at the moment.
The community representationis very much stronger in education, and so, we
couldn't in any way claim to be a think tank for business.We wouldn't agreeto it
anyway.

LT

The Mobil Foundation?Wasthereany think tankinggoing on there?
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JH

They tried to do something called 'Education Scenarios', but again, they don't
representbusiness,they representtheir Independentboard of trustees, and when I
was involved as a consultant to them, the battles that were fought for the
independenceof trusteesfrom the Mobil Foundation, were the most incredible
battles, and they won it. They have completeindependence,such that if Mobil Oil
say would you pleasefund this project which we have been funding for years, the
Mobil Foundation will say, we will decide. If you look at who their education
board is composed of, there is one Mobil representative, and all the rest are
community people.

LT

So in conclusion, one might suggest,at least as far as you two are concerned, the
influence of businesshas been negligible in terms of educational policy. There is
no coherent body, or systematicview.

JH

I don't agree with that. I don't think the influence has been small, but it has not
been direct. It might be part of the ground swell of public opinion, which
throughout the world is becoming the most important influence on policy than
almost anything else. It is the climate of political and public opinion which is one
of the most important influences on educational policy, and that has changedfrom
say, two decadesago. This is an international trend. So, to the extent that business
is part of that important body of public opinion out there, and its views about the
shocking educationcrisis, those views will definitely be part of the public opinion
that informs changesin policy. So, it will have had an influence. It has not been
a direct influence, and, it most definitely has not been a coherent
influence. [Interview ends].
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INTERVIEW WITH PROFESSORJ.P. DE LANGE,
JOHANNESBURG,6/8/91,3.00 pm
LT

To what extent do you think that the ERS provides a continuation on De Lange?

DL

To a very largeextent.They acceptedthe elevenprincipleswhich we held up as
principlesof education.Not educationprinciplesbut principlesof educationstarting
off at equalopportunitiesetc. irrespectiveof race,colour, creedetc right down to
Theyaccepted
thelastonewhich is thatpolicy in educationmustbe research-based.
financial
thoseandon the
sidetheycouldn'tdo muchbecauseSouthAfrica is more
less
limit
the
of what any societycandevoteto educationfrom its budget.
or
at

LT

You cited 20%.

DL

Yes its something like 19,8% plus another 3% which is channelled through the
department of foreign affairs to the so-called independentstates - the Transkei,
Ciskei, Boputhatswana,Venda. In fact the budget for educationis 22,5 %, give or
take, of our national budget, and that's one of the very highest in the world.

LT

It is extremelyhigh.

DL

We cannot really go further than that without cutting back on health services,
infrastructure and welfare servicesgenerally soyou have to restructure the spending
on education. We have a few very fundamentalproblems in that regard. I'll give
them to you now. The Education RenewalStrategy addressessome of thesebasic
problems. It basesit to some extent on the education report of 81. The two areas
where we have major problems is the unequal spendingper learner in terms of
race. A black child 900. A coloured child 2200 per annum per head, per capita. An
Asian child 2750 and a white child 3600. Now this expenditureis the result of the
number of children per teacherwhich is the basis for the provision of teachers. In
the white educationsystemit is 19 children per teacheras a basis for provision. In
the caseof the Asian population it is 20 - just one more children per teacher. In the
case of coloured population it is 23 and in the caseof black children it is 41. The
explanation for that differenceis two-fold really. The one is discriminatory practice
of apartheid as such and the other is that the number of black children is growing
at a very fast rate but our economy isn't growing. It hasn't been growing for a
decadeor more and aligned to that, and that is why I put it together, is the low
level or relatively low level of qualifications of many black teachers thus drawing
smaller salaries.

LT

That seemsto be a big problem.

DL

Thatis beingovercomeat a fairly fastratethough.I'll give you an example.Vista
Universitywhich is an urbanuniversityopenfrom its beginning,but situatednear
to black learners, it is in fact predominantlyblack although it has white and
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colouredand Asian studentsat the graduatelevel but not at the under-graduate
level.
LT

Is that in Soweto?

DL

In Soweto there is one branch - there are eight branches.As you enter Soweto it
is just past the hospital, the Baragwanathhospital on the left-hand side.

LT

Yes I've seenit.

DL

Its opposite the power station. It is actually a very beautiful campus. Now when
Vista took over from the Department of Education and Training the further
educationof teachers,there were enrolled at that time - that was 1982 - only 391
black teachers. It is now on average 1,500 per year. One must realise what that
means. It meansthat that student would probably be a black married woman who
is teaching full-time and is studying through correspondenceto improve their
qualifications. To be able to do so she would first have to matriculate. Many of
them only have 10 years of schooling. They have to complete twelve years of
schooling before they can enter into one of thesecourses. So they've already done
that. they are thusalready fairly experienceddistancestudents.I think it is a heroic
effort personally for that number - 1,500 - to be studying on a part-time basis
improving their qualifications, on that scale - 1,500 per year for the past seven
years. It is a big problem, but the individual teacher is doing a lot about it. That
is the reasonfor the disparity, and that is one hugeproblem area. We recommended
then and the ERS is recommending now that the ratio of pupils per teacher be
changedto thirty per children per teacheracrossthe board which would meanthat
the 19 of the whites, the 20 of the Asians and the 23 of the coloureds go up to
thirty and the 41 per teacherof black children go down to thirty. That would mean
a completeredistribution of the moniesin education. From the luxury systems- that
is of Asian, white and coloured - to the poor systembeing equalised, it would mean
an equalisationon a level of about 1500 Rand per child. We recommendedat that
time, and this is being recommendedagain now... [are you taking tea orders my
dear wife?]..... it would mean you would have to rethink the introduction of
compulsory and free education. The sums made by the ERS indicate six perhaps
seven years of compulsory education, and I believe the ANC, John Samuel and
others, have madetheir sums, Ken Hartshorneactually madetheir sumsfor them do you know Ken Hartshorne?

LT

Yes, I know of him, I hope to interview him actually.

DL

They have come to more or less the same figure, and it is more or less the same
figure that we obtained. I had a whole teamof accountantsworking on this in 1981,
on the assumptionthat we have 30 children per teacherand that we have a growth
in the educational budget. It has happenedin the mean time. But that money has
been distributed in terms of the 19,20,23 and 41 children per teacher, so it
continued the inequalities. That is one area of difficulties to overcome, and, you
realise you can't do that by a turn of your hand. Even after you've done this there
will be vast shortagesof black teachers, good black-trained black teachers in
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English, in maths and in science. And without having good teachers in English,
maths and sciencethere is no way the quality and the relevance of education can
really be improved. I'll give you an example which will just illustrate this. I
evaluated the situation in black schools in Umlazi, in Umgumugulu and
Umgumugutu areasof Natal last year where the violence was so rife last year, and,
in the caseof one school which had an 8% passrate in matric last year, the lowest
in that area, quite apart from the fact that the children took over the management
of that school, of the 36 teachers,23 had qualifications in biblical studies and one
or another language. They were teaching maths and science and biology and
whatever. So therelevanceof their qualifications, quite apart from the level of their
qualifications, the relevanceof their qualifications was inadequate.And the second
very large problem, we're talking technical things now, is the way in which the
moniesavailable are distributed between the various levels of education. Last year
in South Africa, 290 million was devotedto pre-primary education. Pre-primary
education in South Africa, especially for children from disadvantagedhomes, or
traditional homes where the parentsare illiterate, is a huge problem in terms of
school readiness.290 million is completely inadequategiven the numbers.
LT

I'm still converting everything into pounds - you divide by five - so that's 50
million...

DL

Say 60 million pounds. The statehas never really accepteda full responsibility for
pre-primary educationin this country. Much of this money comes from the private
sector. Then, in rounded off figures, 8 billion rands is devoted to primary
education. Its 60 million this side of 8 billion, but in fact the figure is 8 billion.

LT

That's another enormous sum.

DL

Yes. Then in secondaryeducationthe figure is 5,5 billion and it should be, to my
mind, in the vicinity of 7-8 billion.....

LT

In order to meet needs...

DL

Yes. And then to make the figure more skewed, 100 million more is spent on
tertiary education. So insteadof having a pyramid, you have a funnel at the top
with tertiary education taking up as much money as secondaryeducation and this
is wrong. To redistribute the money - that's not going to be so easy. One has to
accept that no new moniesof any significance will be devoted to education. There
is a lot of talk of money to redressthe situation coming from Britain, the United
States,Europe, wherever - we're talking billions, and they're talking millions. That
is the difference. A lot of rationalisation will have to take place, and one of the
major rationalisations ...... [do you take milk?etc]....... the only way you can with
good consciencedevote more money to secondaryeducation, is not by increasing
the secondary education taking place at present, which is largely academicallyorientated to the extent that it is also 8 billion. Rather, by redirecting secondary
education more or less, not exactly, but in line with the chairman of the Swiss
model where young people by the age of 18 having completed a secondary
education, are 70% capable of entering an occupation. By the time they do enter
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an occupation, they are fairly well-trained secretariesor whatever.

LT

It seemsto be quite an efficient system.

DL

It's remarkable. Now that doespresupposea fairly large formal economy because
the learning is closely work-related. In Switzerland for instance they take up one
day a week when you are a fourteen year-old, you go to a work situation and so
it continuesso that by the time you are 18 yearsold in the work situation you spend
four days a week, and in the school, one day a week. Now we haven't got a formal
economy large enoughto cope with numbers....unclear.

LT

Out of interest,which countriesdid you look at...

DL

When we did that report? In principle all countries. In certain areaswe tried to look
at those countries which were more or less in the same developmentalposition as
South Africa. There is not much use looking at a very high-level first world country
only, and say that is what we should be doing if we are a mix of predominantly
third world and some first world. We have this huge dichotomy. Now, we
illustrated our fist-world abilities with this boat sinking and rescuing everybody now that's a first world ability - it was electronically controlled from an office in
Pretoria.

LT

It was a fantastic rescueoperation.

DL

You can go into rural areas and have people using subsistencelevels of farming.
We have this hugedisparity - it's not alwaysright to just call it a disparity, it is.. we
are in fact a society in transition. The transition that has been delayed through
apartheid, but it is still a transition that has to be made. It would not have been
completed now, even if apartheid had never been on the table.

LT

So how do you personally feel about this transition?

DL

To a new society?I think it is necessary
- we tried to anticipateit in the '81 report.

LT

It seemedto be very practically groundedin that respectwhat with 'equal
quality' ..... .

DL

Well at thattime it wasratherrevolutionary.Todayonewould be able to go much
further. It was the first researchprojectwhere the main committeebeganto look
somethinglike SouthAfrica. I've a picturesomewhereof it.

LT

You readso muchaboutpeople,but whenyou put facesto names,its better.

DL

You see its still predominantly white (referring to photo of De Lange main
committee). Its better if you standin the light. Now from the political spectrum, we
have from the left to the right. All the population groups were here, but the far-left
and the far-right were not here. This is Professor Nkabinde the Principal of the
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University of Zululand. That's Ken Hartshorne.
LT

Oh that's him! Right, I see.

DL

This is Michael O'Dowd from Anglo American - representingthe private sector
which has never been done before.

LT

So these representedthe left did they, these two (pointing at Ken Hartshorne and
the Principal of the University of Zululand).

DL

Certainly Ken Hartshorne. Nkabinde is less of a political person, and more of an
educationistas such. Although if you had to put him into a group in the spectrum,
he's in the group to the left.

LT

But it didn't line up purposefullyleft and right....

DL

As they standhere?No, not at all [laughter]. That is ProfessorMaharaj. He is from
the university of Durban-Westville and that is Franklin Sonn who was then a
sympathiser, and is now a member of the ANC. This Mr Taunyane, president of
the African TeachersAssociationof South Africa. This is Mr Nobin an Indian from
Natal he was, then a chief planner of education. This is Professor van der Ross, a
coloured university principle at the time. That is .... [unclear].... a remarkable
man..... [unclear].... heis a Sothofrom theEastern... [unclear]... so you haveEnglish
and Afrikaans speakers. That is Professor Niven from Natal University, Ken
Hartshorne, O' Dowd, whatever, you know - they were all there.

LT

So who represented
the right?

DL

Well the furthestright we haveis thisblokefrom theUniversityof the OrangeFree
State...[unclear].

LT

How do you pronounceit?

DL

van Loggerenberg.And his contributionwasunhelpful.

LT

Oh right I see.

DL

We had one or two bureaucrats.He was at the Department of National Education
at the time [pointing to Venter]... [unclear]. And this chap, the secretary for
manpower, also a bureaucrat.He was just about as far left as some of these other
chapsbut from the Government.

LT

And he's still there at Manpower?

DL

No, he has now been promoted. He is now the Director-Generalfor the
Commissionfor Administrationwhich is the highestpost in the civil service.

LT

So it wasa goodcareermovefor him presumably!Sodid you havea job reaching
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consensus?
DL

Well, I can describe the processto you.

LT

Yes, that would be interesting.

DL

I'll do it from a certain perspective.Achieving consensusdependedon two factors
and I realisedthis from early on fortunately. One was that in our researchwork we
were led by the facts, cold, scientific and objective as we could be; otherwise we
would never have reachedconsensus,unlesswe respectedthe facts.

LT

And therewasbroadagreement.....

DL

On that principle there was broad agreement.Obviously there were instanceswhen
people would play politics insteadof doing science[chuckle]. The secondwas that
a sufficient level of trust had to be developed and that was a many-facetedthing.
First of all every one of those people had to experienceand come to believe that
there was no restriction on him to put his views in the main committee. And this
led to endless talking - the first three nights we talked. Some of the more
managementtypes - one of the blokes there is Simon Brand, a very enlightened
leftish type of bloke who is presidentof the Developmentbank of SouthernAfrica.
He and another bloke came to me - also managementtype - he said we're
developing ulcers becausewe're getting nothing but talk. I said "you be patient,
we'll get absolutely nothing done if we are not patient now". Secondly, a sufficient
level of trust had to be developedbetweeneach person there and the constituency
which he represented,whether it be teachers, whether it be the business world,
whether it be political groupings, whether it be whatever.

LT

I notice,andsorryto interruptat this point, thatyou hadoneor two problemswith
the teachersorganisationsin termsof their views of the commissionasa whole.

DL

Yes, some of them developed those views largely because they were not
represented. Obviously we couldn't have every single teachers association
represented.Samething happenedwith certain academics- they felt they were of
sufficient statureto be included and they were not included so they were againstthe
report in principle, becausethey were not co-fathering the report, but this always
happens.One must distinguish betweenthis type of thing and fundamental rejection
in principle or on a scientific basisor whatever. That one is separate.But I would
saythat 90% of the negativeattitudesdevelopedfrom this type of problem. We had
to constitute the main committee in the following mannerjust to turn to that point.

LT

Yes, sure.

DL

To be asbroadlyrepresentative
of viewson educationin SouthAfrica from left to
right but excludingthe far-left andexcludingthe far-right.

LT

Sorry,just for the sakeof clarity, who do you refer to as the far-left andthe farright?
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DL

That would be the AWB at that time, and it would be some of the banned
organisationsat that time becausethe ANC and some of the others were banned.
Certainly we would regard the SACP as being a far-left organisation.

LT

OK that's clear.

DL

Secondly, it had to be representativeof the racial spectrum in South Africa, the full
racial spectrum.And so you would have a middle-of-the-road Indian and a leftish
white for instance. But you couldn't havean Indian on the Left, in the middle and
on the Right. for argumentssake,and the samewith the whites and the samewith
the colouredsand the samewith the Indians and then also have all the racial groups
there and then also have all the necessary disciplines. We had to have
educationalists of every kind there whether they be historical educationalists,
comparative, whether they be didactics, what would you call it - empirical whatever. And we had to have economiststhere, and we had to have accountants
there becausewe had to relate to the realities of financing, and educationalistsdo
not do that well on their own - we had to have hard-headedaccountantsthere. And
we had to have a spectrum representingbureaucrats becausethey would be the
eventual implementers. We have to take them along. You cannot researchby
surprise and then expect implementation.

LT

You don't seempersonallytoo enamouredwith the bureaucrats.

DL

No. There are somedamn good bureaucratsbelieve me, but there is an inertia built
into the bureaucraticethos which I'm rather impatient with. So I'm not against a
bureaucrat as a person, but against the bureaucratic mode. We had to have
bureaucratsthere, we had to have professionaleducatorsthere, we had to have the
private sector there, we had to have the public sector there, we had to have the
equivalent of labour unions - teachersorganisations thus - we had to have them
there, and we had to spreadthem over all four population groups. So we could take
one Indian TeachersAssociation, one Coloured TeachersAssociation, one White
TeachersAssociation, and one Black teachersAssociation, but we couldn't take all
the teachersassociationsfrom black or Indian or coloured or white. There are just
dozens. We had to be selective, as representativeas possible of all thesedifferent
elementsI've mentioned.And then the secondarea of trust that had to be developed
was between eachindividual personand his constituencywhether it be businessor
a teachersorganisation or a black community as opposedto a white community or
whatever. This meant in effect that we would discussa thing in depth, a particular
issue, basedon the researchreports andthen not come to a decision becausepeople
had not had time to consult with their constituencies.I allowed this, and of course
it slowed things down initially. But I had hoped, and I had never had experience,
and I don't think anyone else had ever had here in South Africa however that this
openness within meetings and this openness in terms of consulting with
constituencieswould develop into a situation were the constituencieswould come
to trust their representativesufficiently and also come to trust the commission
sufficiently, so that this back and forth consultationwas no longer necessary.That
came to be the case in the last few months. The samepeople who were initially
developing ulcers becausewe were going too slow came to me at the end and said
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we are going so fast we are developing ulcers! [laughter]. This is true! Trust was
the basis. It is remarkablewhat extent of brotherly trust developedbetweenpeople
who had been sitting together for a year dealing with every contentious issuein an
open manner- speakinghis mind. They had come to trust and to accept eachothers
points of views.
LT

It seemsto have been very intenseactually, the whole thing.

DL

It was a pyramid really. We had 800 researchers,and they were groupedinto
basically14areas,but someareasweresolargewe sub-dividedthem soit became
18 areas.Eachof thoseareashada working committeeto overseethe researchin
thatareaandto collatetheresearchmaterials.The800researchers
produced40,000
pagesof researchwhich was reduced- you will seeit behind you there - to 18
reports.

LT

Yes, I've had a look at those.

DL

18 reports on average about 200 pages, some less, some more. From that, I
prepared the final report.

LT

Personally?

DL

Yes, and of course in interaction with the main committee - writing it at my desk
through the night, having it typed the next day. My work pattern was the following
at that time and I was young enough to do it. I would work from nine o'clock in
the morning/ half-past nine in the morning until five o'clock the next morning.
Relax for half an hour, and then go to bed. From nine o'clock I would be working
again with one break somewherein the late afternoon/early evening I would go to
my workshop and do some woodwork.

LT

Right, just to take your mind off it! So you hadhalf an hours sleepeverynight.

DL

Well two anda half hourswith alsolet me addperhapsten minutesin the middle
morningandten minutesin the middleafternoon.I coulddrop off to sleepfor ten
minutesvery easilyandthen wakeup.

LT

You deservethe Nobel prize for that![laughter].

DL

So the report was structured as a pyramid, but weaving through all this was the
consultation back with your constituencyand also the trust developing within the
group. In the end we achieveda consensusfairly easily with one exception. It was
the last day of the last meeting and it was four o'clock in the afternoon. These
blokes had plane reservationsfrom six o'clock onwards back to their various Durban Cape Town etc. We hadn't reached consensusabout management of
educationat the secondlevel of government.I sentout of the room Franklin Sonn;
Nobin
Franklin Sonn is a coloured and Nobin an Indian; Taunyane who is a
....
black man; Steyn, who is a white Afrikaner and who representsthe largest white
teachers association in the same way that Taunyane represents the largest black
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teachersassociation;and who was the English bloke? Oh yes, Michael O' Dowd.
Plus I said to him that he should be chairman; and then Vosloo who is a political
scientist. I told them to come back with an answerwhich everybody accepted. So
we had a full consensusacrossthe board. No minority opinion.

LT

I expectyou hadto be quite strict perhaps?

DL

I was strict only in somematters.First of all, I wasnot preparedto jeopardisethe
factualbasisand I was not preparedto restrict anybodyfrom speakinghis mind
whetherothersobjectedto thator not. They hadto acceptthat everybodyhadthat
right.

LT

May I ask, Professor, how you came to be appointed, how you came to head the
commission?

DL

I got a telephone call one evening from the president of the Human Sciences
ResearchCouncil telling me that the cabinet had instructed the council to research
educationin terms of that brief that you seein the main report, and they wantedme
to lead it. I said "why me?". He said, well, researchcapabilities are important in
this regard, but also human relationshipsare also equally important. That's how it
happened.

LT

And everybodyelse?

DL

They were largely identified in discussionsbetweenmyself and the presidentof the
Human SciencesResearchCouncil with consultation with various constituenciesas
it were. In the caseof the bureaucrats,we had to naturally consult with the various
departmentsinvolved becauseit meantthat thesepeople would be away from their
departmentsfor a prolonged time - two or three days at a time,. once or twice a
month, and quite besidesfrom that, having to read massesof researchreports. In
the caseof the teachersassociations,we consultedwith the teachersassociationsand
then we decided which teachersassociations.We usually opted for the largest one.
Across the colour barriers, representativeof all political convictions except of
course as I have said the far-left and the far-right. The far-left and the far-right are
usually so ideologically straightjacketed, that they do not contribute to this type of
exercise so well. I'll just try those phone-calls again..... [pause]. You can phone
Dr.... I'll have to give you the name or you will never be able to spell it...

LT

You'll haveto excusemy ignoranceon that score.

DL

It's a Dutchname.Dr F.J. Nievenhouse.His telephonenumberis 012-202-2584.
He will be ableto tell you whatthe statusof this documentis now andwhetheryou
could haveinsight into it andalso speakto Mrs van Zyl.

LT

I'd better just take down the name of the document actually.

DL

Let me give it to you, I don't think it is actuallywritten here. It's nameis given
herein Afrikaans, let me translateit for you. "The Implementation...
in fact "The
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Extent of the Implementation of the Recommendationsof the 1981 Education
Research".
LT

I notice she is using internal memorandumas a source there.

DL

Yes well she is very fortunate in that she can do that.

LT

You don't think I would have the sameluck if I went there?

DL

The
Well apartfrom the report itself, all the materialis availablefor researchers.
40,000pagesof researchmaterial,all the memorandaetc - it's all available.

LT

Well I must go there actually.[Pausefor more tea].

DL

I think it's really worth your while going there. I have all the material in a cellar
down there but its not as it is there. They have a remarkable woman who filed all
the stuff. Quite apart from the ability to rememberwhere each document was, she
also developed a very good filing system.

LT

Would you mind describingin your own termswhat you perceivedto be not only
the educationalcontext,but the broaderpolitical contextat the time of the report.

DL

I think whether this is necessaryin political terms, I supposeone could couch it
in political jargon.. think what the report had tried to achieve, and I think in fact
.1
for its time it achieved
to a remarkable extent, was the following. First of all it
looked very objectively at the provision of educationassuch, as a phenomenon,but
also in the context of the learning needsof this society. It looked at it without any
hidden racial agendasor whatever. I'll give you an example to illustrate that. When
we looked at managementin educationthe popular cry, the political cry in South
Africa was one single departmentof education. All the managementanalyseswhich
we did, and Ken Hartshorne was the chairman of this particular work committee,
indicated that one single department of education would be one monolithic
bureaucratic monster if it had to employ all the teachersand own all the schools.
Education in its very essenceis an inter-personal thing and its managementat the
school level is inter-personal and it must be as personal as possible from higher
levels also. Therefore you have to break the managementunits in the provision of
education down to a size where the most personal relationships do not become
completely engulfed through bureaucratic and impersonal overlays as it were.
Teachersdo not like being numbers,becausewhat they do is to try to help a person
becomea personin his own right. They want to be treated as personsalso. Much
of educations problems in many societies is due to very large management
structures, therefore, we said yes, one department of education, one single
department of education, but restricted to policy matters and not to the actual
provision of education.

LT

So the DNE would meet that generalrequirement.

DL

In general terms, yes, but.... [pausefor serving tea]. Before we come to the
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question as to whether the DNE fulfils that role - what we asked for was that to
obtain equal opportunitiesin education,onedepartmentshould budget for education
and one departmentshould expend that money in terms of a formula which is not
aligned to race or sex or creed or whatever. Secondly that department would be
responsible for standardsin education so that a certificate at an exit-point in
educationmeant the samething for all. Thirdly it had to deal with the standardsof
teachertraining. Fourthly it had to deal with inter-national relationshipsin education
- these were the four main matters. The DNE which had previously been partly a
policy department, and partly an executive department in that it had technical
education for its responsibility and its own technical schools and colleges and
employed teachers was the... [unclear].... of that was taken away, and it was
restricted to policy matters only. Then, just after the report came out, the tricameral systemof government came into being. The concept of general and own
affairs, and, at the central government level own affairs departmentsof education
were created. We wantedat the central government level only one departmentand
that was the policy departmentdealing with finance and standardsetc. and then at
the regional level, geographically based, and, demographically based in other
words, how many people in each area- should constitute a departmentof education
in each area and would be non-racial.
LT

So it was similar to the ERS proposals.

DL

Yes. That is the answer that those chaps I sent out of the room came back with
when I said you don't return unlessyou have an answer. That was accepted.Then
at the local level there would be a large measureof local option in terms of not
colour, but in terms of language,the medium of instruction and the religious base
of education. Of coursethat would be geographically basedat school. We were not
very impressedwith bussing as a solution to racial problems in education.

LT

America and Britain have both had their problems with it.

DL

Bussinghas done a lot of harm - I've looked at it very closely in the United States
and nobody does bussing any more. It was a political experiment in education
which caused a lot of learning problems. It satisfied a lot of political
but did not help learners. If you look at what I have just painted
consciousnesses
from anotherperspectiveI think we succeededin dealing with two realities which
cannot be wished away in South Africa. One, and this comes first, is that there is
a large measureof common ground between all South Africans - they have a
common destiny. They cannot live in fairness unlessthey are treated equally, have
the same rights. We have need for a growth in the common ground. Secondly it
would be extremely foolish to ignore for short-term political gain the diversities in
South Africa. They are here, they are real and they tend to explode in your face the
tensionswhich they generateif they are simply ignored, or, even worse, if they are
repressed.Therefore we thought that as far as education is concerned two setsof
diversities had to be recognised.One was the medium of instruction and the other
was the religious base.

LT

So to what extentdoesthat reflect verligtethinking?
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DL

If one were to use....I would call it realistic thinking, certainly it would be
characterisedin political terms on the verligte side, yes.

LT

So would you saythat the initiative was sparkedby verligte section of the National
Party - the reform initiative in education.

DL

That's a difficult one. The situation in educationwas by 1980 of crisis proportions.
There was a lot of teacher dissatisfaction with salary positions. One thing that I
very strongly opposedin this investigation that we look at conditions of service. As
to whether it was realistic in terms of the competitive ratesof pay in South Africa that was somebodyelse's work, not ours. We did look at was that conditions of
service had to be equal for all teachers. There are no first and second class
teachers. There are teacherswhich have better or higher qualifications than some
but colour and sex should be no criterion for deciding a personssalary. Only to that
extent did we look at that area of dissatisfaction. The unequal opportunities in
educationwas morally no longer - and hadn't beenfor sometime - acceptable.That
also put pressureon having something done about the situation.

LT

So you are sayingthatthe pressurecamefrom the disparity betweenteacherspay
andconditionsof service.

DL

That was part of it. The other part was the unequal opportunity in education and
this ran much along racial grounds. The whites and the Asians were almost on a par
and the rest was very far behind.

LT

In terms of that kind of thinking, I notice that you yourself, correct me if I am
wrong, thoughtof bringing SYNCOM into the investigation- they seemedto be
exponentsof this kind of thoughtat the time.

DL

I thought it necessarythat we should have quite apart from.... no once you have
enteredinto huge researchaswe havedone here -I am quite sure that this was the
largest single researchundertaking of its kind going on anywhere in education in
the world at that time. 800 researchersbringing out their reports according to
guidelines within 6-9 months so that the final report could be completed within
a year (we did take exactly a year). Onceyou are in that, you become blind to what
is happeningoutside. I wantedan additional view, and when SYNCOM offered to
do this I supported them, we came to agree with their recommendations.

LT

That's interesting.So wastherequitea lot of pressureat the time from the private
sectorfor fundamentalchangein education?

DL

Oh yes. There was a lot of things going on. I had a private sector group coming
and saying that they couldn't acceptthis investigation becauseit was prejudiced by
the fact that the state had asked for it and the fact that the HSRC was facilitating
it. The HSRC was not conductingthe research,the main committee was conducting
the research, the people in the picture - they had the first and the final say in the
research, not the HSRC. The HSRC was an agent for the funds provided by
cabinet, and once cabinetprovided the funds, the main committee had drawn up the
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criteria, for instancefor the payment of researchtime spent.We had to take rather
unusual decisions in this regard. We contracted researcherswho wanted to go on
Christmas holidays, and they weren't finished with their research,and so we asked
them to canceltheir holidays so that we paid deposits,so that they could repay their
deposits just to get them to keep to their deadlinesbecauseit was all dove-tailed
as it were. Some researchhad to be completed before other researchcould start.
LT

And within the National Party, was there much support for......

DL

No there was..... [chuckle].... you know I had a deaf ear for all this as far as was
possible -I was just too bloody busy, I was working 18 hour days. For much of
it 20 hours - for a long time, and more. There was a lot of suspicion within
government circles. The bureaucratswho weren't involved were very suspicious.
Teachers associations who were not involved were extremely suspicious; the
academicsout there who were not involved were extremely suspicious. At Wits for
instancewe had four or five, I don't know how many, probably more, some were
outside the education department... [unclear]... I'd say about six from Wits were
involved but many of the other people from Wits were really suspicious. And
nobody from the University of Port Elizabeth, and the University of Port Elizabeth
rejected the report before it came out becausethey were not involved.

LT

So you really tried to turn a deafear, if that is the expression.

DL

Yes, I had a year to do this in. I couldn't listen to the whole country. I had satisfied
my own consciencethat this thing had beenset up as a true research undertaking.
I was satisfied that the main committee was representativeenoughof South African
society to judge the researchmaterials in terms of realities and all the tensionsin
our society. I think I succeededto a remarkabledegree in doing this. Obviously it
is a report that wasn't perfect, not by a long shot. We couldn't researcheverything
that we wanted to, there are just not enoughresearchersin South Africa to do that
work. We also had limitations of money. Then in a country like South Africa, you
take up 800 researchersmany of whom were contracted full-time and had to get
leave of absencefrom their ordinary lecturing researchjobs, there's just about
nobody else who's left.

LT

How about organisations such as the Broederbond, how did they feel about the
report?

DL

About the researchandthe eventualreport?

LT

Yes, becauseyou hear a lot about the other side, about the other arguments, but
how about organisationslike that.

DL

At that time there were a lot of tensions within the Broederbond developing
between two lines of thinking. There are many ways to distinguish these two lines
of thinking, but let me do it in the following manner. One group said that the
Broederbond which is an organisation to promote Afrikaner interests - it startedin
1918 when the Afrikaner becameurbanisedvery quickly and was unprepared for
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the new situation, and there was a lot of discrimination against him in the work
place. Becausemost of the employers at that time - the people with capital - were
English speakers. It came into being as an organisation promoting Afrikaner
interests. One line of thinking is that you have to do this regardless, and I call that
the isolationist view. The other one, and I becamethe leader of that, was convinced
that the Afrikaner interest - all interests were so intertwined, all interests are so
interdependent in South Africa, you cannot promote one groups interests in
isolation, you had to promote.... well lets take an example - economic welfare.
Generally, if you wantedany group to fare well economically, or if you wantedto
promote a language, you have to promote all languagesand not just your own
language. There should be enough spacefor all languages.And so on.
LT

So that is more along separatebut equal lines?

DL

Not necessarilyseparatebut equal, becauseit includes the other reality which quite
apart from the diversities which are real - the equal reality, or the dominant reality,
and that is the common ground, the common destiny where the commonality of
South Africa is to the fore. If I have to put it into a single sentence- common
ground must not destroy the real diversities. Diversities must not agitateagainstthe
realities of the common ground. We have to find in time a common balance
between theseand this balancewill changeover time. Hopefully it will changein
favour of the common ground. But to wish away diversity as if it will evaporateif
you wish it away is simply to createa set of tensionswhich blows up societies.It's
doing so now in Yugoslavia, it's done it in India, its done it in just every where in
the world. Its foolish not to acknowledgereal things and lessen the tensions, the
potential of which is there, as much as possible.

LT

So is this the kind of thinking that is comingto the fore in the Broederbond?

DL

Yes. And it wasat a time when,becauseof this rift developingin thinking in the
Broederbond,a large number broke away under the previous leader of the
Broederbond,CarlBoshof.Eventuallyabout4,000left theorganisationon thebasis
of this differenceof opinion, of this point of departureas it were.

LT

And this conflict startedto commencejust prior to your.......

DL

Oh this really startedin the early seventies.The signswhere there in the middle
sixties.By the early seventiesit wasbecomingfairly evident.The conventionthat
we usedto hold thingstogether,in which we usedto belongtogether,kept these
two groupstogetheruntil they becamecompletelyineffectual. We had to break
throughthat ineffectualityas it where,by makinga choice.It was a bitter choice
for the organisation.Somedecidedagainstit, somefor. Fortunatelymy sidewon
the day. We could havelost it.

LT

I understandthat you arequite prominentin the Broederbond.

DL

Yes, I am the presentchairman.I havebeenfor aboutnine years.
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LT

Yes, its very interesting, it is a time of tremendouschanges.

DL

This time offers more promise than we have ever had before, but also more risks
than we have ever had before. We are at a point where we are bottoming out,
hopefully, in economic, political and social terms. Hopefully we will go up from
here onwards within say the next eighteenmonths to two years. It is not impossible
that South Africa is sliding to a slump of poverty and coercion which is so very
very much around - it is a risk we take.

LT

One thing that struck me when I spoke to Dr Stumpf is the level of commitment
amongst elementsof the current establishmentin terms of wanting to transform
things for the better.

DL

I think many people havemissedout on possibly the most important elementin this
Education RenewalStrategy. There you havethe bureaucratswho are the managers
of education, each with their little empire, whether it is the Transvaal Education
Department that he runs, or whether it is a self-governing statesdepartment that
he's running, or whether he's running the national departmentof education. They
sit there and they define themselvesout of their jobs. They say in future their will
be one departmentand regional departmentswhich doesn't meanthat the chapswho
hold the present positions say in the Transvaal or Cape Province or Kwazulu or
wherever, will hold these positions in these regional departments. It is one of the
few, if not the only instanceI know of where bureaucratshave defined them.... and
agreed almost unanimouslythat thejobs they are doing now should be replacedby
other structures.

LT

So there isn't much resistancethen within the bureaucracytowards thesechanges?

DL

I would guessat other levels there is.

LT

Yes, but at what kind of levels?

DL

Say plannersandadministrativelevels.

LT

So if I wantedfor the sakeof my researchto go out and find a staunchconservative
who is opposedto change, who thought that the ERS and perhaps even their own
commission was going too far, would I have much trouble in finding sucha person?

DL

[laughter] Now that is an interesting question -I am not sure that he will receive
you.

LT

Even if I said that I wanted to presenta balancedpicture?

DL

You would probably have to go outside of the bureaucracy to find people who
would do this. I'm trying to give you a name. At the University of South Africa
there is a chap by the name of Boyson in the Law Faculty. He would possibly
receive you. I'm not sure if he is still there -a chap called Professor Swart. He
might receive you.
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LT

How would you - you've discouragedme from using the term verligte, and I don't
know what to use really - reform minded?Generally, are people reform-minded in
educational structures?

DL

Well, almost againsttheir wishes sometimes,yes. Realities of education are such
that they realise that they have come to an impasse. Something has to be done.
There are two options open to suchpeople. The one is to move into a separatestate
such as Carl Boshof and some of them might, which I think is the more honest
approach. It may be impractical, but it is honest. They do not want the whole
country, but a portion, and that is possibly negotiable. And then there is the other
view which saysthat the whole country is white, and reserved for the whites, and
therefore everybody has to do their own thing somewhereelse, and have no real
rights here. Perhaps, I'm not sure who. I do not know the bureaucrats at lower
levels, so well I must give you..... I' m getting old you know and its a new
generation that's moved in. My generation, or those I know will now be in top
managementposts and they by in large have come to accept the need for change.
One seesthis fear about losing a job amongstbureaucratsin just about any society
in the world. It is not a unique situation. One sometimeswonders whether it is anti
reform or the threat to job security which motivatesthesepeople. Some of them are
more often motivated by this fear of losing a job more than by being not reformminded.

LT

Well Professor, I am consciousthat my allotted time is up.

DL

Well it's been my pleasuremeeting you, and I hope you have a successful
doctorate....[generalchat aboutPhDsandGlasgowwhereDL hadbeenrecently].
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INTERVIEW WITH MR K. HARTSHORNE,
PRETORIA, 10/9/91,10.30 am
KH

[KH hasbeenaskedabout someof his current activities]. I act as what they call the
'country consultant'. They keep these charactersfrom outside on the right lines.
You know as a sort of sounding board, that kind of thing, and so on and so
forth.... [pausefor telephone]....Sinceeighty one there hasbeena small continuing
researchcommittee within the HSRC, and one of the jobs that we got the HSRC
to do recently was to do a documenton what government has done in the last ten
years arising from the.... in other words what parts of the de Lange report have
been ignored, have been touchedon partially, and which parts were taken up.

LT

It wasdoneby Mrs van Zyl.

KH

That's right, it's this documenthere.

LT

Is it ready for distribution?

KH

Not yet, no. This is still the draft which I am readingthroughactually. And in
Octoberthere is a meetingof the small researchcommittee,and Petede Lange
thought that it would be a good idea if all the old membersof the de Lange
committeewereinvited alongto this - thewhole25 of themto listento whatpeople
haveto sayaboutthis report, to haveit presented,andto havea discussionon what
future researchpriorities mightbe. It is quite interesting.UnfortunatelyI've got a
clash,andthatis what shewasringingme up about.I'd like to be at that if I could.
It would be quite an interestingreunionafter all theseyears.

LT

I wonder where and when I would be able to get hold of that document?

KH

I think it will probably be releasedafter this meeting on the 15th of October. The
final comments from various membersof the committee will be in by then. They
will be consideredat the meeting so I expect it will be tidied up by Mrs van Zyl
after that and it will probably come out before the end of the year.

LT

So if I got in touch with the HSRC....

KH

Yes, you should be able to get it there.

LT

Good, it is a very important documentfor my research.

KH

Anyway, you were asking what I am busy with actually at the moment. I'm doing
a job for the NEPI - you know the NEPI?

LT

Yes, right, I see.

KH

I'm on the committee that is looking at systemsand structures, control,
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administration policy - I'm on that committee. What they have asked me to do is
a kind of stateof Denmark paper you know - where things are at the moment. Its
a kind of assessmentof the present system.
LT

Why Denmark?

KH

[embarrassedpause]. I'm using the Shakespearean
term.

LT

Oh sorry! [embarrassedlaughter].

KH

You know, the state of the art - what's happeningin South Africa, not Denmark
in that sense[more laughter].

LT

It is actually used as a model by some!

KH

Yes I know. It is a backgroundpaperwhich in a sensea lot of the other committees
would need. I mean when you get into the game of change, you are working with
an existing system, and what that systemis, what it looks like and what drives it
are very important factors. You cannotjust wipe the slate clean. You have to work
with what you have got, and you have to get from A to B. The whole trick is how
you do that and what you use in the old system, and what you throw out, and what
you live with for a while and you know, all these sorts of practical issues. That's
where we are now - the days of the rhetoric have gone or should have gone. They
haven't gone, but they needto go if we are going to get anywherebecausenow we
have to get down to this hard nitty-gritty stuff. How do you bring about systems
change?Systemshavea way of hangingin there. Especially education becausethere
is a sort of built-in conservatism,almost in education and it is a long culture that
has existed in education everywhere. An education system is not an easy thing to
move, and you have got to know first of all, what it is that you have got, what the
entity is, what you are working with, so that is what I am trying to do - sum up
without making it a long story. I meanobviously you could write a book about it.
Our job is just to pick up some of the major things - very interesting actually.

LT

Not one of the easiersystemsto summariseI'm sure.

KH

No, very difficult. I'm doing a section at the moment on trying to provide a
category -a characterisation-a typology of all the actors and interests involved,
becauseyou have got to have a picture of that too. You know you can't deal with
this with the rhetoric of the state versus the people. I mean the interests are far
more diverse.

LT

So who are they? Who are the interests at work here?

KH

Its the government first of all. Then you have the bureaucratswho are different to
the government, who are reactive to it. You've got the oppositional forces, so
you've got a whole set of political actors. You've got a whole set of educational
actors out there. Educational organisations, teachers organisations, nongovernmentalagenciesinvolved in education, and so on and so forth. You've got
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student and youth organisations,trade unions and churches - all of whom have
interestsin education, and, all of whom, interestingly enough if you watch what is
going on, are beginning to push their own particular interests.
LT

Who are the prime movers?

KH

Well, obviously theprime moversat the moment if you are thinking about decisionmaking, policy, at political levels, the prime movers obviously have to be on the
one hand the whole government/ establishmentarea in its various facets. Then
you've got the major extra-parliamentarygroups led at the moment by the ANC,
and linked to them, things like the ANC education desk, the NECC, the NEPI
investigation - all those kinds of interests. Then I think you've got very strong
business/economicinterestsinvolved who sometimesare... I think their power and
influence are often underestimatedin this.

LT

How do they exert that influence?

KH

Variousways, sometimesfrom within soto speak,almostas insiders.By a lot of
pressure,a lot of pressureexertedon governmentby the private sector since
probablythe early seventieswhich hasbeenincreasing.

LT

Would you mind, it's a little bit laborious,but if you wouldn't mind pinpointing
what were for you the major instancesof that pressure.

KH

OK. I think you have got to put this into context of the economy which in the
sixties was doing very well. They did so well in a sensethat by the time you had
got to the early seventies,the white sector of South Africa just wasn't capableof
producing all the necessaryskills to keep the economy going. So you had a new
relationship, in a sense, between lets call it big business and the state/ the
government. There had beenpreviously almost, let us say, an easy acceptanceof
the apartheid order becausethere were ways in which it in fact supported the
economy. You come to a point in the early seventieswhen it was quite clear that
as I said the white sector of South Africa just wasn't going to be able to produce
sufficient of the skills. People in the private sector then began to look around at
what they had got, and for the first time they began to realise they had got a pretty
poor education system that from their point of view - they look at it of course in
a specific way - what an educationsystemproduces- you don't have to agreewith
that, but you try to analyze what they where looking at. They are looking at the
things that make people trainable if you like which they can build on - they can
provide the skills and so on. They didn't find that. So they immediately... the first
thing that happensaround seventy three/ seventyfour is that there is a big drive for
training. There was actually an inter-departmental committee set up which
recommendedtax concessionsshould be paid to the private sector for the training
of blacks. This is a whole new ball gamein a sensewhere the private sector is now
taking a very specific interest on a broad front in what was going on in black
education and saying that it isn't producing the goods.

LT

Did this haveany relationshipto the educationpanelsin the sixties?
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KH

Well yes in a sense,but the educationpanel while interesting was before its time.
The two educationpanel documentsare interesting documents. They were a sign
of things to come but in terms of their influence on the private sector, they had
very little. It was just some of the leaders, the top runners, the Anglo-Americans
of this world you see who where in that really when you look at it. It didn't have
any major influence even within the private sector itself. As I say they are
interesting documentsfor research,but it was only in the seventiesthat the broader
private sectorin generalbegan to understandwhat they had been saying in 1961in
the educationpanels.

LT

And you locatethe sparkfor thatin the economyitself. Was it the oil price rises
of seventythree?

KH

Well yes. It was certainly seventy three with this big training drive. There were a
lot of other things happeningthen you see.If you go back, you had this big training
drive, you had thesetax concessionsfor training. You had the beginnings of the
new attitude to trade unions - which worked out through the next five years,
through the late seventies.In a senseindustrial relations were way ahead of any
other part of our development. So they are all part of the same thing. Then of
course you see, what you got next was 1976, and certainly for thosecompanies,the
major corporations, the ones who had any senseof social/corporate responsibility
to use the in term - that was of course a fundamental landmark leading up all the
other aspectsof 1976. That was the date, that was the stage where the private
sector, on a major scale,began to put money into programmes/projectsoutside the
system. That moved them away from their old method - and they still usedit in the
early days after 1976- of trying to bolster up the system. They basically discovered
that moneyjust went down the drain. So you got this hugegrowth in South Africa its probably fairly unique in the world this growth of a whole alternative set of
projects, programmes, non-governmentalagencies. There are hundreds of them
outside the system, to try and cope with things. It really is a major phenomenaand
the private sectorgot really into that. It was the time of the Sullivan principles and
the Canadianprinciples and the EEC principles. Any company that wanted to work
here, you know, they had to follow theserules and theseprinciples. So you know,
it was quite an interesting way in which that was developed. For example, linked
to that, if you look at why the de Lange committee came into being, there is no
question that there was a very strong influence of economic interests in that.
Pressuresfrom the economic world of the Afrikaners and the English the Ruperts
aswell as the Oppenheimerssayingto government look you've got to do something
about this. If you look at the terms of referencethat were given to the de Lange
committee, what's it about? Its about manpower. A lot of it is about this whole
issueyou see,about educationand the economy - lack of skills, manpower, all that
kind of thing isn't it. It isn't entirely that, but it is a very strong thread if you look
at the references. [Introduction to KH's wife, and orders for tea. Discussionabout
gardening]. Anyway, we sort of wanderedaround a bit - its best if we go back to
your questions.

LT

OK. We wherebasicallyup to de Lange,but thereseemto havebeena coupleof
landmarksbeforethenwhich I havecomeacrossin thepressclippingswhich seem
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to be the Carlton and Good Hope conferences.To what extent do you think they
were calls for pressureon the part of businessfor educational reform?
KH

They worked more the other way. That was more of an attempt by the government
to coopt the private sector rather than the private sector putting pressure on the
government. But, one should get into that dynamic, of course quid pro quos ,
coming into the situation. One doesnot know what was going on behind the scene,
but the actual conferencesas such wherean attempt by the government to coopt the
businesssector onto its side, that's what they were really about.

LT

So at that stage,you might havebegun to seethe beginningsof various networkings
and things like that.

KH

Yes. I think therewasa lot thatwent on thatwedon't know anythingabout.I think
it would be difficult to find out. I think a lot of bargaining,if you like, went on
behindthe scenes.

LT

Who might be in the know?

KH

Very difficult. I tried at one stage,someyearsago to follow that through,but I
didn't get very far.

LT

I see. To what extent do you think the agenda for de Lange was set before the
commission actually sat?

KH

I think it actually in the end, happenedpretty quickly. I think, I mean obviously,
those sorts of terms of referencewhich you have there, must have been hanging in
the air. In the end it was some bureaucrat/ civil servant who wrote them down.
Obviously they were approvedby the prime minister and sent to the HSRC. But in
the end the thing actually worked very quickly becauseyou have to rememberthat
apart from the pressuresfrom the economic sector, there were various other major
pressures. There was a tremendous lot of parental dissatisfaction in the late
seventiesand early eighties throughout the education system, and I'm not just
talking about black parents. You pick it up in the pressvery much. Next, there was
tremendousfight going on within the teaching profession at this stage. Lastly, the
thing that really brought it to a headwas the whole 1976/ 80 disintegration of black
education- the boycottsthe protests,the closing of schools, the violence which just
was rolling on between seventy six and eighty. It was one of the major protest/
resistanceperiods and it had moved from the North, Soweto - African schools- into
the Western Cape, into coloured education. The nationalist politician is much more
vulnerable, sensitiveto what goeson in the coloured community than he is about
what goes on in the African community. Difficult to tell. Why had there been the
Wiehan commission in the whole coloured social area, and nothing in the African
area?Its another systemof a sort of priority - there's a sort of hierarchy in South
Africa of what is felt to be important you know. Africans at the bottom, whites at
the top, Indians next and coloureds next. It seemsto reflect itself in all kinds of
things. Anyway, it had rolled through the whole country down into the Cape. The
story behind what happened was that so many pressureshad been put on the
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principals of schoolsand educationalinstitutionsin CapeTown and the departments
were threateningall sorts of actions againstthem until, finally, some of the major
actorslike Franklin Sonnandother major coloured educationalleaderswent straight
to the Prime Minister - they bypassedevery other... they went straight to the Prime
Minister, and they saidif you go on with this, we are going to resign. You are not
going to push us any further.

LT

What positiondid Franklin Sonnhaveat that time?

KH

Franklin you've got to rememberwasn't only he was at the PeninsulaTechnikon
...
but more importantly he was the president of the Coloured Teachers Union - that
was his power base. Two days later the Prime Minister announcedin the Houseof
Assembly that he was going to appoint a.... well not to appoint a commission of
enquiry - people get confused about this. He was going to ask the HSRC to
investigate education. That was the final thing that pushed. All those other things
that I have mentioned were there and it would have come - it had to come. We
hadn't had a good look at what was going on in education, at least as far as African
educationwas concernedsince the Eislen Report in fifty three. So there was a sense
in which it was inevitable, but the actual timing had a lot to do with the whole
seventy six/eighty thing, it coming in a decadewhich was reaching an actual point
where it was going to explode and this meeting with the Prime Minister, and as I
say, two days later the whole thing ..... you know from that statementin parliament
the details were worked out and within... that was June.... the beginning of August
the committee startedwork, so it moved quickly after that.

LT

What was happeningin Afrikanerdom at the time? Let me be a bit more specific
within the Broederbond.

KH

Well, I would think that the Broederbondwere one of the pressuregroups that said
to government that you have to do somethingabout this. You can't let this run for
too long, you can't have this seventy six/eighty thing that's going on, you've got
to do something which shows that the government is prepared to at least have a
proper look at the situation and what has to be done. And of course in practice it
did have that effect, for betweenthe beginning of de Lange in August 1980up until
the 1983white paper, there was a comparativeperiod of lower protests, resistance
and boycottsand soon. There was a sort of waiting feeling. And, in fact, in the de
Lange, we worked....... you see although a lot of the parent groups, teacher
groups, protest groups wouldn't take part in the de Lange - they were actually
asked, various people whereactually asked, but they said no, they would stay out,
but we talked to them and it was not recorded. It had to be done off the record,
quietly, without anything coming into the press about it otherwise, of course, it
wouldn't have been accepted.We were told more or less - OK brothers we are
going to give you a chanceto seewhat you can do. The various... the Committee
of Ten in Soweto, the Committeeof Eighty One, the Port Elizabeth Parent Teacher
groups, all these,they really did pull back. A small group of us from the de Lange
went around the country quietly, and had somequite exciting times, meetingoff the
record, quietly, no fuss, no records, no publicity various of the groups, and this is
basically what they were saying. They were saying to us, we don't think you are
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going to get anywhere. We don't think the government....... we are not interested
in what you are going to say. We are interestedin what the government is going
to do once they get your report, which is what proved to be of course, how it
worked out. That is what they were saying, but they gave us a chance. It's very
interesting.

LT

You mentionedthe Committeeof Ten. Which othergroupsdid you talk to?

KH

Well there was the Committeeof Eighty One, there was the Port Elizabeth Parents
Committee, or somethinglike that, there was a similar group in Bloomfontein. I
think we talked to groups up here, Durban, Port Elizabeth, CapeTown, and then,
apart from that, some of us like Franklin Sonn and myself - we actually went into
de Lange with a lot of reservations,but we felt in the end that we should do it. We
only went in when we got certain agreementslike: for example, that it would be
published - whatever happenedit would be published - it wasn't a secretor private
documentof the cabinet, it was a documentof the HSRC; that we would be open
about our procedures. It wouldn't be a group of people sitting around a table and
doing the report. We were going to go out, to talk to people, and we were going
to try out from time to time where we were with groups of people to see what they
felt. To try and openup the whole thing - that was the secondthing we insistedon.
There were certain conditions that we laid down with Dr Garbers who was
president of the HSRC at that stage. He is now the man who is Director General
of national education. Before we participated, there were times when we nearly
walked out.

LT

Now by that stageyou had already resigned, you had already moved on from the
DET.

KH

Oh yes, I left the DET after the Sowetobusiness.That'sanotherstory on its own.

LT

I'd like to hear that story at some point.

KH

Yes, but lets pour sometea first [pausefor tea]. What a lot of South Africans, a lot
of people in the education field, in the universities, still don't understandis that
they criticise it becauseit wasn't a scientific investigation which it set out to be. I
keep on telling them, brothers, it was a political negotiation. Never mind all the
researchpapersthat were done behind it, in the end for those twenty five people
around the table it was a typical negotiationsystem. How far could we go with that
sort of group in 1980, with thirteen of them being Afrikaners of various
persuasions.How far could we get? It was a political negotiation of our education
of the kind that is now going to happen. It will have to be done again.

LT

I'd like to pursue it along those lines.

KH

If you try to interpret it in any other way.... people used to say to Franklin Sonn
and myself, why didn't you issue minority reports? We said it wasn't that sort of
business. Nobody won, but nobody lost everything in that, and that is what
negotiationsare about. You havegot to realise that. You don't get what you want.
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The de Lange report doesn't express my ideas about education by any means.
People get very mixed up about this you see. I said that what you have got to
realise was happeningwas in fact a political negotiation. That was the outcome.
That's as far as that kind of group, which wasn't truly representative, becauseit
had limitations in terms of the kind of people who were on it, and lack of strong
African representationbecausethey wouldn't take part in it becauseof the political
situation, all those things.
LT

How where people picked?

KH

Well, obviously what the HSRC was trying to do - and I think it tried to do it
honestly, was to get a fairly broad representation,however, with the Afrikaners still
being in a majority. That's how it worked out - twenty five people and thirteen
Afrikaners. That doesn't representthedemographyof the country. So you start with
those sorts of limitations. But after that..... Garbers is quite a sincere sort of chap,
and over the years he has developedquite a lot.... I think he was trying to make an
effort to make it as representativeas he could under the circumstancesof the time.
So it was by invitation through thepresidentwho he was consulting. One will never
really find out I don't think.

LT

Oh, I see!

KH

It wasn't the government you know.

LT

No, the HSRC, but there was some consultation there.

KH

Well, consultation in what way do you mean Leon?
....

LT

Well you said that Garbers went to....

KH

Well he must have talked to people aboutwho should be on this. I mean before that
time I didn't know him. The first time I ever met him was when I said I've got to
come to see you becauseI can't accept this until I've got something straight you
see. That is when we negotiatedcertain things about how it was going to operate.
I know Franklin Sonndid the same,and Franklin and I caucuseda little bit before
hand so that we had the samesort of basis. But who he was talking to in order to
get that particular group together is very difficult to...... I don't think one would
ever establish that.

LT

Why Professor de Lange as chair?

KH

He was chairman of the Broederbond.

LT

Oh, as simple as that.

KH

And principal of RAU [Rand Afrikaans University] which in Afrikaner circles at
that stagecertainly was seenas the more verligte, city, urban, Afrikaner influence,
which is where the reform influencesin a sensewere started. I think that is what
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it was about.
LT

So you would locate within RAU the intellectual impulse for changesof heart?

KH

Well not only RAU, but certainly within RAU yes. You seethe Afrikaner academic
I think began to be in an uncomfortable situation, almost from the seventieson.
When they were faced with this major 1976/80thing, and, when you rememberthat
the issue which sparkedit off in the schoolsin Soweto was Afrikaans, if you read
the Afrikaans pressjust after that, they were holding up their hands in horror and
saying what have we done that our languagecan be under this kind of attack? So
there was a whole introspectionand looking back, and looking properly at what was
going on, I mean looking at black education. You got very little in the Afrikaans
press about black education. If you wantedto read aboutblack education you went
to the Daily Mail. That was the major sourcefor public information. It was just a
neglectedarea, people didn't worry about it, nobody. In a senseuntil you got this
whole eruption, there wasn't any major interest at all, anywhere. You were talking
into a void.

LT

And of coursethere were changeswithin the Broederbondat that time weren't there
taking place.

KH

I think what was happeningis you had a very strong academicinfluence first of all
in the Broederbond. I think what you were getting was a whole thing going on
within the Broederbond of a kind of academicthink-tank which began to look at
constitutional issues.They saw the writing on the wall in a sense.How can we cope
with this. What are the things that have got to be done? That was all going on.
Those later constitutional proposalsthat were coming out in the late seventiesfrom
government and right through - the sourceof those is undoubtedly the Broederbond
academic.

LT

You picked this up from the Afrikaner press?

KH

Oh yes.I'm just wonderingif apartfrom the pressthereis anythingyou could read
about that.

LT

UnfortunatelyI don't haveAfrikaans.

KH

No, that is what I was just thinking, I was wondering if there was anything in
English, whether somebodylike Esterhauseor Giliomee who write in English who
are Afrikaans political scientists.

LT

Well Giliomee, I spoketo him at UCT and there is nothing about what was
happeningin the Broederbondin the last ten yearsor so.

KH

Obviously the thingsthat onepicks up.... so muchof what one picks up is from
talking to peoplewho are involved in thesethings, who know what is going
on.......
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LT

And you've beencloser than most.....

KH

its difficult to pin downa lot of the stuff, its just backgroundfor onesthinking.
...
Anyway, wherewerewe?

LT

Do you think you could provide a typology of the balanceof forces at play during
the debateon the eleven principles and in general?

KH

They whereprobablytypified in de Langein that twenty five. Lets startwith,lets
call him the conservativeAfrikaner.

LT

You're talking about people actually on the commission.

KH

Yes but they also representwider actors out in the political field too at the same
time. You had conservative Afrikaners there. Interestingly enough, and this has
continued to run through the process since then, they were firstly education
academics,not other academics.Other academicstendedto be more verligte. They
where professorsof educationand the Afrikaans teachersorganisations. They in a
senserepresentedthe conservative Afrikaner actors if you like.

LT

Would you be preparedto namenames?

KH

Yes, if you look at the list [pause]. Professor Jooste, Director of the Transvaal
education department.

LT

That's traditionally quite a conservativedepartment.

KH

Yes. Mr J.F. Steyn, Secretary of the T. O. [TransvaalseOnderwysersvereniging].
Professorvan Loggerenberg, Deanof the Faculty of Education at the University of
the Free State. That's one kind of group. Then you had what you might call a
mixture of the more verligte Afrikaans academicsand the new technocratsthat were
coming into the civil service, who where a different style, different from the old
civil servants.There was Simon Brand who is now head of the Development Bank
for example, who was then in the Departmentof Finance. There was Dr Nell who
was a former Director of Education at Natal with a different kind of approach.

LT

What is the origin of this approach,wheredoesit comefrom?

KH

Well I think you seeit now in a later stageof development,crystallising around the
new National Party/ Conservativeparty kind of divide. Theseconservativeswould
have now moved over to the CP. Thesemore verligte, more progressive Afrikaners
have moved the National Party beyond where it was at that stage.Its part of a long
political process. There was Net Smit who was at that stage Vice-President of the
HSRC who is the Rector Designateof Pretoria University now. There was Nick
Swart who was Vice-Rector of Potchefstroom University. There was van der
Merwe who was at that stage Deputy Director-General at the Department of
Manpower and in the middle of this whole new industrial relations thing that was
going on you see.There was Ben Vosloo, political scienceStellenbosch, who later
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becameDirector of the Small Business...what's it called... the thing that was set up
to develop small entrepreneursand soon. So you have anotherquite different breed
almost. A different kind of level, and you notice that very few of them were
educationalists.The most conservativeAfrikaners in the de Lange group were the
educationalists.The others were further aheadwith the exception of Piet de Lange
himself who I would put amongst the group we havejust been talking about.

LT

And you would define this group, if pushed,asbeingverligte?

KH

Yes, I would use the Afrikaans term, becausein our political history it has a very
specific meaning. The term was coined by Willem de Clerk, who you must have
heard of, who was involved in the whole negotiations over the Democratic Party
for example, who is the brother of the statepresident. So, you know, this has got
a long history in Afrikaner circles. It was the beginnings of the move towards
reform and saying that we can't go on like this.

LT

And a good source might be his biography of his brother.

KH

Yes well, you might pick someof it up in there yes. He was the man who coined
the actual term 'verligte'. Its difficult to use any other term, because it isn't
'liberal'. It isn't conservative, it is somewhere moving in between along the
continuum if you know what I mean.

LT

Within the grain of traditional Afrikanerdom to an extent.

KH

Yes. Right we were going through the... lets look at some of the other. As I said
there was a very seriousweaknessin the first place, African representation,because
you had no representationthere of what you might call the extra-parliamentary
oppositional forces at all. You had an inspector of schools who was very
conservative. The namesprobably won't mean much. There was the Principal of
the University of Zululand, and there was the President of the Transvaal United
African TeachersAssociation - Taunyane - who is now one of the driving forces
behind.... there are two setsof teacher unity movementsgoing on - the one which
is going for the union idea, and the other which is going for the professional
association, and Taunyaneis the leader of this. Taunyane was the most useful on
the actual committee of those three - had made the biggest contribution, had the
most to say. The others where very quiet, they really didn't represent a strong
African kind of position. Taunyanedid from time to time. As far as the so-called
'coloured' people were concerned, you had Franklin Sonn, Richard van der Ross,
who was Principal of the University of the Western Cape at that stage. Again, at
different placeson the continuum. Richard van der Ross more conservative than
Franklin Sonn. But Franklin Sonn still not representingwhat you might call the out
and out resistancegroup, say, for example in the Western Cape. Then the Indian
representatives- they were a disaster. The representativeon the main committee
was the Dean of the Faculty of Education at the University of Durban Westville.
He was probably one of the weakestmembersof the whole committee. Then you
are left with the English-speaking white. There was Professor Boyce who was
Rector of the Johannesburg College of Education. I would describe him as
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classically liberal to use short hand. There was Michael O'Dowd, Anglo-American
Corporation who, if you want to placehim is one of the great exponentsnow of the
Free EnterpriseFoundation.The only real teacheron the committee, who was there
as a result of my intervention -I said to Garberswhen I went to seehim, you know
there is no woman on this, and there is no teacheron this, so he had one placeleft,
so he combined them - Claudia Regnart.Claudia I would describeas a progressive.
She was very good value and she madea very good contribution. It was very good
having her there actually. And that's it apart from myself.

LT

And wherewereyou basedat the time?

KH

I was at Wits. Shortly after I got out of the Department, Wits offered me a job as
a consultant and to begin with I was a senior researchfellow at the Centre for
Continuing Education, at the time getting set up as a proper kind of organisation.
So I was with them from the beginning of seventy eight. That was my base.

LT

Would you say that the outcome of the commission......

KH

The committee. You see it was not a commission, and this gave us certain
strengths.Its important to say,I think, that if it hadbeena government commission,
it wouldn't been have been as representativeas this. I wouldn't have been on it,
you can be quite sure becauseI was persona non grata with the government at that
stage. I had been threatenedin parliament and all sorts of things. Franklin Sonn
certainly wasn't persona grata , so if it had been a commission you would have
had an entirely Afrikaner-dominated kind of thing. At least here there were other
influences that could poke and argue and so on which hadn't happened before.
There was some movement. That was the strength of it being an HSRC set-up - it
gave us more room for manoeuvre.

LT

Would you describethe outcomeof the committeeasbeinga consensus?

KH

No, againyou see,whenyou havea political negotiation,its not really consensus.
Deepdown you arenot agreeingwith everything.You are going to go on fighting
for this or thator theotheryou see.That'swhat I mean.It is importantto seethis
as a political negotiation.That's as far as we could go in reachingany sort of
workable agreement.So there were some things that we couldn't talk about
otherwiseit would havesplit the thing down the middle. Therewas very little in
de Langeaboutthe real questionsof the philosophyof education,about ideology.
Its about provision. We do have a chapter on equality which is a highly
controversialone given the kind of group we were working in. It was over those
kinds of issuesthatFranklin andI.... we actuallywalkedout of a meetingoneday,
but went back after certainthingshappened.

LT

'Equality in the light of justice' and so on....

KH

Yes, you seemostpeoplehaven'treadthechapterthatdealswith equalitythatvery
pragmatically,andI think correctlyat thatstage,takesup the point by sayingthat
the way to get at this is to get rid of inequality.Thereis a startingpoint, andit was
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a startingpoint in 1981. If we had startedto get rid of inequality then, the
discussionon equalitycouldhavebeenmuchfurther alongthe road now. You can
in
only understandthis if you seeit asa political negotiation.It wasn't consensus
the sensethat we were all happywith the outcome.Nobodywas at that stage.
LT

So who did thebest out of it?

KH

Yes, that's the question.In other words looking at it from a particular point of vies,
what were the gains and what were the losses. I think the first thing to say about
it is that in spite of in a sense,governmentsrejection of it in the 1983 White Paper,
in spite of the fact that governmentactually altered those eleven principles..... a lot
of people think that the eleven principles they seeacceptedby government in the
eighty three White Paperand in the 1984Act, are the sameas de Lange. They are
not, they must do their homework. They must read them carefully. They must
compare the original de Lange principles with what is actually in the legislation,
and they are different. There were some very important conditions put in by
government about separateschooling, about separatedepartmentsetc. etc. A lot of
people who should know better, in the academic education field in South Africa
haven't looked at that carefully. There are a lot of peoplewho have read a lot about
de Lange. There are very few people who have read the actual document. A hell
of a lot of loose stuff floats around here. De Lange gets the blame often for what
government is saying, and government is saying something completely different.
Nevertheless,although this happened,although the White Paper rejected some of
the major things in de Lange, it has had a powerful influence on government
thinking which is only beginning to show now, it has taken a long time. It is
beginning to show now. Secondly, one of the most fascinating things that I have
found out, is that even the oppositional groups, NECC, the ANC desk - John
Samuelsand people like that, are now going back to de Lange. From the point of
view of what were the practical things that it said. What were the actual suggestions
that were made about how to change the system as to what should be done, and
what could be done and so on and so forth. So it has taken a long time, but now
I think its beginning to.... its real importance as a landmark along the road is
beginning to be seen. Of course it was imperfect, full of weaknesses.So is going
to be the outcomeof negotiationsthat take placebetween the ANC and all the other
actors now about education. We are not going to get the education system that
everybody thinks is right. It is going to be negotiated. But we are now thirteen,
fourteen, fifteen years along the line from de Lange before we needto do that. But
if the de Lange had beenimplementedin the middle eighties, we would be dealing
with a very different situation now. That's what we havegot to think about - it was
something along the way.

LT

There was a lot said in the press at the time. There where severalinterviews with
yourself and with Franklin Sonn and with various other people at the time of the
government White Paper.

KH

More, especially even when the first interim memorandumcame out in October
eighty one, three months after nine of us took very strong exception to the way the
whole thing had been handled. And there was reaction of course again in eighty
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three. Out of that you see you got the developmentof the 'separate but equal'
slogan - that was part of what came out of all that.
LT

And you didn't go along with that at all.

KH

No, I don't think it is possible. I meanon purely pragmatic grounds you can't. If
you are going to go for separationthen it is not going to be equal, and if you are
going to go for equality then it can't be separate. This is a fundamental
contradiction built into the whole concept.

LT

But you don't actuallytracethat slogan'separatebut equal' to de Lange.

KH

No. You won't find it in de Lange. I am saying that becauseof the emphasison
equal treatment,equal opportunities, all the things that are in de Lange, government
was faced with trying to at least pick up on some of that, and yet maintain the
status quo as far as separationwas concerned. So it went into this, which other
countries havealso done in the past, for example the United Statesdid, and through
the same kind of thing. I don't want to push the parallels too close, but
nevertheless,it was the same kind of thing.

LT

So which divergenciesbetweenthe White Paper,the following legislationandde
Langewere you mostconcernedabout?

KH

If you go back and look at the original de Lange, let me give you just a few
indicters out of many. When we where talking about regionalisation, we weren't
talking ethnically. That is a basic thing. Secondly,when we talked about the setting
up of a single educationdepartment,we certainly weren't talking about the kind of
departmentof national education that was set up by government with very limited
authority, and soon and so forth, with the maintenanceof general affairs - all this.
Those are probably the two major policy areas.

LT

So the Departmentof National Education, you wouldn't....

KH

The government always claims that that is what de Lange wanted, which is not so.
If you look at the de Lange recommendations,then you are looking at a very
different kind of situation. You are dealing with a central education authority,
regionally operating, by geographicalregion. More or less the kind of thing which
is now being put forward by government. Certainly not... there is plea in de Lange
which calls for the continuation of the ethnic departments.The whole plea is for a
change in the whole structure, from ethnic structure to a regional structure. We
didn't want a huge, monolithic, central education department. That would have
given us a bureaucracy even worse than we had in the past, and that would be
saying something.You have to break it down for every day operation, so you have
to have certain forms of regional.... we proposed certain forms of regional
authority, and we went right down to the local districts and schools and so on.
There was nothing about ethnic divisions. So those are the major issuesof course.
And yet the claim was madeyou see,continued by government, that setting up the
Departmentof National Education was a responseto the de Lange report, which is
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interesting. They felt they had to show that they where respondingto it. They were
sensitiveabout it.
LT

Becauseof the samekinds of political issues,or thought of the opposition forces.

KH

That's right.

LT

So why then Ken did they not take up many of the main recommendations?

KH

Becausein their own words at that stage, separateschools, separateeducation
departmentswere a fundamentalpillar of policy, and where non-negotiable. They
are still very near to that. Under all the verbiage, we are not all that further from
that. If you are looking at policy, the fundamental policy statement is the 1984
Education Act, in the context of the tri-cameral parliamentary systemwhich in fact
reinforced segregationrather than anything else. If you want to look for the seeds
of the eighty four policy, it is the eighty two/ eighty four period. For NEPI you
see, when they askedme to do the state of Denmark, where we are, the basethat
I am using is eighty four to the present. You can't get involved in all the historical
reasonsyou know, why we are, where we are, so you have got to use a base. I am
using that as the base with, added to it, the fact that to explain the eighty four
legislation, the White Paperand the legislation, you have that very important policy
period which stretchesfrom eighty to eighty four.

LT

Would you includeeducationalreform?

KH

Well, of course, I am talking about education but, broadly, you have got the
,
National Parties attempts to introduce some form of constitutional changes that
would cope with thesethings that they were faced with. And so they go for the idea
of the tri-cameral parliament with limited powers for the Indians and coloureds.
They just shovedAfricans asidealmost like secondclass citizens. That was a fatal
mistake. Obviously what is happeningin educationis reflecting the broad political
ideas. They want to do better - they begin to spend more money on African
education, but they won't give up on separation.So they get into this awful bind,
this fundamental contradiction which they are trying to live with now, which is
causing paralysis in their policy making, in their actions, in their decisions, in the
efficiency of the system in all sorts of ways. That basic contradiction is showing
itself. You've only got to listen to them on TV. You've only got to look at what
happenedin one week not so long ago. In one and the same week first of all, they
issuedthis new ERS documentwhich you must know about which said..... I want
to take a particular area of teachertraining, just to illustrate the whole messthey
are in. The ERS said that if we use all the facilities which are available in the
country, all the vacant colleges, the ones that have been closed and so on and so
forth, then we would be able to produceenoughprimary school teacherstill the end
of the century. OK, that's the state of the ERS. The next day, the government
through as different minister says that they are going to give autonomy to all
colleges of education, so that they can make their own decisions about admissions.
In the samevoice, they said, however, that becausethesecolleges are run by white
departments, they won't be able to give subsidy to black students who come to
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them. The next day they closedown four white collegesat the end of this year - the
Pretoria college and so on and so forth. That is all coming from the same
government. It is coming from different departments,some from the white House
of Assembly, somefrom National Education.They just don't know where they are.
You see they are playing, they are juggling, and all these concessions and
compromises and so on, are a result of them trying to cope with an essential
contradiction.

LT

Which for you is?

KH

The equal/ separatething to use short hand. They want to meet the needsand
demandsof Africans and others, but at the sametime they are not preparedto give
up this idea of separate.They are juggling politically with left wing/ right wing
within the National Party, with elementswithin their own party. Then of course
they have got the ConservativeParty out on the side. On the other side they have
got to deal with all the extra-parliamentary opposition. This is the classical
Gramscian interim - the old authorities dying, but the new is still awaiting to be
born, and we are in the stalemate,almost in between.Government will hangon as
long as it is in power, and is not likely to changeits fundamentaleducationpolicy.
That can only come when you havegot a new government in its place. In the mean
time they will have to go on making concessions,doing this, doing that in order to
try and keep the core safe.

LT

To what extentdo you considerthe ERSto be a continuationon de Lange?

KH

I think it goes further back than de Lange. In many ways I don't think it got as far
as de Lange got in 1980. Its interesting, but that is certainly my summing up of it.
Its a bad document. It is poorly done, poorly presented.It has the disadvantagethat
it is entirely the work of bureaucrats.At least de Lange had someother inputs, and
you can seethoseinputs in the way de Lange is written, the way it is presented,the
way its thinking goes, the languagethat it uses.With all its weaknesses,with all
its limitations which existed in 1980,as far asI, m concernedit is a much betterjob
than the ERS, even for now. The ERS doesn't really take us very much further.

LT

But in someof its propositionswouldn't you considerit to be a continuationon de
Lange?

KH

Oh yes. It has used I wouldn't use the word continuation. I don't think they saw
....
it as a continuation, I don't seeit as a continuation.... but they have usedconcepts,
ideascoming out from de Lange, and you find them coming out again in the ERS.
I don't see that as a continuation on de Lange - that would be a different kind of
exercise. In fact there is sensethat if you are going to look at the real landmarks
of educationaldevelopment, it is the ultimate political negotiation that is going to
be the continuation of de Lange.

LT

Would you like to expandon that.

KH

Well you aregoing to havethe samekind of political negotiationabouteducation,
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but you are now going to have it with a much broader range of actors. It is,
hopefully, going to be properly representativein a way that de Lange never was,
but it is in essencegoing to be struggling with exactly the same issues.There are
a lot of things that it is going to be able to learn from de Lange, but its big
advantageis that it is going to be a much broader set of interests. That of course
meansthat it is going to have to negotiatean educational system. So like de Lange
it is not going to satisfy everybody. Everybody is going to win something and
everybody is going to lose somethingif we are going to get anywhere. So in that
sense it really is the next major landmark. I think the ERS is just a partial
government input into that process.
LT

What is its point, preserving hegemony?

KH

I think the ERS...... you know it seemsto me, my analysis is that they seem to
think that they can always preempt something else happening. There is a strange
myth, a strangehope that if they can get somethinglike this in place, the ERS, then
other things that they don't want to happen won't happen. If it had been put
forward purely as one input into the wider negotiation, then it could of been of
value. But it is not presentedin the right way for that. The whole thing is very
technocratic,andjust sheerlybadly arranged.If you want to look up one particular
area of education, you have to look here, look there, look there you know. Most
people who had to work with this like myself, and like Peter Buckland in the Urban
Foundation, you almost had to rewrite it to make senseof it for our own comments
and criticisms of it becauseit just is a bad piece of work.

LT

In fact de Lange itself in fact Peter Buckland criticised de Lange itself for being
....
technicist.

KH

Ah yes, but you talk to Peter Buckland now about what he thought then and what
he thinks now since he was secretaryeducationin that actual departmentfor three
or four years. I know Peter very well, we went through this thing together. Ah
there you are Peter, OK it was nice you sitting in academiawhen you wrote that
thing on de Lange, and I kept on telling you that that was a political negotiation.
It is only now that he is beginning to realise that. And also realising that, whether
you like it or not, you have got to go beyond philosophy, and objectives and
purposes. You have got to run an education system. So you have got to get down
to things like how it is going to be managed.If you want to call that technicist, well
OK.

LT

You would seede Lange as being more than just technicist.

KH

Yes. Look I would agreewith Peterthat it certainly had somevery strong technicist
areasin it, and there were certainly people on it who were technocratswho were
trying to push that - that whole idea of career educationwas a thing that I was very
unhappy about. But, you know the whole thing was give and take - we won this
and lost that.

LT

How about Kallaway'sview of de Langethat basicallyit was a group of people
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who came togetherwho buried their political differencesin order to solve a
contemporaryproblem.
KH

Well in a sensethat is what you have to do. You can't sink your differences.
Nobody is neutral, there is no such thing and especially in the field of education
probably. It is not so much that you bury them, but you have to be prepared to
fight for as much as you can get, and that is what every interest is going to do in
the new negotiation. You have to surrender some things in order to gain others.
You have to decide what are the things where it is really worth making a stand,and
which are the less important ones which you can let slide for the present because
it is not a final thing. As soon as a particular set of interests have agreed upon
negotiation, they are immediately going to start fighting for their own point of view
for changes.Peoplehave a strangeview of the future, that it is a ready-madething
that is suddenly going to be there, and that everything will be as you wanted
becausethat is what you want. But you have got to work for it. It is where we
startedour discussion. You've got a system, and what have you got to do with it.
You have got to take it from here to there. How are you going to do that, what do
you changeand what do you use. What are the resources,and how far can you go.
What will the economy allow you to do. So there is a sense in which Peter
Kallaway is very right about that. In many ways it was a very sincere attempt
which was bound to be limited becauseof the nature of the time and the nature of
its composition - the political context in which it was having to operate.

LT

Do you believe in 'total strategy'?

KH

What do you mean by 'total strategy'?

LT

Well that was the general context in which Peter made his analysis.

KH

I think a lot of analystsput too much stresson broad structural issues, broad social
contextsetc, and don't pay enoughattention to the people that were involved in the
process. I think that you have to get a balance. I myself can't look at education
unlessin the whole environment, context, ecology in which it exists. At the same
time you are not a determinist. You can't just say that that's going to decide what
is going to happen.That is why the actors are so important. You have got to find
the forces at work, the interest groups and so on.

LT

Yes, that is what I want to try to do. OK, one last question about de Lange. Did
you look elsewhereto other educationsystems,and if so, which ones.

KH

Well, I was actually the chairman of the working group that did the section on
educationalmanagement,government,control, administration, the broad structural
thing. We had three commissionedresearcherswho looked at specific issuesfor us
like centralisation, decentralisation, issues of regionalisation, issues of parental
control at the lower levels. All these things. In those background research
documents there is stuff on the United States, there is stuff on Britain, Israel,
Germany. One particular paperpickedup on the African experience, on the African
continent. Things like how do you get teachersand parents represented in the
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processof education.How do you deal with thepolitical/ civil service relationships.
Of course Africa's had particular problems about that becausepoliticians tend to
want to run departmentsinsteadof being the policy makers, and things like that.
So we had someonepicking up as much as they could. There are about 400 pieces
of researchbehind the de Lange, apart from the separatereports. You've got 18
separatereports, and behind the reports are about 400/500 pieces of research.

LT

If I wantedto go to theHSRCjust nowto try to pick up someof thesedocuments,
do you think it would be possible?

KH

What sortof thing would it be thatyou would be wantingto get hold of?

LT

Well I've got quite a specific list of documentsrelating to manpower training which
they published.

KH

Well then the best place to go would be their publishing section.

LT

Where is that?

KH

In their mainbuilding,do youknow wherethe mainbuildingis?[KH thenproceeds
to give directionsandformal interviewis over].
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INTERVIEW WITH DR B. LOUW, PRETORIA, 10/9/91,3.30 pm

LT

First of all it would be very interesting to hear about your own history and about
your involvement in the DET.

DL

I think I shouldgive you my curriculum vitae which will indicate that I was teacher
for three years, and then I startedworking in university administration for eight
years, and I endedup asa deputy registrar at the RandAfrikaans University. From
there I moved to the Committee of University Principals which is something akin
to your CVCP in London. That was for about sevenyears which led up to being
secretary, and then I changedto the Department of National Education with the
specific task of looking at universities at the time. But then it gradually expanded
from the universities and we did a lot of development work into technikons and
then into the whole of education. Since 1989, I've been here, so I spent eight very
fruitful years at the Departmentof National Education doing a lot of researchand
study and policy work. So this is where I am today.

LT

Dr Chisholmtold me that your PhD wason higher education.

DL

Yes, on universities particularly. I tried to find out for myself what university
autonomy, what academicfreedom really meant in practical circumstances.I did a
study on the relationships between universities and the state since 1918 when the
first universities in actual fact started. I tried to cover the establishment of
universities, the policy, how it evolved, who did the decision-making about what
faculties, what studiesare taken or are given/ allocated to various universities. The
whole question of the financing of universities was quite an interesting over-view.
The question of staffing of universities - how the policy evolved over time. I also
looked at the fixed assetsand the policies enabling universities to acquire buildings.
Then at control of universities and what methodsof control existed. Then I made
some conclusions which I felt were quite fruitful about university autonomy and
how it developed.

LT

I was wonderingif you would like to outline what for you were the major events
in the history of reform of bantueducation.It is a very big question!

DL

It is, yes. Do you know Mr Hartshorne?I've met him a few times, and he has
spent his whole life in black education.

LT

Yes, but I'm interestedin your views really on what you consider to havebeen the
'crunch' events if you like.

DL

Well I'll start with bantu educationbecausethat's how I see it. People interpret it
as a priori , they acceptthat it was a discriminatory and an ugly system. That is the
common knowledge. I think one must also get some perspective, and that is that
bantu education was actually an effort to extend education from a privileged elite
to the masses.It was a first effort I think, in a world context to provide massand
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then eventually, universal education.

LT

You meanthe 1953Act.

DL

Yes the 1953 Act. That, I think was the real intention. That's one point I wish to
make - one must recognise that it was the first effort at massifying or even
universalising educationfor black people. You may know the history up until that
time, it was a missionary endeavour, and to a smaller extent eventually
educationalistslooked at the educationof blacks via units specifically targeted to
black education in the various provinces. So, I think that is the first point that I
want to make. The secondpoint I want to make is that Dr Verwoerd hasbeenmuch
maligned for statementshe madeat the time, as if this education was designedto
finally, permanentlypush the blacks towards serfdom. That they are only good to
be the hewers of wood and the carriers of water, and that they should not hope to
ever arrive in the white society. I think one should, when he said that, also consider
two facts. The first is for you as a leader of the National Party, and to be a
Minister of a National Party governmentwhich had apartheidasits policy - and one
would today with hindsight say had strong racial prejudices which, just as a side
comment, wasn't that uncommonin the world of 1953when you find the sametype
of utterancesin the United Statesand the United Kingdom and other placesmaybe
its much more constant and severe here - but for you to propagate the mass
educationof blacks was, politically, quite a formidable venture, quite a formidable
statementto make becausehe had to convince the predominantly white tax payer
baseto spendlots of money on the education of blacks. And for you to persuade
the electoratethat there was nothing harmful to them, nothing to fear for them in
allowing a government to invest a lot of money in the education of blacks, was
quite a formidable political step- quite courageous.So, I think one should just take
that into account, that to persuadea white electoratethat at that stage constituted
the majority of tax-payersin the country, to make an investment into the education
of blacks, he had to also tell them, ok we are going to do this but there is no threat
for you in this. The blacks will be educated,but educated for their own separate
communities. I don't know whether you have come across this argument, but I
looked at it quite deeply, and I think there is some validity in this argument of
mine. The third point I think one should make is that..... I think I should interrupt
myself. There is a long history to the financing of black education. If one goesback
into the first half of the century, you find various measures,and the bantu education
fund was the reimplementationof that. A certain percentage,in fact a large part of
bantu education was to be funded from the bantu taxes, which in a certain sense
contradicts what I said before. I think my argument still holds. I think that was a
backward step, that wasn't a fruitful one, becausein the beginning years, this whole
effort of massifying educationwas severely hamperedby too small an investment
in the educationof blacks. Now, as I haveit, and I haven't looked at it empirically,
as I have it it started with education up until the standard of, say, standardtwo
becauseyou had to start at the grass roots. I should again interrupt myself and
make a third point. That what was a real mistake in bantu education was the fact
that the large number of privately run church schools were all taken over by the
state. I think that was, with hindsight, a huge mistake. That was maybe part of the
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philosophyof the governmentat the time to sort of impresstheir educational
philosophies,their valuesystemon the total community.That wasa hugemistake
becauseonetook a lot of energyout of blackeducationwhich I would haveliked
to havehadtoday.Onewouldstill havehadthatenergyto investin education.That
weakenedthesystemconsiderablyat thebeginning.So until aboutsixty two, I was
given to believe the main thrust was on primary educationup till standardtwo
level. Thentherewasanotherstagewhenit beganto go higher, to standardeight
I think at that time wasthecut-off point. The secondaryeducation,standardsnine
andten, the final years,thatwasleft to the homelands.So secondaryweren't built
in the urbanareas/the whiteareas.I think oneof thechangesafter seventysix was
thatsecondaryschoolswerealsobuilt in the urbanareasandanotherresultwasthat
better typesof school,betterquality schoolswerebuilt in urbanareas.
LT

Was that the resultof the Wiehanand.....

DL

At that stageI don't know, I think it was simply a realisation of the fact that the old
apartheiddream, or apartheidpolicy would not work. According to that policy, by
1978, blacks would start moving back to their homeland, would be drawn back to
their homelands.Now that didn't happen. I think slowly the realisationdawned that
you can't try to work according to a policy that apparentlyisn't going to work. The
quality of the schoolsbuilt in the urban locations, the urban townships weren't of
a high quality, and today we have problems with those schools. We have to
refurbish them sometimescompletely. They are not of a high quality. They were
built with cement blocks and were rather uncomfortable. So, round about the
middle seventies, whether it was sparkedby the Soweto riots or whether it was
sparked by a realisation that the policy will have to be changed inevitably, the
secondary schools were built in the urban townships, and the schools that were
being built were of a better quality. That is a major policy change.

LT

Who within government circles was pushing for this change?

DL

I wouldn't be able to reply to that. I think I would be construing, constructing
feelings which may not be correct. At the time there is Mr Joubert Rousseauwho
was then the secretary.As I understandnow he was quite a dynamic man, quite a
reasonableand good manager,but whether it was him or a minister, I wonder who
to say.

LT

Rousseau- to use common parlance, wasn't he 'verkrampte'?

DL

I wouldn't know. I think it is very dangerousto label peoplebecausewe know they
wereworking in a certainsystemat the time. If onelooks at the political standing
of peopletoday, someof thosepeoplewho are in verligtecircleswould havebeen
verkrampteat that time. Peoplehavechangedtheir standsquite dramatically. I
don't know him personallyso I really can't say. It would be an injusticeif I tried
to sayanything.

LT

OK, that's fair enough.
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DL

The other change came when the de Lange report, I think a better name is the
HSRC report, de Langejust happenedto be the chairman, madea huge impression
becauseit was quite a legitimate group that did the investigation. I don't think the
report was that good. It is hailed today as a very good report. I don't think from
an academicpoint of view, from a researchpoint of view it was that good. But it
did succeedin drawing in people from various walks of life.

LT

May I interruptat this point? Why do you think that it wasn't very good?

DL

Well I tried to work with some parts of that report, and, for quite a few purposes
you had to redo their things. I wouldn't like to blame them. I think it was done in
a hurry, in a years time. If they had more time they would have thought much more
deeply about what they wrote down. It would have been much more clearly
formulated. I think one must give credit that it was a very good result for a years
work, fifteen months work. From that point of view it was very good. But if you
want to look at it in a scientific way, especiallythe part about the system, it wasn't
very clear. It was somewhatconfusedand you had to read it from a few chapters
to get a grip on what they were saying. The part on educational programmes, they
popularised career education, but if you look deeper, then you don't find any
evidence that really leads you towards what exactly is meant by career education
or career-directededucation, or technical education. They mixed up their phrases
and their definitions weren't very clear. That's from a clinical academic point of
view. As a political document I think it was quite effective becauseit brought a
messageacrosswhich was well taken. So the de Lange report, with hindsight, is
a report which one can say had quite a dramatic influence, even if it was to bring
to the electorate, mainly the white people, the dimensionsof the crisis that was at
that time already there, that was imminent, and with which we are sitting today. I
can't really say how this departmentreactedto that report and to the White Paper
by
departmentwas the idea of
, except to say that one thing that was grasped this
I
don't
know
career-directededucation.
whether you've come across that.

LT

Pleaseexplain.

DL

I'm in a difficult position. I don't really believe the departmentdid a goodjob with
that. I think that what really happenedwas that the department saw that the
curriculum it was offering was the typical British classical curriculum with too
many learning experiencesand languages,insufficient emphasison mathematicsand
science and the technical subjects - subjects with a career slant. There was
insufficient emphasis on book-keeping and on career-directed subjects. So the
department startedwhat they called the career education programme, which is at
presentstill being worked out but is already in place in many schools. It introduced,
and I think that I have the documents somewhere, handwork, that is, it was
associatedwith tools at the first level already. So, in that sensethe departmentquite
strongly reacted to the de Lange report and to the White Paper especially, and,
made a huge investment. Still today we are doing a lot of work on that. I would
have tackled it differently had I beenhere, but I wasn't here at the time. I am still
helping to get this off the ground, and, I think with the new developmentsat the
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Departmentof NationalEducationin the wholecurriculumbuilding exercise,the
work that we havebeendoingover the last decadewill be extremelyhelpful, and,
will rendera servicein the developingof curricula.So it is not wasted.I think it
thrustthatcamefrom this department.It hasnot already
wasa strongdevelopment
beenintroduced,it is still at the developmentstage,and, I think it will havequite
a beneficialeffect on the whole.
LT

You don't feel that the initial effort was handledas effectively as it might have
been?

DL

Well conceptuallyI would havetackled it differently. I think in all thesenew things
you make errors of judgment in the beginning. No, I think it was handled quite
well, although I would have changedit here and there. I think it is handled quite
well. It is well received. Some parts of it will be changed. Inevitably they will
adapt as time goes by. I think it was handledquite well. It was sold well to the
community, it was acceptedquite well in schools, and there is a lot of enthusiasm
around for this whole thrust.

LT

Well, anydocumentation
you havegot on thetopic will be mostgratefullyreceived.

DL

I would rather send you this, becausethere is an HSRC report. The department
immediately asked the HSRC to evaluate the programme as it is available. There
is a report available which came out last month I think which is from, you know,
a much more independentbody.

LT

Is that Mrs van Zyl's report?

DL

I think its Dr van der Merwe, I'm not sure. I think van der Merwe and
Nievenhausewere the main actors. She may have beena contributor. I'll see what
I can sendto you. That was a major change,and then I think... you askedme about
major policy changes.....as far as I can look back in history over the past few
years, I think the departmentsactivities were dominated by building or establishing
new teacher training colleges, also in white areas, not in the homelandsonly. A
major changealso, was a decision taken in 1979, and you will find that also in the
White Paper, was that all teachersshould be trained for at least three years after
standard ten. That was quite an important one. It is quoted in the White Paper.
Until that time, as you may know, studentswent after standardsix or standardeight
to a teachertraining school and they were trained there for two or three years, then
they startedteaching. Since 1979/80/81/82, I think the first batch of studentswith
three years training after standardten came out of the teachertraining colleges. So
there was a very determinedeffort to upgrade the quality of the teachersthat you
deliver. That is also a considerablechange.During thesepast number of years, we
have also invested quite heavily in new technical colleges. That was also a major
new area that was moved into during the eighties. At this stage I am not satisfied
that the technical collegesare usedoptimally. There is still a very strong resistance
in the black community towards the word 'technical'. We also introduced during
the last decadethe notion of a comprehensivehigh school which are very big high
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schools. there are thirty six of them across the country offering not only the
acceptedgeneral natural sciencesand languagesdirection of study, but also the
commercial, technical and home economics field of study. I don't know whether
you are acquaintedwith that, but we have in the secondarycurricula for standards
eight, nine and ten, eight directions of study, which all give entranceto university,
but in each of those eight you focus on general formative education with a
preferencefor homeeconomics,agriculture, natural sciences,the technical subjects,
motor mechanics, electricity, woodwork, metalwork. We introduced these
comprehensive high schools which offered all those, or at least five of those
directions, so as to give studentsa bigger range of choice. We also established
technical high schools which specialise in mathematics, natural science and the
technical subjects.Theseare innovations. We moved away from the classic straight
six type of curriculum to a much more diversified type of curriculum during the last
ten years.
LT

Was that result of de Lange?

DL

You know, the numbers of students that announced themselves for secondary
educationincreasedtremendously,and I think it was a natural evolutionary process
of modernisation. The department was much more in the public eye, it wasn't
working in the back waters of some places, and the people in the department, they
are also professionals, they are educationalists,and they felt that they would also
like to offer children a solid education. So, it was a natural, humane sort of thing
to do, a professionalsort of thing to do. I think that's about it. The departmenthad
a stigma attached to it, and these people working in this wanted to prove to the
outside world that we aren't a backward looking department, we are working for
a modem departmentthat can also contribute to education the same as anywhere
else. I think that is a very strong feeling on the part of these people. They are
proud people, there are peoplehere with a dedication towards black education, who
really want to further the careersof young people, and they wanted to contribute,
to make a professionalcontribution to the education of black people. The majority
of them would be white people but they are really attached and dedicated to the
educationof blacks. There havebeenpeople here with almost a missionary zeal for
education, sincerepeople who wantedthe schoolsto be geared to the educationof
people. I've picked this up many a time as if there was an unspoken contract
between the peoplehere that we must be able to say we are on a par, that what we
do is on a par with what the Transvaal education department does, or what any
other educationdepartmentdoes. A sort of feeling that we will show them. We are
not going to lie down and be the underdogs.We'll show them. There is this sort
of metal I've found in the department. I think also over the past decade, the
departmentmoved quite strongly into the education of the handicapped. There is
a very dedicated section here. It moved also into the upgrading of teachers,
especially the upgrading of managerial skills. That is a problem. We find that
schools managed - and I hope I don't sound as if I am a racist - but schools
managedby many black principals - the physical assetsaren't cared for enough.
Maybe they haven't got the resourcesto go to somebodyand ask him to pleasepull
up wire, or this fence, or help me mend this door, or doing this or that. We find
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that the schools sometimes start not just disintegrating, but apart from being
vandalised, that their physical appearancegoes backward. So the department
invested since 1984 quite heavily in managerial training for these teachers, and
establisheda culture, or a vocabularyat least of managerialterms, such aswe have
got to have aims, and to work towards certain goals. You have to mange your
environment, you have to manage your funds, you have to manage the
find around here. I think we
... [unclear].... and thoseare phrasesthat you will still
have made a substantial contribution towards strengthening the spirit, and to
modernisealso our black colleagues.There are many of them, strong peopleoutside
who work according to well-defined schedules,who function quite effectively, and
that is partly the result of a continued managerialtraining programme, which they
were responsiblefor. They didn't go to lecturesand sat there, they were trained in
small sessions,and then went out to train again their people working under them like a cascade.One other thing also of the eighties. A lot of effort went into trying
to contain the revolution, and the revolutionary climate. You heard about the van
den Heever reports and the corruption in the department,and there was corruption.
No use trying to evade it, there was corruption. All of it happened within the
context of a stateof emergency, you have to take the gang leaders out, you have
to silence them, you have to restore order, you have to normalise the educational
process.A lot of energywent into that. Now today we still have the sameproblems
but we deal with them differently. You negotiate,you speak. You sit around a table
and you speakand you try again. You try to convince people. You try to point out
that they are doing a foolish thing. It is not in your interests to go this way. So we
still sit with the problem, but we deal with it in a different way. You are not
dealing with it as securocrats-I don't like to use that word - you don't deal with
it from a security point of view, you try to deal with it as a social problem, which
you have to manage.

LT

Do you mind telling me a little bit aboutthe corruptionin the department.

DL

Well there were three van den Heever reports. I think I should give you the press
statementsthat were released.You can take it from me that those statementsare
pretty accurate, and it wasn't written to ... [unclear]... anybody. It was written, I
hope, to reveal the truth. There were three van den Heever reports. Now the first
one was about a so-called Ivis interactive media system, which the department
bought and still usesin a college in Pretoria. Its still actively used for the in-service
training of teachers,and was part of a project called project alpha, to upgradethe
quality of teachers,especiallytheir subjectskills, not didactic, but their knowledge
of mathematics, of scienceetc. In the end it transpired that my predecessor,his
son, was part of the companythat sold this to the department. That was irregular.
The judge found that although he denied it, he should have known of his sons
involvement in the companyand his businesswith the department. He said it was
impossiblethat he would not have known, but he said he didn't know. Anyway, he
was on the point of going on pension. He left a month early, and he went on
pension, this report was referred to the people who institute legal proceedings
against any charge being laid, and they are still investigating whether they should
follow this up - bring a case against him. I don't think there is much chance of
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succeeding.It is extremelydifficult to prove. That was the first report. But the
departmentgot the value for its money.Therewascorruptionin the sensethat he
might haveknown, its possible.The secondandthe third reportsdealt with two
things. The first is the accusationof all sortsof print material,placards,booklets
aboutvariousthings,educationallynot unsound,andthen it was found that......
LT

Sorry, what kind of things?

DL

Well placards,billboards, educationalmaterial that you would put up in classes,we
have thosethings in our schools.Books about..... the one I remember is a book for
young people about sex, sexualpractices,about Christianity, about certain religious
views, material that will have an educativeeffect. Now these things were bought
in large quantities and it eventually transpired that they were all bought from one
person who was again the son of a very senior official in the department.
Apparently, the judge found that there was something wrong here. Many officials
who signed the forms to buy the stuff didn't follow the correct procedures, they
didn't use the correct forms, tendersweren't called for, quotations weren't asked.
They were simply ordered, so there was a grossly irregular handling of how the
state acquires assets. The second thing is that it was done by one person who
appearedto be about everywhere, and appearedto have inside knowledge. This
thing was referred to the Attorney General and three people have already been
called to court. That was on chargesof bribery. One was found guilty, the other
two casesare still pending, and the investigationis still continuing. So, again there
apparently was corruption in the sense that people got benefits or had inside
knowledge. The total amount involved in the acquisition of these things doesn't
exceed more than five million Rand, so it was a relatively small amount judged
against a budget of four billion Rand. Its not that much, but it was a very
unsavoury incident and can't be excused.

LT

It was just out of interest actually, it is not really central to my research.

DL

And then there is anotherone about the hiring of camp sites, or something similar,
but that's been cleared up I can assureyou.

LT

OK. I was wondering about the ERS. What do you think were the major factors
involved in the setting up of the ERS, its instigation. I know it was a different
department.

DL

Well I wasin at the start. I actuallywasinvolvedin the first documents.Well it
startedat the endof eightynine, I meaneightyeight. We hadthis ten yearplan you may haveheardaboutit. It waschuckedout in eighty six again. thatten year
plan workedon the assumptionthat therecould be a real increaseof 4,1% in the
moneyallocatedby thegovernmentto education.Now, in the first year therewas
a real increaseof 2,3%, andthe next year therewasa minuscontributionin real
terms, of 1,2%. So, we saw immediatelythat the country, with sanctionson,
economicgrowth slowing down, the economywas slowing down, that it was
impossibleto keepup thathugegrowthrate in real terms. You knew that you had
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to do something,becausethedemandis growing, andyou haveto havean overall
sortof plan. You haveto reviseexistingpractices,existingbeliefsabouteducation,
andyou haveto get awayfrom the notionthatthis is a developedcountrythat can
afford a developedsystemfor all its inhabitants.You have to rethink all the
premiseson which you think abouteducation.
LT

Were you prompted at all by your colleaguesin the treasury?

DL

We were prompted by the then Minister, who is now the state President.

LT

Mr de Klerk.

DL

Yes. He was a responsibleminister, he knew how things went and so he stuck to
this. That was in 1988, and it was actually revamped again by the end of eighty
nine, a year later. It was Garbers who went to National Education, he is Director
General there.

LT

So what happenedin the interim, was it put on ice for a while?

DL

Its all to do with internal politics, not that there were any different points of view.

LT

If you don't mind telling the story I'd like to hear it.

DL

There is a right man for a time, and we were busy in National Education when I
was there, doing a lot of basic research on many aspects of education. My
colleague there... [unclear]... and myself, we have a certain background and a
certain pitch to education. We came from universities, he was a physicist, I was a
public administrator. We weren't really equipped for a major overhaul of the
executive part of education. When Dr Garbers arrived, he had this experienceof
the de Lange report, where he was a member of the committee and was President
of the HSRC, and he is a very fine academic, and a very fine administrator. He
tackles this thing afresh. The Foundationswere laid, the systemswere there, and
they are still there, soundly madein the Departmentof National Education, and he
started from there. He took this on very strongly and energetically. At the time
personalities changeas headsof departmentschange. The Committee of Headsof
Education Departmentswho was steeringthis, running this, was constituted so it
was possible to move ahead. It includes myself, and it includes Mr Terreblanche
from white education. So, I think the people who can do this got together. There
was the necessaryenergy and dedication. Also the political environment changed.
Mr de Klerk's.... [end of side of tape].... a year later. So also the political leadership
and the tone they set, the cuesthey gave, allowed officials, who for yearshad been
thinking along certain lines, the opportunity to do what they had always thought
was necessary.Many of us knew that many of thesethings had to change, but you
have to work within a certain political framework. This thing is very much driven
by officials, by professionals.It is a report of the Committee of Headsof Education
departments, and we are not appointed politically as officials, so permanent
officials. So the doors were opened for officials for them to do what was
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necessary,andto comeforward to governmentandmakesuggestionswhich were
in line with the thinking of government.
LT

So there was already quite a lot of consensusbefore the ERS about principles, at
least amongstthe....

DL

At least amongstofficials.

LT

Amongstheadsof departmentandothers.

DL

Yes, I meanwhy doesMr de Klerk succeedin taking a large part of his party along
with him? I spoketo a farmer in the Free Stateon Saturday night, and the sort of
verligte things he said, you wouldn't have got from him ten years earlier, even five
years earlier. These people are wide awake, and they know what's...... intelligent
ones, they travel the world, they come into contact with many people, they have
a wide frame of reference, and Mr de Klerk is only doing what many of these
fellows.... he is only formulating, I think, what many of these fellows have been
thinking for years.

LT

What kindsof shifts within Afrikaner politics itself do you think laid the basisfor
Mr de Klerk's endeavours?

DL

I think the major thing is that the realisationcame I can think back to 1975,when
....
leaders in Afrikaner politics said we can't go on along Verwoerdian lines. Its not
going to work. As far back as 1975,1 remember.

LT

Who was saying that?

DL

Well, I think that would be a breachof confidentiality, and I wouldn't like to
exposethesepeople,but peoplein cabinetcircleslike Gerrit Viljoen. You canread
his books if you start readingAfrikaans. You will find quite interestingmatter
written by him.

LT

So we are talking aboutpeoplein governmentcircles.

DL

In governmentcircles,but at thattime he wasstill in academia.He wasstill Rector
of the RandAfrikaansUniversity. So he was doing that as an academicandas a
cultural leader.

LT

So we are talking aboutleadersof the Broederbondperhapsas well.

DL

Well at the time he was reputedto have beenthe leader, yes. I am not sure exactly
how thesethings went, but he publishedtwo booklets, which will make very good
reading if you can readAfrikaans. I think you should learn Afrikaans. The problem
is with you people coming from outside, you get only the one part of the story.

LT

Well this is why I am determinedto......
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DL

English people have always had a very particular way, and they have not always
beenvery friendly towardsAfrikaner views on thesematters. So Dr Viljoen I think
was one. I think Mr Rolph Meyer, now Minister of Defence, he was then a young
leader of studentpolitics. I think a man like Leon Wesselswho is now there. Three
men I can think of who expressed,I rememberin newspaperreports, that we are
going to have to rethink where we are going. This isn't going to work. We haven't
reachedthe end yet, there are a lot of other factors that are involved. So they sort
of paved the way for a new line of thinking. We knew that this new constitution
that was introduced in 1973, I think people had been thinking of models since the
late seventies, early eighties. So, there were many Afrikaner leaders, church
leaders,cultural leaders,academics,politicians even, who stuck out their necksand
said well we will have to changethis. With the coloureds there was no possibility
that apartheid was going to work. There was no possibility of giving the coloureds
and the Indians a homeland, and say that that is where you belong, and that is
where you vote, have a separatestate, it wasjust not possible. I've beenliving with
thosepeople since I was small, we spokethe same language,we went to the same
church, we belonged to the samechurch. Living next to each other for decades,its
impossible to exclude them and then make a separatestate for them. Nobody
thought that would ever work. I don't think even Dr Verwoerd thought that would
work with the coloureds. The present constitution was specifically devised to
accommodatethe coloureds and the Indians which it did, maybe not completely
successfully,but in a way they were accommodated.I think there is always a strong
thinking element in Afrikaner cultural life, in Afrikaner church life, and in
Afrikaner politics, and there are many platforms like the South African Academy
for Art and Science. That's one. They have an annual conference which is quite
important. That's where verkrampte and verligte comes from. Mr de Klerk's
brother said that at a SABRA thing. There are a number of organisations like the
FAK, that's the Federation of Afrikaans Cultural Organisations. Then there's the
SABRA. Now they becamevery conservativein the end - the South African Bureau
for Racial Affairs. Something akin to the Institute for Race Relations, just an
Afrikaans version of that. The South African Academy for Arts and Science, and
don't forget the role that Afrikaans universities played, that Afrikaans academics
played. So there were many platforms where people were always speakingabout
the future and theproblems of this country which are quite formidable. There aren't
many countries with this mix of peoplesthat have to be accommodated.So there
hasalways beena fermentationof ideasin Afrikaner society, and, slowly but surely
things startedto crystallise. I don't know whether that answersyour question.

LT

Well it goesa long way to....

DL

There are also Afrikaans newspapers.I can mention two names. One is Schalp
Pienaar. He was editor of 'Rapport'. That is the Afrikaans Sundaynewspaper,and
Piet Cillie, he was editor of Die Burger, a Cape Town newspaper. Those two
people, Pienaarhas died already, but Cillie is still alive - they made a tremendous
contribution via their newspapers,andtheir editorials, and their columns to sensitise
their readershipsfor the realities of politics. The newspapersone should never
forget, made a huge contribution, especially those two Southern newspapers.
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LT

And you would include educationalissuesin terms of those contributions,for
examplegettingpeopleusedto the separatebut equalidea after de Lange.

DL

Yes, I think they made their contribution, newspapersare never really expert on
educational issues. They try to shrug off the more..... I haven't found educational
reporters to be very good in this country, very informed. But I am sure they made
their contribution, but this is part of a whole social development. I don't think the
Afrikaner was ever against the idea that you should..... justice is a very strong
principle in Afrikaner life. Although there is corruption and all sorts of things, that
happens all over the place. But I think justice is a very strong principle for
Afrikaners. The apartheidpolicy was thought to be a just one. People thought that
it would be just, but the result wasn't just. So Verwoerd's homeland policy was
thought, maybe hoped against hope, to have a just result. It didn't have a just
result.

LT

I can believe what you are saying just from my small knowledge of Afrikaner
history. Some of the things that Afrikaners have been through as a people.

DL

So, I think that the realisation also on the educational front, that things weren't
,
right, things weren't just, has crystallised over time. Today the English-speaking
community has always been much more involved in social work, and, especially
today in black education, many English-speakingpeople are in there for the love
and the cause.Not for the money. Many people are in it for the money. They want
to sell books and things, gadgetsto schoolsand departments.The Afrikaner is not
that much involved, but the Afrikaner has always been very much involved in
missionary work through his church. When I move today, you find many people
who tell you, how can we get these things right, what can we do, where can we
assist, what is the problem. My people are really troubled by the fact that the
schoolsdon't perform well, that pupils fail. This unrest is a very troubling thing to
people in the circles where I move. They perceive it to be a huge injustice, and
there is a lot of angeragainstthe peoplewho stimulate this messoccurring in many
schools. I don't know whether I've replied to your question.

LT

Yes you have. You've given me a very, very interesting answer. It was reported
in one of the Sundaynewspapersabout two weeks ago - the thought just came to
my mind as you were speakingactually - that the DET admitted it was in a mess.
Would you like to comment on that?

DL

Yes. That is a constructionof the captionwriter, we didn't saythat.

LT

Oh, that's the pressup to their tricks againis it?

DL

Yes, thepressdid that. Whatactuallyhappened
wasthat we, and maybewe were
frank,
is
I
beingtoo
andthis a quality can ascribeto myself. I am very open. I
havegot no secrets,andif a thingis badI will sayit is bad. I hopeI am not being
Thereis no usetrying to keepup a facadethateverything
over-dramaticsometimes.
is hunky dory, that thereare no problems,that everythingis good when it isn't.
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And things are not well in black education. It is damn bad in many respects.We
had this managementdevelopmentprogramme running in schools, but then the
contract stopped,and we had to go out to tender again. So we wrote a document
in which we indicated what really is the situation on the ground. We quite openly
said that many of our schoolsaren't functioning well. We've got problems with the
managementof school books, of resources, of desks, of caring for physical
resources.Our pupils aren't working hard, they aren't studying hard. So we listed
a number of problems that we do have in real fact in black education. That was
then given out to various firms who were invited to make proposals for a
programme to counter theseactions, or this behaviour. To try to addresssome of
these problems by way of a staff developmentprogramme. To enable people, to
empower our teachers.
LT

So you seeit largely as a managementissue.

DL

It is part of it. It is not all of it. There are many aspectswhich we have to attend
to. But as far as young teachersare concerned, we get in young teachersfrom the
colleges all the time. they are a highly politicised group as you can imagine. We
just thought it is necessaryto empower them, to give them the tools, to make them
aware of caring for themselves,their personal finances, managingpupils learning
in the classroom, of managing the physical resourcesof the school, of caring for
books. We have got teachers in farm schools, people who are very isolated
sometimes.Just to get them together. To assistthem with how to plan their lesson,
how to prepare yourself, how to assistpupils with certain learning problems. Then
we gave it to thesetenderers,and it got into the press,and then they madeextracts,
and then they saythe DET is in a mess.We never admitted we were in a mess,but
we admitted there are severeproblems.

LT

Well, I've learnt to take what they say with at least a pinch of salt.

DL

Yes well its very flashy, its very catchy, it certainly caught peoples eye.

LT

Yes. Has the DET pushedquite a lot for reform in its history compared to other
departments.The reasonI ask that is becauseit is seenthat the DET has the worst
of it in some respects,in terms of resourcesand the kinds of problems that you do
face on a day to day basis. I wonder if that has been a motivation for you to push
for reform.

DL

As a departmentI don't think that we have pushed for political reform. There are
many individuals in thesepassageswho for years have not been comfortable with
the outside politics. Some of them have left the department. I think Dr Hartshorne
is one who, after he left, startedcoming out very strongly against the system, but
whilst he was here he was cooperating. The public servant is in a very difficult
position. Once you start confronting your political headsabout their policies, you
have to make a decision - either you go or you keep quiet. So as a department, I
never came across political statements,but surely, when I or my colleagues at a
senior level, speakto politicians and ministers we are quite frank. They know what
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we feel. We wouldspellout to them, look be wide awakefor that, this isn't right,
andwe havebeenpushingfor fundsvery hard all the time.
LT

So fundingwould be one.......

DL

Fundingis a major thing whereyou canrightfully ask, assistus, help us, we need
moremoney.That we do very strongly.We producethe arguments,but in the end
a political decisionis taken. Parliamentfinally endorsesthe decision,or takesthe
formal decision,andthen you haveto work within the guidelines.

LT

What about the issue of one education department. Would you like to summarise
the views of the DET?

DL

Well I Don't think the DET would have a collective view on one education
department. There have beenindividuals that I have come across who would say
that that is the reply. There are many officials, especially our black officials who
would say, well that is the answer, make one education department. I think the
biggest motivation for one education department is that then there has to be an
equal distribution of resources. That would be the main reason for people
advocating one education department.That is how I see it.

LT

Now, giventhat, would it be fair to saythatthe DET is morelikely to think along
thoselines thanotherdepartments.

DL

Again, I don't think there is a departmentalview on that. My point of view is that
we should work towards one systemwhich I define distinctively differently from
a department.One educationdepartment,working for one political head, with one
accounting officer is to my mind an unpractical, unworkable thing.

LT

And your colleagues in the other departments, would they hold that view as
strongly as yourself?

DL

I think so, yes. That is part of the ERSto which we all subscribe.I would rather
go towardsone systemof education.

LT

And you are happywith the ERSproposals.

DL

Well I'm part of that so I have to be. I'm sure one would have to think it out. I
have made quite a study of the education system in the United Kingdom, in
Germany. I have been to the United Statesa few times, and I have been to Japan
now with Linda Chisholm. So it is clear to me that a systemcan work, but to have
one political head, and one person in my position being accountable for the
spendingof money from the East coast to the West coast, I think it is virtually
impossible. There are so many regional differences, there are so many local
differences that have to be solved in different ways, that you will have to
decentralise.Education, I think is by definition I think a decentralisedaffair, with
some sort of central mechanism.
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LT

So which countrieswere particularly influential do you think in terms of developing
the ERS?

DL

Well I think the German model had a strong influence. It is a decentralisedsystem
without a centralisedcoordinatingor policy-making mechanism.They havethis one
which runs on a voluntary basis. The British system with its 420, I think, school
districts making up the English and the Welsh system.

LT

My colleaguesin Scotlandwould be very pleasedto hearyou makea distinction!

DL

[laughter]. Well they have got the LEA's, which has got a strongly decentralised
thrust, and then the DES as a central authority, and then Her Majesty's Inspectors
inspecting. It madea very strong impressionon me. It is not a very clearly defined
system, but it works, and there are strong elementswithin it that one can pick up
on. Then the American system with the 2000-odd school districts and a highly
decentralisedsystem,and a federal departmenttrying to make somethingout of this
mess. Trying to remedy the major problems, the major areas where there are still
gaps. Then, of late, the Japanesesystem confirmed my views with their 47
prefectures(?), the schools being quite autonomous, and then the central policymaking and, to someextent financing department. This view of one political head,
not responsible for each and every school in the country, but accountable for,
broadly, the broad education scene. Then local people who are really involved,
who have a stake in education, they will be responsible to answer to the public
what's going on in my school. I think those systems have influenced me quite
drastically. Also, I must say, the Dutch system with their system...especially that
part of it where they have schoolswith a very particular cultural or religious thrust,
but still being financed fully by the state. That part is a strong part of the thing.
Then some people who contributed also worked in Eastern Europe. We had quite
a good knowledge of Eastern Europe.

LT

So, generally speaking,those systemswere the main oneslooked at by the team as
a whole.

DL

Yes. We never went there asa team. We have simply had different encounterswith
different systems at different times. In the end it crystallised. It has to be a
decentralised system, which is a notion from the de Lange report. It has to be
strongly decentralised.The de Lange report also talked about one department, and
in the mean time we also got our thinking clear about what is a department, and
what is a system. We opted for the system.

LT

The government responseto de Lange was to transform the DNE, but in your view
that is not sufficient.

DL

The flaw with the 1983 constitution was that the education departments were
structured according to racial lines. That can't work, not in this day and age. The
de Lange report already at the time advocated regional, or geographical
delimitations of departments,of regions. That I think will feature in the National
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Party's constitutional proposals. That you will have nine regions with elected
politicians covering that region, and that the regions will be responsible for
education.

LT

So you werebearingthe constitutionalproposalsin mind when you....

DL

Well not exactly, but there is a .... look, I think I would like to have the politicians
listen to us. We come from a Union with four provinces, and, strongly
decentralisedpowers, as far as roads, hospitals,local affairs are concerned. I think
we are going back to that, but not with four provinces - with nine. It is part of the
history of South Africa I think.

LT

Sowould you seetheERSthento be a continuityon de Lange,generallyspeaking?

DL

Now that's an interesting question. Yes, in certain respectsit is a continuity on de
Lange, in certain respects.The de Lange report n the main was acceptedby the
government. If you madea list of the main proposalsand the things accepted,you
will find that in the main a lot of it was accepted.What we have been trying to do
is to continue the whole development thrust, which was stalled a bit in the mideighties by the lack of political development. I think your statement broadly
speakingis correct.

LT

Well I've got two more questionsif you've got time.

DL

No, no you're OK.

LT

What do you understandto be the role of the private sectorin relationto reform,
going back againto the CarltonandGoodHopeconferencesandall that.

DL

Would you like me to comment on what was their contribution to the fact that
reform occurred?

LT

What hasbeentheir attitudeto educationalreform?

DL

I seepeoplein industry and commerce,the businessmen,they are interestedin
makingmoney,andif they seethata certainpolicy is putting constraintson their
ability to makemoney,they haven't got many scruples.They will advocatethe
changingof the policy. I think they aremuchmoreinfluencedby functionalissues
suchas the quality of the labourforce that knockedon their doors. The question
andinternally.I think they arevery muchinfluencedby
of markets,both overseas
their own interests,and, in asmuchastheir own interestshavebeenat stake,they
have madequite a valuablecontributionby lobbying the governmentfor certain
changes.

LT

What havebeenthe forumsfor thatlobbying.

DL

Well, I think thereis a lot of informalcontactbetweenpoliticiansandbusinessmen,
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that's one form.
LT

Right, networking.

DL

Yes, that's correct. The second forum would be the South African business
chamber, SABEC, and the Afrikaans counter-part the Afrikaans Handels Instituut.
I think the labour unions and their contact with businessmenand companies, and
then the contactof companieswith the government,with politicians - there hasbeen
quite a strong network, or interaction there, expressedalso on the Prime Ministers,
or now the State PresidentsEconomic Advisory Council, which has been quite a
strong body over the last two years with Mr... [unclear]... as the chairman there.
They report quite regularly. Then there have been various investigations, various
commissions of investigation, which I think brought forward ideas held by the
businesssector. Its a whole network. I don't think I can really isolate one or two
of them. I am sure it is quite a wide network of influences.

LT

Would you say the philosophy of deregulation and privatisation that underlies the
ERS.... to what extent has that been influenced by free market thinkers, the private
sector and the like?

DL

I think as much as there is a deregulation thrust within the ERS, it is aligned with
an international... Margaret Thatcher I think started, or had quite a huge influence.
I think peoplecameto realise,without necessarilyfollowing one author, or speaker,
or politician, that there are limitations on the ability of the state to be,everything
to everybody. Especially the Afrikaners came to realise that.

LT

When?

DL

Well i think that during the eighties this slowly but surely dawned on people, that
the state can't look after you. Maybe even from the seventies.I was studying at
Stellenbosch.I got the first ideasthere. The seedswere planted in me that the state
can't look after you, look after your values, look after your safety, and your health,
and everything. The Afrikaners were quite strongly socialist-inclined, and I think
slowly but surely the realisation dawned that you have to be quite self-sufficient,
that you have to look after yourself, that you have to take responsibility for your
own well-being.

LT

And where were theseideascoming from? You've mentionedMrs Thatcher.
Presumablyyou would includeReaganas well.

DL

Yes, Reaganas well.

LT

Whereelse?They werejust kind of floatingaroundwere they?

DL

of the free market. Leon Louw, my
Well they camefrom a numberof economists
namesake.He hasbeenquite a stronginfluencefor a numberof yearsnow. Jan
Lombard, that's a very good.... ProfessorJan Lombard of the University of
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Pretoria, he's now at the ReserveBank. He wrote a book I can give you, if you
can't read it in English. I think you should read that one. He had quite a
distinguished intellectual....
LT

What's it called, the book?

DL

I've got it at home. A small booklet, but a very fine document, in which he, and
that was way back in seventynine, and he put forward his philosophies. If you are
interestedin this, he is a key thinker in Afrikaans academic...... he was Professor
of economics at the University of Pretoria. He worked with quite a number of
studentsof his. I can give you someof their names....[unclear].... what's that guys
name, Piet... but he had a number of students and he's now at the Reserve
Bank
[unclear].... he was also the previous Presidentof the ReserveBank. They
.....
were very solid economic thinkers, economic, social, sociology and economics.
Those peoplehad quite a strong influence, and you should not discount Dr Anthony
Rupert of the RembrandtOrganisation. He was advocatingfree market ideasin the
early sixties. He was the man who propagatedsmall business, the value of small
entrepreneurs;self-sufficiency, that the small entrepreneurwas actually the creator
of a lot of wealth, and employ a lot of people. So, thesepeople have always been
in the Afrikaans communities,but in the eighties I think they came forward. I mean
John Vorster wasn't a....... he was a politician, purely and simply. Mr Botha was
a very strong military man, and, a politician. Again a man like Dr Gerrit Viljoen
who was very much involved in political circles, and a leader, a thinker. I think
they were influencedas time went on by all theseideas floating around, and it sort
of honed their thinking, shapedtheir thinking.

LT

So the youngergenerationsuchasyourselfwould havegrown up with thatkind of
ethosin the universities,that kind of thinkinggoing on.

DL

Well I was still very much trainedin the apartheiddogmaat the time, but you
moveout, andI did this MBA, thatwasin thelate sixties.I cameacrossa manlike
Jan Sabi, also very important.He was Professorof economicsat Stellenbosch
University.He hasbeena very influentialindividual. For a long time he wasn't in
circles.
good standingin manyestablishment

LT

Why was that, becausehe....

DL

Well, he wasaheadof his times.He advocatedpoliciesof today in an MBA class
which I attendedin 1966/67.I thoughtthis manis mad,and I didn't understandin
hell what he was saying. But he addressedmy intellect. I couldn't find any
differencewith his argument.He wasdoing that right over the sixties, seventies,
eighties as Professorat Stellenbosch.He spoketo so many B. Com students,
studentsof economics.Sotherewerethesethinkersalwaysthere,and they werein
contactwith theoutsideworld. I think theinfluencethey hadon peoplelike myself,
and, the youngergenerationis immense,its tremendous.Thesepeople weren't
dogmatic.They were very realistic, they are not liberals or Marxists. They are
middle of the road, solid, down to earthand sensible.
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LT

Pragmatists.

DL

Pragmatists yes, but also people loyal to the Afrikaans community. It was very
difficult in the fifties, sixties and seventiesto move outside the fold. Then you
becamea Breyten Breytenbachor an Andre Brink, and these other avant garde
authors. they completely broke with Afrikaans traditions. It was very difficult to
make that stepoutside the lager or fold as it were. But these people, like Dr von
Renbergwho is one of the most successfulbusinessmenin the world. He had these
ideas, and he advocatedthem, but he never put distancebetween himself and his
people. He was always acceptedas an honourable man.

LT

Have you heard the term 'organic intellectual'?

DL

No, I haven't.

LT

It was a term used by Gramsci to describe intellectuals who are produced by a
group and remain very close to that group. They never becomeseparatedfrom that
group.

DL

I think that's a very apt description of a man like Sabi, like Lombard. A man that
moved a little bit close to being ostracisedwas this Willem de Klerk, the State
Presidentsbrother. I think his style is offensive at times, although he is still an
organic intellectual, though difficult to live with sometimesfor somepeople. People
who do that do a trapeze act, walking a tight-rope, some more successfully than
others.

LT

Couldyou recommend
any goodliteratureon Afrikanerpoliticsover thelasttwenty
yearsor sothat mighttouchon someof theseissuesthatwe havebeendiscussingthe influenceof free marketideasetc?

DL

You'll haveto give me time to think aboutthis. I can't think of an Englishauthor.
I havea few ideasin mind. I havea few booksat home.Davenport I would have
....
to havea look at that, and seewhetherI can recommendit to you. What you are
interestedin, I think, is how ideaswerefed into the system,and startedto ferment.

LT

Yes, that's right.

DL

Well, I wish there had beena good book on this. There is one on F. W. de Kierk.

LT

Oh, by his brother.

DL

By his brother, yes. Its more about the brother than the brother! Its a little too
much about the author than the President.

LT

Yes, I bet thatcauseda few fights aroundthe dinner table.

DL

The Presidentis a very civilisedman.He wouldchoosehis fights. Therearea few
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other books at home. I owe you at least the one by Jan Lombard.
LT

Well, I have taken up a lot of your time. Thank you very much.

DL

Its a pleasure,I've beenthroughwhat you are doingnow so....[tapeends]
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INTERVIEW

WITH MS L. SMITH, PRETORIA, 6/5/93,2.30pm.

LT

Basically Mrs Smith, I would like to ask you three brief histories. The first history
is of your own involvement in the EducationRenewalStrategy. So if you wouldn't
mind just giving a very brief resumeof your career to date with particular reference
to your involvemnent in the ERS please.

LS

In education I have a mastersdegree - the academicbackground. I have taught at
school for a few years, and I was a lecturer at a teacherscollege for a few years
then I taught at the University of Pretoria for twenty years. Then I started, I was
a registrar of a semi-academicinstitution, a businessschool, then I changedfrom
that to the Departmentof National education. This is the policy-making directorate
of the Departmentof National Education. I becamepart of that little more than a
year ago, a year to two years ago, almost two years. I arrived here when they were
through the researchpart of the Education RenewalStrategy. They were compiling
the discussion document at the time. Then, as you must have read, we received
commentson that, and so I really took part in the compiling of it. You must have
read about ICOM, it was a committee that was appointed to do the job, and then
we did the administrative part of that as well - myself as well as Dr Ben Els of the
directorate. So actually I came in on the Education Renewal Strategy being half
finished, and then I helped to finish it at the end. It was releasedas you must have
read on the 26th of January this year by the Minister of National Education, Mr
P.G. Marais.

LT

So you were responsible for drafting the ERS, would that be correct?

LS

No, that won't actually be quite correct. I would rather say compiling.

LT

Compiling...

LS

Yes, becauseit was drafted by different working groupsand we had to do the
andcompilethestand-pointsthatcame
compilationanddo thefinal decision-making
So
involved
with it.
out of that. we werequite

LT

OK, thanks. Now the next area is... I wonder if you could tell me what you know
about the history of the ERS - where the idea came from, who got the thing off the
ground, what kinds of political pressureswere involved in beginning the ERS, and
I'll ask you a few more questionsas we go along.

LS

Yes well I think if you read the forward of the ERS you will get the same thing.
I can tell you exactly the same thing, but it would be more advisable if you go
through the forward, and you will see that it is a short compilation of the history
of the ERS basically. So insteadof repeatingit, I think you should work through,
it will give you the exact facts, I think that will be better.

LT

I have read it. What I am looking for is a little bit more detail. Now I
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understand....I spoketo Dr Louw, andhe told me thatthe ERSwaspartly due to
the failure of the ten year plan introducedby F. W. de Klerk himself in 1986.
LS

Yes that is part of it. I think together with the failure of the ten year plan would
also be included the political pressurethat becamequite hard on us for equal
opportunities for all. So I think you couldn't see it separate you know, you
shouldn't separatethe failure of the ten year plan. In some instancesI would say
it was positive, and in other instancesnegative. But you should see it together as
a politicising of education. Education is very nearly always politicised, and the
political pressure that was put on, especially equal opportunities - no racial
discrimination, the political side of it was actually I think the last thrust that had to
pull this through, that gave Minister de Klerk the opportunity, which actually
pressurisedthe governmentto make somechangesand to give us the go-aheadfor
the Education Renewal Strategy.

LT

Wherewasthis political pressurecomingfrom exactly?

IS

I think especially from the side of the black people, of black South Africans
especially, and then you would also get somepolitical pressurefrom the Democratic
Party.

LT

And who were the moversand shakersin the NationalistParty? Who wasreally
pushingthe ideaof the ERSandthe idea of a non-racialeducationsystem?

LS

I don't think you could attach it to one person only. They would never do that.
That is not how the system works. They would discuss it in the caucus and I
wouldn't attach any single name to that.

LT

Would the idea haveoriginatedunderde Klerk's administration,whenhe was in
chargeof education?

IS

Yes for sure. The previous Prime Minister was PW Botha as you know, and
already I think there were quite a few voices although I would not namethem, who
put pressure on PW Botha, but he was not lending his ears to them. Pressure
becoming worse...

LT

Was that pressurewithin his own party?

LS

I think that wasfor surepressurewithin his own party.

LT

From verligteswithin his own party?

LS

Yes.That is my personal opinion.

LT

Well that is what I want to hear.

LS

For the good, and I would havebeenoneof themif I had beenthere, for sure. I
think really a largenumberof SouthAfricanswere thinking that for quite a long
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time.
LT

What wasthe moodat the time. What periodare we talking about for a start?

LS

I think the periodjust beforede Klerk took over startingin the beginningof the
eighties.

LT

The late eighties?

LS

Yes I would say '85, '86, '87, that time. I think that the people.... you could see
in the studentsmovement....... the policy of the National Party of the time was that
they wouldn't talk to the ANC for instance, and then the ANC and a few liberals
took the initiative and went to Dakar.... I don't know whether you heard of the
Dakar meeting. Actually they were really categorisedand they were scolded for
that. They were thinking of expelling the studentsfrom the university becausethey
attendedthe meeting at Dakar, but after de Klerk took over of course there was
nothing left of that. So the pressurereally startedbuilding up at the end of the term
of PW Botha, and individuals startedmoving out becausethe government wouldn't
do that. There wasn't consensus,and it is my belief that PW Botha actually just
kept them there. He actually ruled it.

LT

I see. So when you say individuals started moving out, you mean they actually
started breaking rank...

LS

Yes, with the policy. With standing policy.

LT

I am actually fascinatedby what you are sayingabout developmentswithin the
NationalParty. Now were thesedevelopments.....

LS

I am a little liberal....

LT

Well that'sOK, that'sfine by my book.Wherethesedevelopments
paralleledin the
departments?
Was
liberal
the
towards
move
a more
positionparalleledby
education
thinking within the DNE at the time?

LS

I would sayin a numberof individuals,yes,becausea bureaucracyof beinga state
department,you can't makea decisionon your own. Even now, you will have
individualsin this department,functioningin this department,for whom the move
is too slow.

LT

Would you saythat that is reflectedat all levelsof the educationalbureaucracy?

IS

Individuals at all levels. It is not a common thing, becauseyou would get some of
the people included in the Departmentof National Education who are more right
wing, and it differs from individual to individual. In this directorate we are very
positive, and we feel that they do move too slowly and they have moved far too
slowly, and they have the opportunity to reach out and sometimes they are just
passing the buck, but that is my personalview.
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LT

Now I've heard from Dr Louw that it was Dr Garbers move to the DNE that
facilitated the ERS.

LS

Perhaps what he meant was that he was President of the Human Sciences
Research...before he came here he was Presidentof the Human SciencesResearch,
the sameposition that Dr Rolph Stumpf is at the moment, and being a researcher
actually in the human sciences,I think everybody realised that there should be
renewal, and renewal under his flag was really pushed, especially the researchon
that - and he is really an expert on researchin human science.It did give it an extra
push.

LT

But it would have gone on regardlessof whether Dr Garbers was there?

LS

Yes I think so becauseit came from the political party. But I think it was because
he was so well equipped, and it was also his personal view that it should happen.

LT

And his predecessor?Would he also have had such an enlightened attitude?

LS

I didn't really personallyknow him.
I can't talk for him. I wouldn't do thatbecause

LT

Who wasthe predecessor?

LS

I must tell you that I don't know the person. I was herejust a year and a half .... but
being in the political situation of PW Botha, it would have been somebody that
fitted in with the bureaucracy at the time. I won't go any further, I have no
knowledge about that.

LT

Now as we know, the ERSwasresearched
andauthoredunderthe supervisionof
far
discussing
CHED. Wouldyou mind
as asyou canthedynamicswithin CHED.It
would seemunlikely that the ERSwasjust acceptedby all. I am sure therewas
discussionand evenheateddiscussionaroundcertainissues.

LS

Myself I was never included in a discussion with CHED, but it is so. CHED
compiles the headsof the different education departments,and you know that we
have had quite a large number - about 18/19 departments.The only thing we would
get would be the minutes which were the final decisions, so about the in-fights I
couldn't tell you anything. But of course, with the presenceof the headsof different
departments- black departments,self-governing states, things like that, of course
there would have beenhot discussionsabout it, and from the left hand side I would
say they just urged them to continue, to set the pace. On the other hand doing the
thing headover healsof course would also collapse. Actually I think it was a good
combination. The renewal was announcedon the political stageas well. Education
had to follow that, and everybody took part in it in a positive way, some in an
aggressiveway. You can notice in the papersand things it was exactly the same.
But I think in the end everybody worked together. Of course we invited all parties
to take part in the ERS - you will read about that in this too. But the left hand side
of the political scene, especially the ANC wouldn't take part in it otherwise they
would have given their consent for this thing and it would have been legitimate.
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They didn't want that. They wanted their own. You must have heard about their
own documents....
LT

Yes, NEPI....

LS

That is right. NEPI has released.

LT

Its not the ANC but NEPI.....

LS

Yes but its ANC.....

LT

aligned.....

IS

Yes for sure. So of course they did not take part in this. We do have
documentation.We invited them and they just denied the invitation and of course
we couldn't stop the researchat that time. It had to go on.

LT

Whendid the wholeprocess§tart.Did it start beforethe ANC was unbanned?

LS

Yes, I think so. I'm not sureaboutthe date.You shouldcheckabout the date,but
I think it wasbeforetheANC wasunbanned.But pleasecheckon that. I don't want
to give you a final answeron that. But now I must tell you that the pressurewas
of courseby theANC anddifferentorganisations,andthat
put onto thegovernment
helpedthe decisionof the governmentin a positiveway.

LT

Could you identify any departmentsor levels of the bureaucracywhere you
perceivethereto be resistanceto the ideaswithin the ERS.

IS

(laughter)I cannameindividualsperhaps,but I wouldn't do that.

LT

Without naming individuals could you give an indication..... I mean there must be
certain education departments that have been more intransigent than others in
agreeing with the ERS as a document.

LS

Yes, I think that seeingthe overall view of it, I think that most of the departments
do agree with it. I think that the Departmentof National Education is actually the
departmentthat wants to enforce.... no, I mustn't say enforce becausethat would
see it put to the actual practical work being done on it [sic]. There might be,
especially the Department of Education and Culture perhaps, if you would
want... [laughter]... you force me to mention something..... would perhapsbe a little
hesitantperhapsyou know, different people within the department, but I don't think
as a whole.

LT

Would the sameapply to the Houseof Delegatesand Houseof Representatives
branches?

IS

I think they arevery pleasedaboutthis. That is my personalview. I think they are
very pleasedaboutit., Educationand Trainingperhapswantsmore, and not as a
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Departmentas such but becausethe representativesof the different black groups
would like more.

LT

And would the DEC have beenof a piece, or would you have found certain
provinces,provincialadministrationsbeingmoreconservativethan others?

LS

[laughter]... Yes, perhapsthe OrangeFree State, sort of, becausethere are quite a
large number of rightists there. Perhapsin their own way part of the Department
of Education and Culture in the northern part, in the northern regions of the
Transvaal would also be sort of hesitant, actually to the level of the teachersand
the parents rather than the departmentitself. That would be my personal view of
it, the feeling I have.

LT

That also opensup a very interesting question in that the ERS was very top heavy
in its authorship. It involved people at the very top of the educational bureaucracy.
Would you say there is a difference in the extent to which it was accepted at
different levels of the bureaucracy?Would you say, for example that there was
intransigencetowards the ideas, or a more negativeattitude towards the ideasin the
ERS at the lower levels?

LS

Yes,I think so, because
of a lack of knowledgeperhaps,anda lack of securityyou
know. The peoplewho decidedon the ERS,and the different views mentionedin
here- they arenot asinsecureaspeopleat thegrassrootslevel. And of coursethe
differentassociations,
theparentsassociations
were includedin the comment,they
of
could do their commentandit wasincludedin here.The different associations
the teachersandthingswerealsoincludedin here.So at that level perhaps,but I
don't know if they werereally satisfiedwith the level at which they could havean
but actually you would alsoget
input. They wereinvited throughtheassociations,
being
the top structureof theassociation
presentedthen.At grassroots levelI think
thereis quite a lot of insecuritythere.

LT

Did you manageto bring the top levels of the various associationswith you - I'm
thinking of teachersassociationsand....

LS

Yes I think so, in a rather positiveway. Of coursethey would differ here and
would be moreof a right handview andothers
there,andsomeof the associations
it
is
the samething. You get different representatives
of
a left handview, and
You
feel
I
backgrounds
things.
But
different political
that too.
think
and
could
it
by
It
actually
an
all
rounder
and
was
very
positively
accepted
mostly, yes. was
it.
all but for this or that or that sectionof

LT

Very briefly, on a slight diversion, what is the feeling within the educational
just now with a view to change- are peoplefeeling very insecure?
bureaucracy

IS

Yes. I would say quite a large number of people do feel very insecure, especially
people that have permanentjobs here in the education departments. They are not
sure what is going to happen.They are not sure of the position. On the lighter side
I always say - it is also my personal view - the hands that are going to do the
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signatureswill turn black, as well as the handsthat will do thejunior jobs. But the
in betweenswill stay white. That is my personal view.

LT

And would you countyourself in that group?

LS

No, for sure not. But that is also for a very very specific personal reason. I am a
reborn christian and that makes the difference. My future is in the handsof the
Lord, and whatever happenswill be good for me, so I don't feel insecure at all.

LT

I see.How aboutotherpeopleat seniorlevelsof the bureaucracy?

LS

I think someof them do have a feeling of insecurity. That is my personal feeling
too becausewe have to include the black people, and they will have.... if the
government is ANC for sure - the top positions will be filled by ANC and I think
they feel insecurebecauseof that. Although I think the knowledge would be, and
the experiencewould be much within their feelings towards the new government
would be positive [sic]. My feeling is it would be positive - also part of my life's
philosophy.

LT

That's very interesting- I'd like to talk to you about that anothertime

LS

Yes, you are most welcome, I've got... and that's why I don't send my kids to
Pretoria University but to Wits. Radical.

LT

Would you seeany relationshipbetweenthe thrust of the ERSand thosefeelings
of insecurity?On speakingto Professorde Lange,he said that the authorsof the
ERShadeffectivelywritten themselves
out of a job. How would you interpretit?

LS

Well its actually-the samething...becauseit is the top structurethat hasfinally
written the ERSandit is the top structurethat feels insecureabout it. But at least
they havereacheda point of honesty.I am pleasedfor that.

LT

So what motivatesthemto write a documentlike the ERS then?

LS

I think becausethey do seethat they have to give a genuineand an honestsolution
to what's happeningat the moment. I think for the first time some of them started
looking at that and looking at their own thing, and then putting the pressure on
them from all sides and comparing with the education systemsin other countries,
and seeing what goes for what really brought themselvesto think - becausethe
white people where really in a very safe position in this country, they made
themselves,but it wasn't honest. They weren't honest at all, that is my feeling,
even in the churchesthey weren't honest.

LT

So you would say that almost part of the processof the ERS was an opening up,
a liberalism.....

LS

For surea liberalism,andfor the first time looking at the facts, viewing the facts
with what really truly wasa positionthatwhite educationhasbeenin throughthe
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centuries, for years,and realising that it wasn't fair. That is what I personally... and
I'm so glad about that, and especially I would say I am an Afrikaans-speaking
person myself. I was born and bred Afrikaner and I am proud of it. But I can't be
proud of the view that the majority of Afrikaans-speakingpeople held through the
years of apartheid. It's not in line with my beliefs.
LT

The charge has been levelled against the ERS that it is a policy agenda for the
National Party. Would you agree with that?

LS

I've got to be very carefulabout what I say now. I would put it this way. The
that the NationalParty stand-points
put out in the ERSwouldbe the stand-points
defend
forum.
the presentgovernmentwould
at an education

LT

Right OK, I think that is about as explicit as you could get! Now lets moveon
becauseI would like to ask you a few questionsconcerningthe contentof the
document.[Brief conversation
ensuesabouthow muchtime is left].

LS

Beforeyou proceedI must saythat I am not a specialiston the different subjects
here, sopleasdon't expecta specialist'sansweron them.

LT

So far I haveasked
No, we aregoingto talk aboutgeneralthemesin the document.
you for two histories.I haveaskedyou for a history of your own involvementin
the ERS,andI haveaskedyou for a political history of the ERS. Now I amgoing
to askyou for a third historywhich is really a history of ideas,of the mainthemes
within the ERS. I want to startoff by askingyou how you seethe ERSin relation
to CNE principlesasespoused
sayby the Institutefor ChristianNationalEducation
in the late thirties, and containedwithin Dr Vewoerd's speechto parliament
introducing the BantuEducationAct, and also as the principles underlying the
Eislen committee.Now, if one can say that BantuEducationwas informed by
Christian Nationalprinciples, how would you see the ERS in relation to those
principles?

LS

I think in broad terms the wheel of educationhas been found out. Everyone, even
the NECC havereally touched, have touchedwhat is in this [pointing to the ERS].
I think it differs, the view.... the stagein history influences the view
.... out of which
you look at the different principles, and in the stage that Verwoerd inaugurated
Bantu Education, there was a specificpolitical view and it was enforced I would say
artificially through the Christian view, through the Christian philosophy, and there
were a few people who were honestabout this thing, even in the churches, who
stood up and said we can't do this - it is not in line with Christian principles.

LT

You mean within one of the three Dutch Reformed Churches.

LS

Yes, I could give you the name of Dr Ben Marais that stood up all by himself,
several times. He was a Minister of the Dutch Reformed Church, and he was
actually a Professor of Theology at the University of Pretoria. He said apartheid,
you can't bring it in line with scripture. But I think it suited the people. Therefore
they did not see the way open for equal educationand for equal sharing and they
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had to do something.They knew they had to educatethe black people. they knew
they couldn't leave them behind. But they didn't really want to integrate at that
time.
LT

How did they know they had to educatethem?

LS

I think they sort of realised through their beliefs that they have a responsibility
towards those people. But though personal views and selfish views they did not
want to integratewith them. I think it was a selfish position that they took. They
said "alright, according to our Christian beliefs we have got to bring them up, we
do have a responsibility. We can't only make use of them and not educatethem,
but pleasedon't bring them to me and to us".

LT

betweenthenandnow to the thinking?
What happened

LS

Well you mentionedit yourself. I think the awakening within the black man, the
realising, and I think what also madeit easierfor the black man to realise that there
was somebig difference and they could sort of sharein the wealth of South Africa
was the materialistic thing. Actually I don't think that the position from which they
really moved was education to sort of develop as a person, but education for
materialistic things - not being poor. And through that you would get even - if you
look at Mandelaand thosepeople, they receivededucation, and it went further than
only the materialistic, although I think the materialistic thing - if you look at around
the world to the self-governing statesof blacks, I think they really do like the
materialistic part of it very much. I think it started there - comparing the type of
life that the white personlived and the type of life that the black person lived. They
startedcomparingand yearning after the materialistic things more in the beginning.

LT

What time period areyou talking about?

LS

I would sayit must have startedhere in the late 1920s, '30s and '40s it started. The
movementstartedthere, although there may have beenindividuals even before the
1920s, slowly awakening, and then of course they started learning about power,
about being in power, and to have power you have got to have money, and to have
money you have got to have education and things like that.

LT

What I am really in is Afrikaner nationalist thought. I could interview a host of
peopleaboutdevelopmentsin African nationalism, but I am interestedin your views
on Afrikaner nationalism. What happenedin the mind setsof people?When did the
change occur? When did CNE come to be seen as perhaps a bit anachronistic?
When did the turning point occur?

LS

I think the turning point occurred - and it is only my personal opinion - in the late
1970s, early 1980s. Perhapsbecauseat that time I myself was much younger and
more liberal. Amongst the Afrikaner people children were seenand not heard. It
is not the samein the English community. Therefore we were not allowed to speak
what we felt. We are breaking through that now. I was one of the younger people
that was really more liberal in my ways of thinking, and enforced my sort of views,
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and I would say in my thinking it startedin the late 1970sand early 1980s.
LT

Was it related to the unrest at the time?

LS

It really was related becausethe people startedthinking for themselves- why the
unrest?They were starting, you know, they wantedto know why. Why aren't they
satisfied, the black people, and someof them startedto think there must be a reason
for that.

LT

Did you study education Mrs Smith?

LS

Yes I did.

LT

What was happeningat the universities at the time?

LS

The University where I studied was the University of Pretoria - actually quite a
conservative university. I must tell you it wasn't politicised at all.

LT

And other universities?

LS

Well I think Wits University and UCT would have beenfar aheadof us at that
time.

LT

How about Afrikaner universities.

LS

Afrikaner universities I would say not - perhapsthe University of Stellenboscha
little.

LT

The University of Stellenbosch?

LS

Yes the University of Stellenbosch. That is my personal view also. But the
Afrikaner universities were never politicised becauseeverybody thought they were
Christians, everybody thought they were nationalists, everybody was thinking the
same.It really was not an issue. And coming out of a backgroundwhere you really
weren't allowed, and especially you won't believe it but women, not allowed to
think, you know. I feel in my Afrikaner backgroundwe really weren't allowed to
expresswhat we thoughtand we were really sort of helped... forced in line... . being
sent to universities and to placeswhere thought was similar to home.

LT

I would love to ask you a whole host of questions relating to what you havejust
said, concerning gender issuesand the changing role of the Afrikaner family etc.
but unfortunately I must press on. So you are saying that a rupture occurred in
Afrikaner thought in the late 70s, early 80s....

LS

Yes, that is my feeling....

LT

And you are relatingit to specificevents....
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LS

Yes, unrestfor sure, I think if unresthad not occurredthey would never have
reachedthat point

LT

Would you relate it to any other events?

LS

Yes, I think the media....

LT

Do you meanthe Afrikaansmedia?

LS

Not as much as the English media. The world becomessmaller becauseof the
media and you start to latch up with education - becauseof the unrest you start
latching up in your own little ground, what is happeningin other countries and you
start comparing through study, through the media, and especially the liberation
of.... not South Africa .... of Africa, and what is happeningin other countries, and
you start thinking for yourself, well goodness gracious, something has got to
happenhere too. And then you start thinking that perhaps my parents weren't quite
a correct aswe thought and startedthinking for yourself. So I think the unrest and
reports from other parts of the world gets your mind going, and making your own
choice insteadof going with the groupsthat your parents would have preferred you
to go with.

LT

And economic circumstance?

IS

Economic circumstanceof course put on the pressure too. I think the violence
acceleratedbecauseof that. The black people moving into the economy too played
a large part of it, and violence and boycotts facing the whites in the economic
world also made them think about it. So I would say it was quite a number of
things. Unrest in the economy, unrest in education, unrest actually on all levels of
life.

LT

OK, you have very nicely summarised the ways in which a critique began to
develop. It is one thing to realise that the old order is wrong, and quite a different
thing to begin to formulate a way forward -a way out of the morass. Who were
the leaders? Let me be specific from now on and ask you about ideas that I
particularly associatewith being a verligte and more specifically within the field of
education. Now under CNE the role of the state was almost sacrosanct. The
Afrikaners have hadone of the bestwelfare statesin the world, arguably. When did
the idea contained within the ERS, of rolling back the state, of semi-privatisation
in certain areas, of decentralisationin education - by decentralisation I don't just
mean in organisationalterms, I mean in financial terms - where would that idea
have come from. Its so different from CNE isn't it? What are the origins of that
idea?

LS

I think - that is my personal view too. I think the thought of regionalism also
brought in the thought of privatisation. I would say there is a connection between
the two. The economyforced it too. If you privatise then you can't keep your own
view. You have to take the view of the person who is really handling that thing.
For the Afrikaner people.... let me put it in a wider sense- the majority of white
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people, safety for them for the future is one of the most important things they are
busy with. I think they sort of startedmaking a summaryof different governmental
systemsin the world in which you could find safety for minority groups - it boils
down to that. And regionalism is of course something. It is not empoweredin one
man in one position too. And also the fact that we are quite a variety of populations
in South Africa, and startedbeing honestwith ourselvesand realised that there are
different needs within different regions, also forces this thing. So if you have
different regions you could at least get to grass roots levels and have the people
take part in educationspecifically.... in other areasof life too, but also in education.
So, therefore, regionalism would not only meansharing the financial part of it, but
also giving people at grass roots levels an input up to the parents. Even in the
curriculum of a certain school, giving them the framework that they should have
for geography or history or whatever, but the content of that decided by
themselves.So actually it is a very safe policy. It is safe for minority groupings.
I don't know if you follow what I am trying to say.
LT

Well, could you spell it out a little bit more perhaps?

LS

It is safe for the future of a minority group. If privatisationand regionalismis
includedin the set-upof our country,because
beingpart of a regionmeansthatyou
have
input
can
your
at grassroots level andyou cansort of say, well, I want this
in
this
this
and
and
my educationsystem,and also if you do want moreyou do
haveto addto the basicsponsorship
of thegovernment.You canadd, but youcan
decidewhathappensthereto yourselfaswell asto the future of thechild, you have
a greaterinput in that, and for minority groupingsit is very important.

LT

Specifically financial responsibility.....devolving financial responsibility onto
parents.

LS

Well I think it is becauseof the costs. The state couldn't bear the cost of it.

LT

Now the ERS is framed in a certain style of writing, of thought, that calls itself
managerialism. It is a managerialistsolution to educationalproblems as Dr Garbers
puts it. Where did that come from? CNE wasn't a managementsolution. CNE was
overtly ideological, and I don't meanthat in a purgerative sensenecessarily, but it
was clearly influenced by a particular doctrine. When did this rupture begin.....

LS

I think when we really start to move away from apartheid being a philosophy
behind it.... that has a philosophy behind it.... and moving away from apartheid to
a more democratic system. You get the principles of management, and the
principles of managementare generally accepted all over. The philosophy or
principles that were previously used in the education system were not generally
accepted. Managementprinciples are acceptableto everybody.

LT

And whendid that start?

LS

I think thatbasicallystartedwith theERS.Beforethatof coursethepeoplethought
aboutit becausethe ten yearplan not workingout, andevery businesshasto have
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a management.It was more styled on a businessthan before.
LT

But Afrikaner nationalists in the '40s would have turned in their graves to hear
something like that. I mean they even used to disclaim that they were capitalists
some of them.

LS

Yes that's right. It sort of started in a similar way as political unrest. Because
people startedrealising there were other views and that they weren't democratic.

LT

Can you link managerialismto any of the ideas about a new democratic
dispensation?

LS

Yes for sure.Any ideologycould fit in a basicsort of managerialconcept.

LT

Did Garbersbring the ideafrom the HSRC?

LS

No i don't think it was a personalthing really. I think it just sort of boiled out from
discussions.I wouldn't attachit to one persononly. I think it was really the feeling
that startedcoming from different partsof the systemitself as well as from, I think,
governmental sides.

LT

Whendid it becomedominant?

LS

In the 80s I think the idea already started. But being practically put on paper, well
I think the last three, four years perhaps.That's also my personal view.

LT

Would you seede Langeasa descendant
of the ERSin the sensethat it claimedto
be scientific?

IS

Yes, de Lange was very scientific, and I think his shareyou can't underestimatein
that.

LT

How wouldyou definethe term 'scientific'. How would you differentiatebetween
a scientificanda non-scientificstudy?

LS

Well scientificwouldbegenerallyaccepted
principlesall over. Non-scientificwould
based
in
broadest
be ideology
the
senseof the word - subjective.

LT

I see,and would you kindly do the samefor ' managerialism'
.

LS

[Laughter]..... Well what do you want to know aboutmanagerialism?

LT

Well how would you define it?

IS

I would define managerialismalso as scientific. But the actual putting into practice
of it - that would be in the different regions subjective.

LT

Another themethat I would like to explorewith you briefly is the relationship
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between educationand the world of work contained in the ERS. Now under CNE
it could be argued that their is a relationship between different sections of the
population and different sectorsof the labour market. With de Lange there was a
shift towards career-orientededucation. But what happenedto that? It just seemed
to vanish during the '80s. When we get to the curriculum model in 1991 we find
that people are talking once again about a broad curriculum for all, not about a
narrow vocationalism. What happened?
LS

Perhaps you've read the curriculum model. As far as my knowledge about
that..... they do havea broad educationup to about the seventhyear, even up to the
eighth or ninth year perhaps.I don't think, and this is my personal view too, that
nothing is being attachedto the world of work outside. My feeling is that they want
to give a broadeducationto everybody that is really sort of latched to the working
world outside, but not enforcing them in a specific direction before they are old
enough, and they havehad opportunity enoughto decidewhich way they would like
to go. There will be opportunities for them to continue on an academic course at
a later stagegoing up to the final year of schooling, but some of them are given the
opportunity of going in a more vocational way of completing their studies in
different sectionsof educationand training lives in South Africa. My personalview
is really that if it boils down to the practical side of it, it will help them more with
a vocation than it has up until now.

LT

I would just like to ask you one more question. It concernsissuesof gender in the
Education Renewal Strategy- well there aren't any. Gender doesn't appear as an
issue from what I can gather.

LS

I think it is mentioned somewhere.....

LT

Well it says ' personpower' and it
opportunities.....

LS

Yes that's abouthow it goes.

LT

What are your views about that?

LS

I think being an Afrikaner my personalview is that.... I would say that I was lucky
that my parents sort of enforced us, or helped us to study. But that is not the
generalview of the Afrikaner people. The liberation of women slowly startedto be
an issue....

LT

When?....

LS

I would say...you would always get the womens libbers standing out everywhere,
but experiencing it for myself would be the late '60s. Then from there it got
stronger and stronger. Then in the charter for human rights it specifically touched
equal rights and things for women. There is an act going through now, and the
women have an opportunity to havean input on that for the first time in the history
of South Africa really. I don't know whether we will ever have it again I must say

says everybody should have equal
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[laughter]. But it was fun. But a woman has to work twice as hard as a male to be
in the same position, also becauseshe has not a wife to support her. For the
Afrikaner people your family is a very important thing. I had to make a choice.
During the time when I lectured at the University of Pretoria I had my children.
I've got four children and they are all out of school now. I had to give evening
classesas well as afternoon and morning classes,but it was programmed in such
a way that I could bring up my children and attend to them. If I had to make a
choice, being sobusy from eight to five, I wouldn't have done that. Of coursethat
also influences the position of women.
LT

Would you have liked to seethe ERS go further in terms of trying to give a fairer
deal to women and girls?

LS

Yeswell I wouldsaythattheycouldhavementionedsomethingof the sortalthough
officially there is at this time no differenceon the books. Its rather a sort of
perceptionor a feeling that you have rather than it being written down in
ordinances.No differenceis made in the book at the moment. It will take a
generationor two for it really to reach that point, where there really is no
differencepractically.

LT

Do you think anythingcould be doneaboutthat, to speedit up?

LS

Yes, I think the perceptioncould be changed.I think the mediacould play a role
in thataswell astheactualparticipationof women.Womentoo meeklyacceptwhat
is doneto them, soactuallymostof the womenare part of the problem.

LT

You don't seemlike the kind of womanwho would meekly acceptanythingMrs
Smith! What was your experiencein the ERS?

LS

At least.... I must tell you that I am part of a directorate that really does not try to
discriminate againstwomen. So it makes me feel very safe and sound here that I
am acknowledgedfor who I am and what I am here. So I don't experienceit in this
department as such. In the ERS it could have been more explicit to my mind,
although everybody will come back to you and say they have put it in here, it is
explicit, and I must say that to the letter of the word it is explicit. It is not in the
letter of the word that it lies, it is in the perception of the people. To change
perception takes a long time. It is not facts that you really live by, you live by
perception largely.

LT

How many women were involved in the ERS?

LS

On the administrative side, quite a few women I would say. In the top structure I
wouldn't say.... I can't remember.There might havebeentwo, three, four of them.

LT

Did you ever get the feeling that you were a token woman involved in the ERS? I
am not discounting the fact that no doubt you were picked on merit. But given that,
do you think there was anything consciousabout having a handful of women on the
ERS?
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LS

I don't know whetherI really thought about it. I supposethat if there were women
who really could havebeenpicked on merit in the different subjectsI supposethey
would havechosenthem. Perhapsit was becausethere weren't really enoughstrong
women they could choose.They tried to incorporatethem wherever they could. But
women should not only be on the academic....like the men here they should also
have knowledge about managementand how this thing should be put to practice
through management.I think it is actually a combination of that. In South Africa
I can't say..... the majority for sure aren't women on that side.

LT

closesinterviewafter thankingLS.
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INTERVIEW WITH DR R. STUMPF, PRETORIA, 31/7/91,2.00 pm.
LT

There are three broad areasthat I would like to discusswith you. The first area is
really your own involvement in the DNE and the educationalrenewal strategy.The
secondbroadarea concernsthe ERS in particular, and, also referencewill be made
to the guidelines concerningcurriculum reform from the seminar of the 25th and
26th February in which the aim of the seminar was to draw up frameworks and
syllabi for the curriculum - to rationalise the curriculum. The third broad area
concernsthe educationreform processin general. So if I could start pleasewith an
outline of your own role, firstly in the Department of National Education, and,
secondly in the educationrenewal strategy.

DS

My own role in the departmentis one of Deputy Director-General. I am involved
and am responsiblefor all aspectsof educationpolicy and sciencepolicy - those are
my two fields. I serve as executive officer on a number of advisory bodies to
government, the University and Technikons Advisory Council, the South African
Council on Education. Then the Science Advisory Council and then numerous
smaller advisory bodies. I have under me a number of staff members who do the
actual development work on education, that is, on the financing of education,
conditions of service, which includes everything from leave right through to
remuneration. Also on the registration of educators and then finally on the
curriculum. When I speakof education, I mean right through from the first levels
of education right through to the university tertiary sectors. So we deal with a
whole broad sector and we also deal with aspectsof what we broadly call nonformal education. It includes all the legislation on these matters which we have to
develop here and present to government. My involvement in the ERS was that I
was too heavily involved. I somehowgot landed with a whole lot of the working
groups and found myself involved in issues as varied as conditions of service,
educational programmesfor universities, the subsidy formula for universities, the
school curriculum, standards at our educational institutions, especially our
universities and technikons. Also what was a very challenging one but a very
difficult one was the working group which looked at a new educational model. So
that is my whole involvement in the departmentand in the ERS. I've been here in
the departmentfor sevenyears.

LT

The next setof questionsdeal with the ERSin particular. I wish I could dwell for
longer on your own involvementbut time is quite tight. I am very interestedin
what you personallyunderstandby the philosophyof deregulationand devolution
that is saidto lie behindthe ERS.

DS

Let mesayimmediatelythatI havepickedthis up in preliminarycommentsthatwe
havegathered.As you know we askedfor commentson a broad spectrum- this is
a discussiondocument.We are going to extendthe date for commentsto 6th
September,it wasthe 15thAugust.But I havepickedup thevibesthat somepeople
feel that here is a deliberateeffort to counterthe move towards one education
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department by a massiveemphasis on deregulation and devolution to the lowest
level in the community. This is a tensionwhich, if you understandSouth African
society you find not only in educationbut in many different spheresof life. Certain
groups in our country feel that the only way to save them from any further
deprivation or unfair disadvantagesor deliberatediscrimination is to make sure that
everything gets centralisedto the maximum degree. So from their point of view
they would like a massiveeducational bureaucracy which centres in one single
education departmentwith tentaclesgoing far and wide throughout the country.

LT

To be a little bit morespecific,who do you meanwhenyou say "they"?

DS

At the moment I haven't got any commentsin writing so all that I have picked up
is what I would call the non-establishmentgroupings, not all of them - and that's
all that I've heard. I have no proof and so I am not in a good position -I have
nothing in writing. Its rumours, its deductionsthat one makes from comments and
from private conversationsthat one has. On the other hand of the coin, I mean on
the other side of the coin, you've got those who feel that South Africa is a very
very diverse country. Its got a tremendousamount of different societies, different
communities - the only way to accommodatethis in a harmonious way is to allow
for diversity to expressitself naturally and in the past, of course, this is where we
went wrong. We usedrace as a factor to try to accommodatediversity and from an
educationalpoint of view we arrived at the conclusion that it is not a valid factor,
so, from that the recommendationthat it should not feature any longer in the
provision of educationbecauseit is not a valid factor with which to accommodate
diversity. But, you have to agree that language, certain cultural expressions etc.
constitute valid forms of diversity - you can cite many different examples in many
different countries. So on the other hand there are those who feel that you need
maximum involvement of the communityand who haveperhapssuffered under long
decision-making lines, a bloated bureaucracythe stifling autocracy which comes
with bureaucrats and technocrats and they feel that you should allow the
communities maximum amount of freedom and responsibility within guidelines of
course to run their own affairs and this is what is behind some of the proposalsin
the Education RenewalStrategy. My feeling is that what we have to achieve in this
country, and what comes out here is that you'll have to provide for both these
emphases. You'll have to provide for a very strong decentralising emphasis/
devolution emphasis, as well as provide for the cohesion in the system to be
maintainedby an emphasison centralisation.

LT

So, broadly speakingit could be summarisedas a new framework, or the
philosophyunderlyinga new frameworkaimedat meetingthe needsof uniformity
anddiversity....

DS

Yes. I would say so, yes...

LT

Whilst also challenging bureaucracy.

DS

I would say that'sa goodsummary.I think in SouthAfrica we are moving into a
time frame wherewe really needto reachconsensus
on a vast numberof issues.
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The two polesare total privatisation of educationand, let me say, total socialisation
of education where the stateis responsiblefor everything, from A to Z. We need
to achieve some consensuson a position in between. Private education exists - it
plays a fundamentalrole. It is indispensablein our educational provision. It plays
a fundamental role especially in some of our disadvantagedcommunities so we
foreseea possibleextensionof the role of private educationwhich is much freer to
move, to innovate, to adapt than your typical state educationis, and that's true in
virtually all countries. Somepeople, and again I havenothing on paper, feel a little
uncomfortable with this becausethey feel the statewants to absolve itself from its
education responsibilities. that's not so - its a question of what would be most
effective. that's on that one.
LT

Right. Thank you. The next question concernsthe ERS in relation to world trends
and I would like you pleaseto describe how you understandthe following aspects
of the ERS in relation to world trends. The first aspectis the apparent introduction
of free market principles such as 'more choice' and gearing the system more
towards supply and demand -a comment that I picked up from the section on
teachertraining colleges.

DS

I would say that's a fair comment. I would say that the ERS certainly proposesthat
education should move much more closely in conjunction with supply and demand
issuesboth as far as the supply of manpowerresourcesare concerned aswell as in
its actual educational programmes that it is offering. We are under constant
accusationfrom the private sectorin this country that we are turning out people that
are of no value in a developing country to contribute meaningfully to the GNP.
They don't meanby that that the educationsystem should turn out somebody who
can move into a job and start producing straight away, no, not at all. They mean
that education shouldproduce a personthat is trainable and that they don't have to
invest any time or money to teachingin the three R's to put it at its simplest level.
So yes, you are right. We needto take much more account of supply and demand
also the curriculum for schoolswhich I'll come to just now. Teacher training has
been a very difficult one in South Africa because we have operated a largely
fragmentededucationsystemalthoughnational educationhasprovided the cohesion.
Teacher training has beenone of the fields that has beenvery difficult. In the past
there was no real problem because,mainly, white teacherstaught in white schools,
black teacherstaught in black schoolsand so on. But as the barriers are breaking
down we are finding that true as it should be of any profession that you have much
more mobility betweenthe membersof the profession and we foreseea much freer
flow of teachers,irrespective of what type of school in terms of racial composition
that they are teaching at. This has made planning for teaching manpower very
difficult.

LT

So how would you perceive the introduction of free market principles in relation
to world trends?

DS

Well, I would say that Britain would perhapsbe an exampleto us to a certain
degreeof introducingsomeform of choiceas far as the curriculum, the national
reform, the EducationReformAct wasconcerned
andall the fighting thathasgone
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on out there with the ability of schoolsto opt out. If you really cut that one to the
bone then it can be seenasthe introduction of a measureof free market principles the ability that a school can now go and engagethe guy who runs a glass repair
shop down the corner and who can replace the window instead of having to go to
the works departmentof the local educationauthority - that sort of thing. Yes we
foresee that too.... for those who want it. But for those who want it we will still
have very tried and tested and time-consuming processesthat we have at the
moment. We foreseethat there are a large number of communities in which a large
level of sophisticationand the will exists to adopt more responsibility in terms of
managingfacilities etc for the schoolchildren. I am not too aufait on countrieslike
Australia and New Zealand which we usually take as our examples - Britain,
Australia, New Zealand.We have startedleaning more and more towards looking
at countries like Zimbabwe and Zambia. I have on my table there a teacher training
report that the SouthAfrican Council of Educationhasjust completed which looked
intensively at Zimbabwe's system. We feel more and more that we have to move
away from aligning ourselves so closely with a Western European system or a
Europe centred system and we need to see how Africa is doing - how they are
tackling the problems. I suspectthat in the remainderof Africa you would not find
too much of a "free market" if I can use thosewords in inverted commas approach
in education. So as far as world trends are concerned, I suspect that we are
probably not in line with most other countries in Africa but then one has to
remember that a large number of other countries in Africa are under military
dictatorships which may affect this issue.
LT

So how about the situationwith regardsto the obvious emphasiswithin the ERS on
making school more relevant to the world of work? How do you see that?

DS

As I have said, the private sector has really hammered us - they feel that our
curriculum is not relevant. Now of coursea relevantcurriculum doesn't mean that
the curriculum has to be vocationally oriented. It may mean that, but a relevant
curriculum is one that relates to the life world of the learner, and, when we
analyzed this very carefully, we discoveredthat there was a lot of merit in what
they were saying except they were using a one-sidedargument- they were saying
that the curriculum was not relevantbecausethe guy, the learner, when he gets to
his job situation - he is not ableto function properly in thejob situation. Whilst we
take that point, when we carefully analyzed all the curricula, we found that we
really needto keep up, to keep pacewith the changing life situation scientifically,
technologically and, in South Africa, especially socially because we are going
through tremendoussocialchangesin a very short period. We needto havelearners
who can cope with sociological changeson the scale that we are going through who can adapt to change.

LT

And once again - how would you see this in relation to world trends?

DS

I would say, I suspect,as far as I could understandthe whole exercise in Britain
again with the national curriculum although that is sometimesdifficult for us to
make out exactly becausein the debatesyou hear accusations that the national
curriculum is another form of socialism. Others would again argue that no its not,
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its allowing for freedomof choice while preservingstandardssoall that debatesstill
going on. I would saythat while certainly we don't have any intention of moving
towards a system like they have in Korea or Taiwan where the world of work
seemingly- I haven't visited those countries so all I'm saying is from reading seeminglyseemsto dominateyour educationsystemand the whole educationsystem
seemsto be subservientto the world of work. We argue that the world of work is
one facet of adult life for which the learner has to be equipped. Adult life usually
comprisesthe family, the ability to function in a society, in the larger society - in
the country. I would say that by in large we would be in line with world trends
taking into accountthe world of work more strongly than we used to.
LT

Would you say the samefor the deregulation and decentralisation of educational
control and financing?

DS

I think so, I would saythe same,if we look at the modelslike I said before that we
usually compare ourselveswith like also the USA in cases,Germany and so on,
then I would say broadly so.

LT

And the moves - again you have touched on this already - the moves for
rationalisingcurriculumframeworksand syllabi?

DS

There I think we haven't picked up on any other country what we are trying to do
here.

LT

It doesseemvery original.

DS

Yes, what we are trying to do is again to try to accommodate provision for
uniformity as well as accommodatediversity, and in the past certification in South
Africa at all levels in the schoolswas the responsibility of the particular education
departmentor its minister. We are now moving to a situation where there will be
a non-governmentalagency called the South African Certification Council which
will issuecertificates to school leaversand further down as well at the final points
and they need to certify in terms of common standards.We asked ourselves the
question what do they actually need to certify, the syllabi? and we came up with
what we call frameworks. Frameworksare a step or two away from a syllabus -a
syllabus is a bit more detailed, and so what we have proposed to do is to develop
frameworks on a national level which will apply to all pupils, so that every person
in South Africa will receive education in terms of the same frameworks but the
syllabi which will be developed from those frameworks may differ from case to
case.You may find, for example,that the syllabusof somebodywho teachesat the
coast who is doing biology may differ somewhat from the syllabus of a teacher
teaching in the Karoo which is a very arid, dry region, so we need to provide for
those differences, for cultural differences etc.

LT

There is one point on that actually that I would like to clear up. I think that it is
possibly quite self-explanatory but in the discussion documents concerning the
curriculum framework it was mooted that the frameworks would provide an
adaptablesource for the educationdepartmentsto work with but in the ERS it talks
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specifically of educationalauthorities - local authorities I presume.
DS

Yes, well that is becausewe are not sure exactly in which form our educational
system will be organised so we used the rather generic term of education
authorities. They could be local education authorities, they could be regional
education authorities. We are not quite sure on that one but the education
authorities, whetherit is existing departments,whetherit is LEA-type of authorities
or whether it is regional authorities - they will be compelled to offer their type of
education in terms of the frameworks. I must just warn you that that was a very
initial document, and since then our thinking has progressed a lot more. We
propose to publish a documenton the curriculum, similar to the ERS in about a
months, six weeks time in which this chapter here in the ERS which was a very
brief chapter will be expandedconsiderably.

LT

Chaptereight.

DS

Yes chapter eight will be filled out to about a fifty/sixty page report in which we
propose a new curriculum.

LT

Finally, how would you seethe balancewhich the ERSseeksto achievebetween
cultural unity and culturaldiversityin termsof world trends?

DS

Well somecountrieshavedealt with theproblem in different manners.In somethey
have tried to make educationvalue-less.They have tried to just to make education
a totally neutral thing from a valuespoint of view which in my personal view is not
possible. Other countries, in my view, have taken this to the extreme again which
we did in the past. Somecountrieslike Belgium and Switzerland probably fall very
much on this extreme continuum that I have spoken about in the sensethat in
Belgium you have got your two languagegroups and that's it. They have got their
schoolsand they have got their schools. They have their education authority and
they have got their educationauthority. The two are pretty much independentand
separatefrom each other. Our feeling is that in South Africa this is not possible.
Our economyis totally integrated and we also do not have the numbers that these
countries have, nor the developmentalstage to move into such a strict separation
in terms of diversity and no I don't mean racial diversity. I mean for example
language. We will have to be more pragmatic. We are trying to find a common
ground which is why we will have to provide for uniformity as well as allowing for
valid expressions of diversity right throughout this document. Uniformity or
conformity, uniformity is probably the better word, through very broad and well
developed general policy, and general means that it is general for everybody. I
don't think that in South Africa we can move to a value-lesstype of education - its
not possible. We have very far-left communities, we have very far-right
communities and we have middle-of-the-road, moderatecommunities and they all
need to be accommodatedin an education system.
Thank you. The next questionconcernscriticisms that I have picked up about the
ERS. The first one is that the NECC, the ANC and other black organisations were
not included in workshops for either the ERS or for the curriculum reform
programme.

LT
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DS

Yes. That is a very difficult situation in South Africa at the moment. When we
conceivedof the ERSwe grappledwith this issueof how do you obtain legitimacy,
and I realise that this is probably the biggestproblem of the ERS is its legitimacy.
We invited all groups in South Africa, and we specifically wrote to some of the
groups that you have mentionedinviting submissionson any of the aspectsof the
ERS in the formal memorandaetc. and we foresaw that we would have various
seminarsetc. Unfortunately thesegroups didn't favour us with a reply even to our
invitation so there are two sidesto the story. They might immediately counter 'yes'
but that was only to make submissions, that was not to participate in working
groups as such. The difficulty in South Africa at the moment is that becausethere
is such an amount of positioning going on, political positioning, and there are so
many groups outside of formal education, outside of the education establishment
that it is very difficult just to pick one or two. Either you have to go the whole hog
and then you would end up with working groups that are very, very large and
unwieldy and I am not sure whether those organisationswould have been able to
participate in actual working groups which were structured under a formal
education system which they reject. I for myself can't see how they would have
beenable to do that and maintain their own legitimacy and credibility within their
own constituencies.To partaketogetherwith theestablishmenteducation andpeople
is
difficult one. I know that
- the very systemwhich they reject and so that a very
is a criticism and I concedethat this is probably our biggest stumbling block in the
whole ERS.

LT

I also notice, andthis is the othersideof the coin, that you invited thesegroups
after the workshopshadbeencompletedand the reportproduced.

DS

No we didn't. In actualfact not. We issuedlettersbeforethe working groupshad
evenmet. We issuedlettersto a largenumberof organisations,it was announced
in the presstoo, andwe actuallygot two hundredandsomethingsubmissionsfrom
a wide variety of bodies,organisations,individuals.

LT

No I think you misunderstoodwhat I was pointing at. I was pointing at the attempt
- the concerted effort after the report was made, to meet with these people and
present the findings of the report.

DS

Oh yes, I see what you were saying.

LT

The secondcriticism that I picked up is that although the ERS does recognise a
seriousbacklog in especiallyblack educationit doesn't actually respond directly to
aspectsof the so-called education crisis as defined by the NECC, the ANC and
other organisations.In particular it doesn't appearto addressaspectsconcerningthe
present quality of education - the emphasis would appear to be on quantity,
especially with regardsto black school buildings and the lack of resources. Also to
the financial disparitiesbetweeneducationalfunding for different population groups
and overcrowding in black education, empty classroomsin white education and
finally educationalprovision for the so-called 'lost generation'. These are aspects
of the educationcrisis as presentedby the NECC which the ERS does not appear
to deal with directly.
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DS

Someof those observationsmay have validity, others I question. For example the
whole issue of norms for school buildings - there's a whole chapter there with
proposals on it. How we can solve this issue and obviously once you have
acceptanceor consensuson revised norms for school buildings which will in this
case still mean buildings of a very high standard but cheaper, we can move
concertedlyin an effort to wipe out backlogs.Backlogshave not beenwiped out but
are in the process of being addressedannually as the government has made
available additional funds. Last year, black education received approximately
R675M for new facilities. This year it has received in the region of two or three
hundred million Rand and more is coming if things work out well. I concedethat
this may be a drop in a very very large bucket, I concede that fully. But the
backlog programme is running. One of the reasonswhy we didn't feel that we
could at this stage addressthe issue of backlogs is becausewe first need to get
consensuson the proposals.The idea then is to determine the financial implications
of these proposals and obviously they won't have a financial implication on the
short-term -I meanon the term of months. But some of them will issue, I mean
result in significant financial savings. Then the idea is that as soon as we have
agreementon theseproposalssomewill obviously not go, some may go, or will go
in an adapted form, may go ahead, we will come forward with a financial plan
which will addressmany of theseissues.We just felt it was premature for us to do
that, for example, the quality of education argument, we hope to address that in
great detail with the curriculum. We have addressedsomeaspectsof it here where
we deal with university and technikon programmes,and then in teacher training.
This is one of our big problems as you undoubtedly know is our teacher training.
Many teachersare perceived, and, probably are of an inferior quality compared to
others if you were to take qualifications as a yard-stick and we need to really solve
the problem of good quality teachersbecausein a senseyour whole educational
system standsor falls with the quality of that person. As far as the lost generation
is concernedthe reasonwhy we didn't addressthat in great detail here was because
there is another government initiative which I can't say too much about which is
addressing the whole issue of the lost generation. We did address it briefly by
meansof distanceeducation. But I take that point you know that some of these
issues may not have been addressedadequatelyor sufficiently clearly.

LT

Well that'svery interesting.Is theERSthenpart of a wider governmentstrategy?

DS

No, no. Therearea numberof governmentstrategies.You see,the lost generation
is not only somethingwhich dealswith education,it is also a social welfare
problem. We didn't hitch it onto the educationwagon.It is largely in the field of
socialwelfarethat we deal with that problem.

LT

So the lost generationis beingdealtwith by a different department.

DS

We are involvedin it as well.

LT

Thanks,I am suremoreinformationconcerningthatwill emergein the relatively
nearfuture.
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DS

Yes, and this curriculum documentthat will be publishedwill deal with the
curriculum and then on the lost generationissuevery soon we will havesome
positivedecisionsI hope.

LT

There is also the question of opening white schools which are underutilised at
present to black students.Again the ERS doesn't appear to make any....

DS

No, we did make somerecommendationson facilities - we weren't very explicit on
that one. Training facilities we were much more explicit on than on school
facilities. One of the reasonswas that we knew that there were certain initiatives
that were going on as far as school facilities were concernedand these culminated
in an announcementnearlya month ago in which the governmentannouncedcertain
measuresto accommodatechildren of all races in underutilised or unused white
schools. A press release was put out ..... [unclear]...... It is much easier to
transfer an empty white school to another department if they need it and it is
possible for that school to remain within the departmentof education and culture
or houseof assemblyand to receivechildren from other groupsand for the teachers
to remain etc. I think together with the ability of school managementboards to
choose models which allow for them to determine their own admission policy
provides a significant steptowards freer admissionpolicies, and, freer movement
of school pupils - studentsof course - universities have been open all theseyears.
There have never been any restrictions with them. Teacher training colleges are
now also open..... [unclear].

LT

Without meaningto pressa point, why exactly did the ERS not face this issuehead
on?

DS

That's a difficult one. I'm not sureexactlywhy. Perhapsit's becauseat that stage
it was still politically sensitiveand becausethe ERS knew it was going on at
another front. This whole movementtowards schools being used by other
communitiesetc.

LT

There are just one or two more criticisms to go. First of all it should be said that
the introduction of free compulsory educationup to standardfive which is mooted
in the ERS has beenheraldedas a great breakthroughby one and by all really, but
the criticism still remains that this provision is not sufficient. In other words that
free and compulsory educationshould go on for longer and that it is insufficient at
present in terms of ERS proposals becausea) it doesn't meet the aspirations of
black people in South Africa, and, b) becauseit will not provide a sound general
education necessaryfor today's world of work.

DS

Yes, I fully concedethat any educationist would like to see free and compulsory
educationextend beyond the first sevenyears. In South Africa that is true. I would
like to seeit too as much as you would like to or anybody else. We have got severe
financial constraints at the moment of course. No compulsory education exists
across the board in South Africa and consequentlyour estimates or most recent
estimatesare for about 1,1 million black, mainly black pupils/ children of a schoolgoing age who should be at school, who are not at school, and much of this is
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limited to the rural communities but there are also some in the towns. If you add
all those in you swell your educationsystemby 1,2 million straight away and we
have done some preliminary calculations. You can yourself think that if you take
thirty pupils for every one teacher how many additional teachers you suddenly
need. I'm afraid that we will have to, very slowly, move with compulsory
education and this was the one that we thought that with savings effected through
some of the proposalsin the ERS you could introduce, and then you would have
to see how soon you could extend to seven years then eight years and then
preferably to at least nine years of compulsory education, but that would be in the
long term.
LT

There is a point from that that I would very much like clarified. It is what appears
on the surface to be a contradiction. Perhapsyou could throw some light on it. It
appearsthat the educationmodel presentedin the ERS has not been costed yet. Is
that correct?

DS

That's quite correct. We have costedin a very preliminary form but we have
got...like on this one with compulsoryeducation,we know what we are letting
ourselvesin for. But we haven'tdoneit in the form of a balancesheetthatwe've
put the savingswhich exactly will result to the nearestRandand cent down this
down this columnand seewhetherwe come
columnand the additionalexpenses
equal. That exercisewe want to completeas soonas we havefinality on someof
the proposalsbut we've got very broad ideas.You're quite right, from a very
soundcostingpoint of view we haven'tdonethat yet.

LT

Given that fact, perhapsanothercriticism that mightbe levelled againstthe ERS
is that it only presented
oneproposedmodel.If costinghasnot beendonein detail
yet, why shouldproposalsjust be limited to onemodel?

DS

Well this is our proposal. You must understandthat the ERS is an agendafor
discussion.I appreciatecriticism, andI know from my own personalcapacitythat
it is mucheasierto criticise somethingthanto produceit.

LT

You understandI'm just doing my job.

DS

In a senseeducationalists
saidhereis our agendafor discussion,if you haveany
otherproposalsput themdownon thetable- lets see,and, weare quite certainthat
changed.As I said,manyof them
might not even
manyof theseproposalsmightbe
fly at all andsomemay fly in a totally different form. That's fine with us. But at
least what we felt was that educationwas being politicised to such a degree,so
muchrhetoricwasbeingthrownabout,andnobodywascoming with anyconcrete
Here's someconcretesuggestions
goodor bad.
suggestions.

LT

This is the last criticism that I've picked up of the ERS.

DS

I've picked up some which you haven't even mentioned.

LT

I'm sureyou have.This one concernsthe obviousdesirewithin the ERSto bring
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aboutequaleducationalopportunities.The conceptis given a lot of discussionin
the document.I personallywonderhoweverwhetherthe ERSwill in fact serveto
perpetuateinequalityin the following two ways. Firstly by allowing schoolsto
control admissions.....
DS

Not on the basis of race - that's invalid.

LT

Alright. OK, would you like to deal with that onefirst?

DS

Let me say that it is clear from this documentthat schoolswill not be able to turn
any pupil away becauseof the colour of his skin. If he doesn't meet the entry
requirement that is set or for example if the entry level doesn't meet the school
readinesslevels then there may be a possibility for them not to accept that person.

LT

I understandthat admissionmight be grantedor not granted with referenceto
culture of the schoolor the culture sharedby the majority of pupils.

DS

Yes. My feeling is that that will not be sucha rigid matter. That if there is a school
in which the cultural emphasisis a particular one. Let me take.... I come from Natal
which is an English-speakingplace in which many people espousetypical liberal
values. If you have a school of that nature and a person from a very Afrikaans
background with a very conservativebackground, and if the parents wish to enrol
that learner at that school, the managementcouncil will have to make sure that the
parentsknow what they are letting themselvesin for. I can't imagine that they will
refuse to admit the learner, but as long as the parentsknow that this is the schools
ethos, this is the schoolsemphasis,this is the schoolscultural values which they
wish to uphold. If the parent wants his child to be educatedin that set of cultural
values I foreseethat managementcouncils will not easily turn away such a learner.
Why should they?

LT

Perhapsto preservethe ethos of the school.

DS

Yes well maybe,if it becomesa great numberof pupils, if they are swamped
suddenly.If it is a schoolof threehundredand they havegot two hundredand
backgroundsandit is a liberal type of
ninety-nineapplicationsfrom a conservative
do
institution, surelythenthey might that yes.

LT

As up until now there are no actual concreteproposalsconcerningadmissions
procedures.

DS

No.

LT

Right, well presumablythat is open for negotiation.

DS

Yes. that's a ticklish one.

LT

The other aspectfor me that might serve to perpetuateinequality, thinking of it in
a critical light is that through making education after standard five dependenton
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ability to pay, at leastto an extent,won't thattend to discriminateagainstthe less
well off?
DS

Yes that is also a very difficult one. I am really in two minds whether that one will
have any chanceof flying at all. I think the larger part of our society would view
that as grossly unfair. Our difficulty is just how to finance this education system.
What we suggestedthere, very carefully, was the principle of paying more the
higher you go in your education. I'm not sure whether that one will fly, I must be
quite honestwith you. I think it is acceptedthat university studentshave to fork out
quite a considerableamount out of their own expenses.In some countries like
Israel, the state only assumesresponsibility for the first nine years of education,
then one year pre-primary. The communities take care of ten, eleven and twelve.
We had something like that in mind to move, if one can, somewhat in that
direction. That was to balance out the cost, the additional cost, of free and
compulsory educationfor the first sevenyears. But I foreseea very gradual move
as you go higher towards costs for the pupil or for the student.

LT

I wonderif thatonedoesn'tfly what implicationsthatmight havefor the restof the
model?

DS

The implicationscouldbe quiteseverebecausethereis no way.... it is very easyto
say that the statemustassumeresponsibilityfor educationfrom year one to year
twelve. I could saythat too. But thereis no way that canhappenunlesswe offer
a very inferior educationacrossthe board.

LT

What othercriticismshaveyou comeup against?

DS

Rural education, a crucial aspectof educationin any African country has not been
attendedto at all. Remedialeducationhasn't been attendedto at all. We've been
told that we are very wishy-washy and weak on pre-primary education. Those are
the three major ones. Those are the only ones that you haven't mentioned.

LT

Finally we come to the last broad area which the ERS covers within the broader
context of educational reform. I would like to ask you how you see the ERS in
relation to broader educational reform in South Africa over the last decadeor so,
especially in relation to the so-calledDe Lange reforms.

DS

I think that many of the ERS proposals, in one form or another, can in fact be
traced back to someof the De Lange proposals.We didn't use the De Lange report
at all as a blueprint. I can tell you I wrote this thing myself and I didn't use the De
Lange report at all. But I think it servesto show that the problems which we had
in 1981we hadn't solvedby 1991yet at leastto somedegree. We had to cope with
the same problems and therefore we came up with broadly similar proposals or
solutions. There is that link betweenthese two documentsbut there is no definite
link of trying to couple these two things together. They were essentially two
different exercises. As far as the ERS in the broader educational reform is
concerned, we are simplistically, I know, we would very much like to depoliticise
education. The whole of education in South Africa is heavily politicised and I
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understandwhy. We feel that in the end the politicisation of education can only
harm the child becauseonce you politicise a systemlike education, then education
becomessubservientto the other systemand it serves the goal then of a political
system. The child will ultimately be the one who loses. You need an education
system that is run on educational,technically sound principles. Having said that I
know in South Africa that this is no easy task. Even in most countries where they
have a very stablesociety, educationin someway or the other a very sensitiveand
emotional issueand usually also a political issue. The ERS is an attempt to present
a technical documenton educationand in that to contribute towards depoliticising
education. To have a debate on education which hasn't as its starting point a
political set of values. Let me say, in other words, that if somebodycomes with a
proposal which runs counter to one of these, I do not want to have to ask him
which organisation or which grouping do you represent. I want to look at his
proposal and evaluate his proposal on its own merit. And in that sensewe had
hoped that we could lift educationoutside of the political realm. I don't think, it
doesn't seemto have happened,becausemost of the comments that I've heardthat
shoot down the ERS if you really trace them back to their source are probably of
a political nature - you know that, especially the participation problem.

LT

And would you say that this is from both left and right?

DS

Quite correct. The shootingdown hasn't only come from the left. The right has
rejectedthis thing outright. They saidwe're sellingthe whitesdown the drain.

LT

I was going to ask actually....you were talking in terms of depoliticising the
educationprocess-I wonderwhere that leavesChristian National Education,
becausethat could be perceivedasinnatelypolitical.

DS

Yes, I fully concedethat. Christian National Educationis somethingwhich is
practisedin white schools.Someschoolspractiseit more fervently than other
schoolsdo. The governmentis certainlynot going to takeanybodyto court on the
basisof whetherthey practiseChristianNationalEducationfervently or not. My
childrenare at an Englishschoolandwe are very open-mindedabout this whole
issue.So I concedethat point that peoplemake- that thereis a definite political
slant in presenteducationallegislationandhow you try to depoliticiseit - well, I
would saythat is a valid point of view. If then this comesout in negotiationsand
discussionsaroundthe ERSthen onewould haveto look at whetherit is valid to
havesomethinglike that still, statutorilyin your books,or shouldyou just allow
just like church-relatedschoolswho
communitieswho wish to havethatemphasis
havea certainemphasis- who are free to havea certainemphasis.My feeling is
that we are moving moreand more towardsan era where thesethingswon't be
arrangedin statutebooksasthey havebeenin the pastbut communitieswill beable
to exercisesomeform of choice.

LT

So say for example,thoseaspectsof CNE which for exampleencourage,or are
perceivedto encouragenotionsof white superiorityin children - thoseaspects
would or would not be allowedto remain?
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DS

They would not featurein generalpolicy becausethey are not general.General
quite such
policy which wouldapply to anyonewould not be ableto accommodate
be
for
It
to
a
particular
community
a kind of meaning. would probably possible
aspectsof CNE -I certainly hopethey would not emphasiseso-called
emphasise
white supremacy.

LT

I really want to move onto the last questionwhich is quite important to my
research.In conclusionI would like to ask you what you considerto be the chief
political obstaclesagainstreform in a) the educationsystem,and, b) within the
broader political arena. In answeringI would be obliged if you could make
referenceonceagainto left andright.

DS

I think, without a shadowof doubt I would saysuspicionfrom both left andright
of the intentsof presenteducationalpolitics. And I can understandwhy from the
left they saytheseare thepeoplewho ran an apartheideducationalsystemfor the
past forty years,why shouldwe suddenlybelievethat they are going to turn over
a new leaf?And that is why theresomecriticismsare that all that this is doing is
entrenchingeliteeducationwhichis anotherformof discriminatoryeducation.From
the right the suspicionis of coursethat we arenow movinginto a greatprocessof
neutralisingeverything- of goingfor the averageand no longergoing to maintain
are
I've pickedup someof theseargumentsin discussionsthat standards
standards.
in
document.
under heavyfire from the proposals this

LT

Yes, I can understandthat coming from the English context.

DS

Yes, that is typically something,typically that hasbeena stereotype. That is typical
of somebodywho is conservativein their outlook, that something which they have
got is being endangered. So, I would say that it is suspicion from both sides.
Suspicion on the one hand that we don't mean what we say, and suspicion on the
other handthat we do meanwhat we say. And the outcomeof that according to one
group ie. from the right will mean a lowering of standards.

LT

I wouldbe very gratefulif youcouldpoint me towardsany referencesat all in that
regard.It would be of greatinterestto my research.Maybeas the thoughtcrosses
your mind......

DS

I will, it would havehelpeda lot if someof thesepeoplehad put someof these
thingsin writing. All I haveis personaldiscussions.I'm afraid I can't refer you to
what somebodyhastold me.

LT

in SouthAfrica at the moment,andagain
The natureof theeducationalbureaucracy
this is a massivegeneralisation,seemsto be quite heavily weighted towards
Afrikanerdom?

DS

Yes, I wouldsaythat'sa fair comment.You do not find too manyEnglish-speaking
suchasforeignaffairs
peoplein thecivil service.Its changing.Certaindepartments
havea very large numberof English-speaking
people.Financewould havesome
people have felt very
more. Educationis an examplewhere English-speaking
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loathed generally to move beyond the educationalinstitution itself and move into
the managementhierarchy in education. I think one of the reasonsmay be a feeling
that whilst they were at an educationalinstitution they could at least espousecertain
values freely and there is a degreeof autonomy attachedto educational institutions
even schools in South Africa. As soon as you move through the educational
hierarchy, you becomesomewhatmore restricted through the bureaucracy that is
there, through the rules and regulationsand etc. I suspectthat's one of the reasons.
Furthermore, English-speakingpeople have in the past generally dominated the
business spherein South Africa and the professional sphere. Its changed the last
number of years - twenty, thirty years but there was a time when your engineers
were English-speaking,your medical doctors were English-speaking, your lawyers
and charteredaccountantswere English-speaking.Its changingnow. More and more
Afrikaans-speakingpeopleare moving into thoseprofessions.I think one finds that
in most developing nations. As they develop, the occupationsthat they move into
are those occupationsgenerally associatedwith the human sciences. You will find
them moving into teaching, into education, into the ministry - you will find many
move into the ministry. They will move into social welfare type of occupations. It
is the more developedonesthat will move into lets saythe hard occupations. I think
into the ministry, into
we've had that too. Afrikaans-speakingpeople, they moved
into
English
The
education.
ones provided the
social welfare jobs, they moved
it
is
As
I
say
slowly changing.
doctors, the engineersetc.
LT

How do you feel the natureof the education apparatusaffects the reform process?

DS

I think it all dependson whether the person involved in the reform process is
to try out new inventions. Probably this is
willing to make mistakes,and, willing
a very broad generalisationthat a scientist should never say, but probably, by in
large, the Afrikaans-speakingperson, in the pastcertainly, was more afraid to take
risks or try new ventures than your English-speaking person. He was busy
establishing his own identity, his own nation, his own culture, his own everything,
and, he was a little bit afraid of taking too many risks becausethat may have led
to breaking down what he had built up. Whereas your English-speaking person
came from the British empire on which the sun never set. He was secure in his
identity, willing to take risks. My feeling is that this is a hindrance to educational
reform, the amount to which one wants to preserve the status quo becauseyou
know it works.

LT

Would you find that more with someeducationdepartmentsmore than with others?

DS

That's a hard one -I don't know. I suspectthat if you pressedme I would say that

weareonly a policy-maltingdepartmentmaybe more
we hereat theDNE, because
becausetheotherswould sayimmediatelyyou canafford to be more
venturesome
becauseyou don't haveto wipe up the messof your policy - its we
venturesome
who have to do it. The other departments,they provide the actual educationin
their argumenttoo. They'll
termsof thepolicy thatwedevelop,soI canunderstand
its
but
develop
policy
we who haveto implementit,
say its easyfor you guys to
andwhenit fails we aretheoneswhohavegot to calm downthe teachers.So I am
ratherthan in others.
not surewhetherit is evidentin somedepartments
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LT

I wonder how you perceive the education reforms in terms of the era of
negotiationsandthe broaderreformsthat are going on?

DS

Education will be one of the items to be negotiatedin the fuller negotiation process.
I certainly don't think that it will escapethat. I think it is too simplistic to take
I
be a lot of give and
education out of that whole process. suspectthat there will
take from both sides.

LT

Well Dr Stumpfit just remainsfor me to thankyou. I haveusedup my hour and
insightful. Thankyou.
your commentshavebeenmost

DS

Its a pleasure.Goodluck.

